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Chapter 1. Introduction, aim and outline of thesis

The impact of diarthrodial joint problems
Mobility, autonomy, and physical activity are key aspects in modern society. As the average
life expectancy of the population continues to increase, therefore, long-term mobility
and the ability to remain physically active is an important healthcare challenge.1,2 In turn,
physical activity is vital in relation to healthy aging3–6 and has been proven to positively
affect quality of life as it improves both fitness7,8 and cognitive7,9–11 capabilities. Diarthrodial
joints, in particular those of the knee, play a pivotal role in enabling this physical mobility,
thus impaired joint movement significantly hampers not only quality, but eventually also
life expectancy.12–14 The cause of impaired joint movement is multifactorial and includes
swelling and pain that can be caused by chondral and osteochondral (OC) defects.
Chondral defects present partial thickness or full thickness lesions, where in the latter
the lesion protrudes all the way through the cartilage to the subchondral bone plate,
which consequently leads to type I collagen-rich scar tissue formation induced by bone
marrow cells.15 Osteochondral defects are lesions that involve the cartilage, as well as the
underlying bone. Chondral defects are generally caused by trauma, whereas OC defects
can additionally be caused by joint related diseases, such as osteochondritis dissecans, a
hereditary disease in which part of the bone starts to separate from the surrounding tissue
because of a lack of blood supply.16 Chondral and OC defects can, if left untreated, increase
in size or in severe cases, and especially for OC defects, eventually lead to osteoarthritis
(OA), a progressive degenerative joint disease that causes pain, reduces mobility, and
decreases the patient’s quality of life.17–19 Furthermore, an increased life expectancy
and active life style, together with an increased average bodyweight20,21, contributes to
prolonged and intensified loading of the joints. This further increases the risk of chondral
and OC defects as well as faster progression and onset of OA.22,23
Chondral and OC defects frequently occur and, in the Netherlands alone, an estimated total
of 3000 – 5000 patients per year require surgical treatment for such defects combined.24
Approximately 60% of the patients that undergo arthroscopic surgery because of jointrelated complains exhibit chondral or OC defects. Together, these defects occur more
frequently in male patients, with an average age of 40 years, and most defects are located
at the medial femoral condyle with an average of 2.7 lesions per knee.25,26 The severity
of chondral and OC damage is dependent on variables such as the location, size, depth,
and age of the defect, but also on the alignment of the leg, stability of the knee joint, and
status of the meniscus.24 Therefore, treatment of chondral and OC defects can be regarded
as a complex challenge that concerns the entire joint.
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Articular cartilage: structure and mechanical
functioning

1

In diarthrodial joints, articular cartilage is the white and smooth tissue that covers the
ends of long bones to achieve efficient load transfer and to provide frictionless, smooth
sliding of the opposing bone structures upon joint movement. Initially, femoral AC
was considered a rather simple tissue of about 2 mm thick, that is not innervated nor
vascularized and contains only few matrix components. However, more thorough
analysis of this tissue elucidated a highly complex, multi-material composition with
matrix components of different sizes (multi-scale) and a distinct structure that enables
AC to sustain the range of motion patterns and loading conditions that arise from
normal movement.27,28 Rotational movement in the knee joint is partially restricted by
the ligaments, leaving flexion-extension the main motion.29 Joint loading is dependent
on a person’s bodyweight plus the activity involved, and the main loading conditions
include compressive and shear loading.29 Peak axial loading is generally between 8 to 14
times bodyweight during running30, the expected maximum compressive stress in the
human knee joint is approximately 6 MPa, and the maximum shear stress due to sliding
and subsequent fluid movement is 0,085 MPa.31 If an (osteo)chondral defect is treated
with an implant, it will therefore be exposed to a mechanically challenging environment
of combined compressive and shear loads.
The aforementioned structurally imperative composition and architecture of AC
tissue is identified along the distinctive superficial tangential, middle, and deep zone
(Figure 1). The material composition of AC matrix can roughly be divided into a nonfibrous (e.g. cells, proteins, growth factors, enzymes) and a fibrous (e.g. type II collagen)
component. The cell population in human AC comprises 2 – 5% of the total volume of AC
and mainly includes chondrocytes (with a diameter close to 13 μm) and a subpopulation
of 0.1 – 1.0 % articular cartilage-resident chondroprogenitor cells (ACPCs), which are
mainly present in the superficial tangential zone.32 The overall cell density is highest in
the superficial tangential zone and the overall cell morphology ranges from flattened or
ellipsoid in the superficial tangential zone to spheroid-shaped, columnarly arranged in the
intermediate and deep zone (Figure 1).33–35 A chondrocyte plus its directly surrounding,
type VI collagen-rich pericellular matrix is called a chondron, and all that is surrounding
the cells and chondrons is considered the extracellular matrix (ECM). Overall, the ECM
contains 65 – 80 % water, over 200 different types of proteins36, including ECM modifying
enzymes and ECM-binding growth factors.37
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Key components of the tissue that contribute to the extreme compressive and shear
properties of AC in the non-fibrous ECM are the negatively charged glycosaminoglycans
(GAGs). Due to their negative charge, GAGs attract water which subsequently induces an
osmotic swelling. This swelling is resisted by the structure of type II collagen, key player
in the fibrous part of the ECM.39 Structurally, collagen fibre sheets (Benninghoff arcades40)
are connected to the subchondral bone, where they provide the interconnection
between the AC and bone tissue, and transform from a perpendicular, normal-to-thearticular-surface-orientation in the deep zone, to a parallel-to-the-surface-orientation in
the superficial zone.40 The type II collagen fibre orientation allows for load distribution
throughout the tissue. Type II collagen fibres have a high tensile strength, which not only
limits the swelling behaviour initiated by GAGs, but also effectively provides resistance to
shear stress at the superficial-tangential region.41 Once the architecture of AC tissue has
been destroyed, the tissue is not able to withstand the mechanical loading conditions,
leading to tissue failure.

(Osteo)chondral defects of the knee joint: current treatments
As AC tissue has a low regenerative capacity and does not heal by itself, surgical intervention
is needed to repair the damaged tissue, decrease clinical symptoms, and therewith restore
joint function.42,43 The type of surgical treatment mainly depends on the age and health
of the patient (i.e., BMI, and level of activity44), the status of the defect (i.e., defect size,
location of the defect, and the ICRS grade1 of the defect), and the condition of the whole
joint (i.e., alignment of the leg, patella and biological age of the joint). Chondral defects
are treated differently than osteochondral defects. Surgical treatments that are currently
available to treat chondral defects include bone marrow stimulation techniques45–47,
synthetic, non-resorbable implants48,49, and cartilage-focused cell therapies42,50–52, whereas
surgical strategies to treat osteochondral defects include tissue replacement surgeries53–56
and synthetic, non-resorbable implants48,49 (Table 1). Fortunately, of the currently used
surgical techniques, osteochondral autologous transplantation (OAT) and osteochondral
allografting (OAG) do show promising results, as hyaline cartilage is retained and no
synthetic non-degradable materials are used.56,57 However, specifically for larger OC defects,
donor site morbidity (OAT), availability (OAT and OAG), size and fit of the transplants (OAT
and OAG) pose significant challenges.56

1
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ICRS grade refers to the scoring system as established by the International Cartilage Regeneration & Joint
Preservation Society (ICRS). The grade ranges from grade 0 (normal cartilage) to grade 1 (Nearly normal, soft
indentations and/or superficial fissures), to grade 2 (abnormal (lesions extending down to < 50% of cartilage
depth), to grade 3 (severely abnormal, lesions extend down to > 50% of cartilage depth and down to but not
through the subchondral bone) and to grade 4 (severely abnormal with the lesions protruding through the
subchondral bone as well).423

In severe cases, total knee replacement (TKR) surgery is needed. TKR is considered a
last resort option to restore patient mobility, as revision surgery is limited and implant
survival, especially in younger patients, is low.58 It is therefore important to postpone or
eliminate TKR.
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Figure 1. Representation of the zonal architecture of native AC tissue. A) Schematic of the three zones.
Adapted from Klein et al. (2009)38 B) Extra cellular matrix (ECM) component distribution and mechanical
properties along the superficial tangential, intermediate, and deep zone.
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1st and 2nd generation
autologous
chondrocyte
implantation (ACI)42
(> 2 cm2)
3rd generation
autologous
chondrocyte
implantation (> 2 cm2)

Cartilage-focused
cell therapies

4th generation
autologous
chondrocyte
implantation (> 2 cm2
,< 10 cm2)

Metallic implants
(> 2 cm2)

Autologous
matrix induced
chondrogenesis
(AMIC)46,47 (< 2 cm2)

Microfracture (MF)45
(< 2 cm2)

Synthetic and
metallic implants

Bone marrow
stimulation
techniques (BST)

Surgical technique

Advantages
One-stage procedure, Relatively
cheap.24 Repeatable (1x). Good
short term results.59

Challenges

Repair tissue is fibrocartilage.60
Mid-term to long-term clinical
functionality limited (especially for
young and active patients).59
2
Improved WOMAC scores after More expensive, invasive, and
5 year follow up61
time consuming as compared
to MF. Not enough evidence
that AMIC > MF or autologous
chondrocyte implantation (ACI) 62
Partial cartilage resurfacing
Metal has a high load-bearing
Non-biodegradable. Low implant
HemiCAP®, UniCAP®, PF
capacity. Partial resurfacing with survival rate. 20% of patients that
Wave®, PF Wave Kahuna®,
HemiCAP® and UniCAP® result
underwent partial resurfacing are
Episealer
in short-term improved clinical in need for a TKA within 4 years.49
outcome.49
ACI with periostflap
Applicable for larger defects.
No mid- to long-term
(ACI-P), ACI with collagen
ACI-CCI shows hyaline repair
confirmation of quality of repair
membrane (ACI-C)63, ACI with tissue after 1 year, and better
tissue as results after 5 years of
quality repair tissue after 36
characterized cells (ACIfollow-up differ.51,66,67
CCI)51,64
months as compared to MF.65
(3D) Matrix assisted ACI
3D matrix keeps chondrocytes
Quality of repair tissue similar as
(M-ACI)50
in place. Implantation time
to ACI.50 Not available in Europe.
reduced. Clinical stability
achieved 6 months earlier as
compared to ACI.68 Clinical
improvement after 2 and 5
years.69
3D matrix, including
Use of only human material.
Long-term quality of repair tissue
spheroids of chondrocytes.
Arthroscopic surgery. Clinical
is unknown. High costs, limited
Spherox©
improvement up to 3 years of
availability across the EU and the
follow up.52,70
rest of the world

Introducing micro-sized
fractures to the bone to
introduce bone marrow cells
to the cartilage defect area.
Type I/II collagen membrane
on top of MF. Chondro-Gide®,
BST-Cargel®

Western Ontario and McMaster universities osteoarthritis index (WOMAC) score indicates the level of pain, stiffness and functional limitations of the knee and hip joints on a scale from
0(none) to 4 (extreme).

Chondral

Type of lesion

Table 1. Current surgical treatment for chondral and osteochondral defects to eliminate or postpone Total Knee Replacement (TKR) surgery.
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Osteochondral

Synthetic and
metallic implants

Tissue replacement
surgery

Synthetic osteochondral
plug. MaioRegen48, Agili-CÔ75

Transplanting osteochondral
plugs from diseased donors

Osteochondral
allografting (OAG)55,56
(> 2cm2)

Synthetic scaffolds
(< or > 2cm2)

Transplanting osteochondral
plugs from less load-bearing
parts of the joint to the
defect site.

Osteochondral
autologous
Transplantation
(OAT)53,54 (< 2cm2)

Limited donor material availability.
Donor site morbidity.72 Technical
difficulty in mimicking the
contours of the defect.

Technical challenge to fit to
defect. Limited to non-availability
in the EU. Expensive treatment.73
Risk of limited integration and
disease transmission including
infections. Conservation of grafts
only up to 24-28 days.74
Biological, resorbable materials Inconsistency in success of
used. No donor site morbidity.
implants. Filling, integration, and
Relatively easy surgery.
quality of repair tissue is varying
For deep osteochondral defects, between fibrous and hyaline
some clinical improvement is
cartilage.77,78
shown.76

Better short- to long-term
clinical outcomes as compared
to MF.57 Quick implant stability.
34% of patients show hyaline
repair tissue after 1 year.71
Arthroscopic surgery.
Metabolically active
chondrocytes. Hyaline repair
tissue. High implant survival
rates and good long-term
clinical outcomes for younger
patients.56
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Regenerative approaches, including aforementioned cell-based surgical treatments, aim
to restore and repair native tissue with use of biodegradable materials, generally combined
with cells. However, current surgical therapies along this regenerative approach result in
sub-optimal healing or fibrous cartilage tissue formation which is composed of more type
I collagen fibres compared to hyaline cartilage tissue and therefore only provides limited
mechanical resilience, resulting in eventual mechanical failure of the initially repaired
defect.15
An alternative, patient-specific approach can potentially aid in restoring (osteo)chondral
defects and postpone or eliminate TKR surgery. Therefore, the overarching aim of this
thesis is to provide such an approach by fabricating an osteochondral implant where
special attention is given to the mechanical stability of the chondral compartment, while
allowing substantial matrix deposition. The individual challenges that arise throughout
the search for this solution are specifically highlighted in the boxes at the end of each of
the following sections. To start, as the knee joint is a mechanically challenging environment,
the first challenge to be tackled is the fabrication of an osteochondral plug with
engineered AC tissue that is structurally capable to withstand the mechanical loading
conditions upon implantation. This underscores the structural/mechanical challenge
(Box 1) in the restoration of the AC.
Box 1
Structural/mechanical challenge
To fabricate mechanically stable implants, it is required to address the compressive, as well
as the shear properties of the implant. This could be achieved by more closely mimicking
the multi-material and multi-scale complexity of the matrix composition and structure, as
the structure of AC is essential for the mechanical functioning of the tissue.

(Bio)fabrication: multi-scale AC mimicry and mechanical
reinforcement
(Bio)fabrication enables the fabrication of living complex tissue structures (Intermezzo 1)
and has been proposed to more closely mimic the multi-scale structure of native AC and
consequently improve the mechanical properties of cartilage equivalents.79,80 Extrusionbased bioprinting is most frequently used to recreate the AC zonal architecture within
fabricated implants using cell-laden hydrogels.81 Said technique generally uses cell-laden
hydrogels which have been combined with fibre reinforcing scaffolds that have been
fabricated by technologies such as Fused Deposition Modelling (FDM)82, Solution
ElectroSpinning (SES)83 and melt electrowriting (MEW)84,85, to provide structural integrity
to these intrinsically soft hydrogels. Where FDM generally generates thick fibres of 100 –
200 μm in diameter82,86, and SES87 results in random fibre deposition, MEW successfully
16

achieves control over (sub)micro-meter scale fibres.88–91 Due to the high control over
network fibre architecture, MEW scaffolds have been shown to enhance the compressive
properties of hydrogel constructs while providing ample space for cartilage-like matrix
production.84,92 The working mechanism behind this synergistic reinforcing effect is a
combination of strong polymeric fibres that restrict lateral gel expansion84 and load
carrying ability of the fibre scaffold intersections93 upon axial compressive loading.
Although this composite material, fibre reinforcing approach, seems promising, only the
compressive and not shear loading is addressed. Additionally, to use these constructs for
AC regeneration a two-step cast approach is currently employed. This considerably limits
simultaneous control over the non-fibrous and fibrous components of engineered AC and
consequently does not result in multi-scale AC mimicry of both the fibrous and nonfibrous ECM components. This illustrates the challenge in the fabrication (Box 2) of
composite implants for the treatment of (osteo)chondral damage: Multi-scale, highresolution fabrication has not yet been achieved with the readily available techniques.
Box 2
Fabrication challenge
To fabricate an (osteo)chondral implant with native tissue mimicry elements, multiscale fabrication is hypothesized to be key. Multi-scale fabrication can only be
achieved by converging multiple biofabrication technologies, preferably into a single
fabrication platform.

Diarthrodial joint resurfacing: an in vivo translational challenge
To translate the use of advanced biofabrication technologies to the fabrication of patientspecific osteochondral implants, the patient’s femoral size and shape has to be considered.
Moreover, as chondral and OC damage may affect large proportions of the joint an
average of 2.7 lesions per knee therapeutic strategies require resurfacing of large parts of
the diarthrodial joint.25,26 Thus, a shift from regenerating smaller osteochondral plugs to
large, patient-specific, convex and concave surfaces has to be made. This shift gives rise
to challenges related to the fabrication process, cell source and cell availability, but also
regarding the mechanical survival of these implants. A larger resurfaced area increases the
need for implant stability, as insufficient load distribution can potentially lead to mechanical
failure, subsequent total joint failure, pain and immobility. Moreover, the adult femoral
condyle differs per patient, yet macroscopically shows a convex geometry with an average
sagittal radius of 22 to 32 mm94 and patient-specific, convex and concave surface irregularities
exist. For therapeutic strategies, medical imaging techniques such as magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) and computed tomography (CT) can be used to generate a patient-specific
template for an implant based on the healthy contralateral joint.

17
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Intermezzo 1
Additive manufacturing and biofabrication: towards patient-specific solutions
Additive manufacturing (AM) is the process of creating a 3-dimensional (3D) structure
by depositing materials in a layer-by-layer fashion, based on a computer-aided-design
(CAD) and using computer aided manufacturing (CAM) software and technologies. AMtechniques have been present in the manufacturing industry since the late 20th century,
are referred to as “the third industrial revolution”424, and have inspired development in
the field of biofabrication. However, not all of these technologies are cell-compatible,
and are consequently not applicable to the biofabrication field, as cells need a water-rich
environment at a temperature close to body-temperature that also allows for sufficient
nutrient and waste exchange.241
Biofabrication was pioneered in 2002 with inkjet printing of proteins and bovine endothelial
and smooth muscle cells425, evolved to the first in vivo laser-assisted printing study in
2010 in mice426, and is as of 2016 defined as “The automated generation of biologically
functional products with structural organization from living cells, bioactive molecules,
biomaterials, cell aggregates such as micro-tissues, or hybrid cell-material constructs through
bioprinting or bioassembly and subsequent tissue maturation processes.”240 Biofabrication
technologies have evolved rapidly and have been categorized into extrusion-based
3D bioprinting80,150, droplet-based or inkjet printing215,319,427, light or laser-based printing
or stereolithography and digital light processing172,428,429, and electrohydrodynamicbased printing.89,90 A wide range of subgroups exist such as (microfluidic-assisted) coaxial420,430, multi-material82,247,260,376, and multi-nozzle376 printing. Additionally, convergence
of biofabrication technologies with other AM techniques is of key interest to best take
advantage of the benefits of these different technologies and therefore achieve higher
versatility in the design and properties of 3D (bio)printed constructs. Recently, some
exciting developments have been made to increase the size of high-resolution printed
constructs while substantially decreasing the printing time by means of volumetric
printing.373
Another important building block of biofabrication research is biomaterial development.
As most biofabrication technologies use these versatile materials as cell-carriers,
maturation-mechanisms, or bioactive release -mechanisms, (smart) hydrogels with
dynamic properties372 can be considered a field of its own. The development and
adaptation of these biomaterials, and their ability to be processed using (bio)fabrication
techniques has been studied in depth.431
The holy grail of using (bio)fabricated tissue equivalents is for patient-specific implantation
to repair or replace damaged tissue. However, (bio)fabricated tissue equivalents could
also be used for high-throughput screening, as advanced in vitro culture models, or as
organ-on-a-chip devices to answer fundamental research questions.80 Up until now, most
biofabrication research has focused on cartilage and bone regeneration, followed by
cardiovascular regeneration applications. 432–434

Cell-cell communication is key for neocartilage formation in engineered cartilage
constructs.95 As high cell densities are used for engineered cartilage constructs, resurfacing
larger surface areas requires an abundant number of cells. Cell type-specific challenges,
such as the limited expansion capacity of chondrocytes and hypertrophic fate of MSCs can
both be overcome when using ACPCs. However, expanding ACPCs to higher quantities is
18

time consuming. Hence, more efficient culture systems should be explored, such as the
use of chondrogenic stimulating growth factors (e.g., Bone Morphogenic Protein-9 (BMP9)96) and inducing cell-cell contact by aggregating these cells.97 Additionally, the origin
(allogeneic or autologous) of the selected cell source with respect to an adverse immune
response is important to enable safe clinical translation.98,99
Mimicry of patient-specific condyle geometries, and upscaling from small osteochondral
plugs to larger joint resurfacing gives rise to translational challenges both in fabrication
aspects as well as cell source and availability (Box 3).

Box 3
Translational challenge
Translating (bio)fabricated (osteo)chondral plugs to a potential therapeutic solution for
(osteo)chondral defects includes challenges regarding cell source and cell availability,
together with the ability to induce (stem)cell differentiation and production and
maturation of neo-tissue. Once translating from smaller (osteo)chondral plugs towards
larger personalized implants, the translational challenge also includes adapting current
technologies to resurface the complexity of the patient-specific geometry of the joint.

Aim and outline of this thesis
Current surgical therapies are sub-optimal for articular cartilage repair as mechanically
inferior fibrous repair tissue is formed and a patient-specific fit of the implants is
challenging. It is envisioned that biofabrication technologies may provide a solution
by generating osteochondral implants that are inspired by native tissue architecture.
As described above, the challenges that arise while aiming to use (bio)fabrication
technologies to fabricate (osteo)chondral implants are structural/mechanical, fabrication,
and translational in nature, with implant stability and patient-specific fit as shared core
challenges (Figure 2). More specifically, the compressive and shear properties of cellladen hydrogels for cartilage repair, as well as their fixation to the underlaying bone have
to be sufficiently stable to restore the mechanical environment, which is imperative for
the success of osteochondral implants.100 Additionally, convergence of (bio)fabrication
technologies is required to aid multi-scale fabrication and further help mimicking the
native tissue composition and architecture. Lastly, the step towards generating patientspecific implants and selecting a cell source that efficiently produces large quantities of
cartilage-like tissue is imperative. These challenges regarding diarthrodial resurfacing will
be addressed along the following main and specific aims.
19
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the clinical problem and the envisioned solution of using (bio)
fabrication technologies (Box 3) to mimic osteochondral transplants. The structural/mechanical, fabrication,
and translational challenges that arise when developing this solution share the core challenge of implant
stability. These challenges are addressed in part I, II, and II of this thesis.

Main aim
To fabricate a functional (osteo)chondral implant, inspired by native tissue composition
and architecture and made from biodegradable materials, by combining 3D (bio)
fabrication technologies.

Specific aims
• Improve mechanical properties (i.e., shear, and compression) of engineered cartilageand osteochondral tissue equivalents, including the cartilage-to-bone-interface, using
melt electrowriting (MEW) as a technology to produce fibre reinforced hydrogel
constructs.
• Converge MEW into the extrusion-based 3D bioprinting technology to achieve control
over fibre deposition and cellular distribution.
• Generate multi-scale osteochondral implants of anatomically relevant shapes and sizes.
• Evaluate multi-scale biofabricated implants in a relevant in vivo model.

20

Outline of this thesis

1

To fabricate a mechanically stable osteochondral implant, the architecture of the native
tissue is used as inspiration, as it is known that nature has remarkably efficient ways to
deal with the tremendous loading that articular cartilage is subjected to. With state-ofthe-art (bio)fabrication technologies, a plethora of biomaterials can be processed. Also,
the spatial resolution that is seen in nature can be more closely equalled.
Part I of this thesis focusses on how one (bio)fabrication technology, MEW, can be used
to produce scaffolds that enable mechanical reinforcement of (cell-laden) hydrogel
constructs. MEW fibre scaffolds have been shown to increase the compressive properties
of (cell-laden) hydrogel constructs. However, the potential of MEW to produce specific
scaffold designs to enhance other mechanical properties such as the shear modulus
and the interfacial strength between the cartilage-and-bone interface, are yet to be
investigated.
Chapter 2 shows how MEW can be used to print fibres that are out-of-plane by design
and are subsequently used to improve the shear modulus of hydrogel constructs.
Furthermore, in Chapter 3, MEW fibres are combined with extrusion-based ceramic
printing (EBCP) to improve the strength of the interface between the cartilage and bone
component of osteochondral tissue equivalents.
As part I demonstrates the potential of MEW for improving the mechanical properties
of engineered, biodegradable, cartilage and osteochondral tissue equivalents, part II of
this thesis focuses on how to incorporate MEW in the bioprinting process to create multiscale constructs and enable control over both fibre deposition and cellular distribution
in a single-step fabrication approach. First, Chapter 4 reviews the opportunities and
challenges of multi-scale biofabrication, including implant digital design strategies, as
well as artificial intelligence to improve the efficiency of named technologies. Second,
Chapter 5 demonstrates successful incorporation of MEW into the extrusion based (cellladen) hydrogel printing process and investigates the effect of this incorporation on cell
viability and chondrogenic differentiation capacity. Third, the potential of the developed
hybrid printing technology is demonstrated for the fabrication of anatomically relevant
geometries and materials in Chapter 6. Key printing parameters and the effect of
frequently used biomaterials on fibre deposition accuracy are investigated.
Based on the key aspects and technological developments that are demonstrated in
part I and part II of this thesis, part III addresses the translation of multi-scale bioprinting
and presents in vivo evaluation of bioprinted, multi-scale implants. One of the major
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challenges in upscaling and clinical translation of engineered constructs is cell source and
availability. Therefore, Chapter 7 demonstrates efficient chondrogenic matrix deposition
through the use of BMP9 as a growth factor. In Chapter 8, multi-scale osteochondral
implants undergo long-term evaluation in a large in vivo model (equine). Here, mechanical
stability of biodegradable osteochondral implants is achieved for the first time.
Chapter 9 concludes the experimental work of thesis by applying the developments
achieved throughout previous chapters in a large-scale, converged biofabrication
approach to resurface the diarthrodial knee joint of an ovine.
The overarching key findings of this thesis are discussed in Chapter 10 and includes
future directions to further improve diarthrodial joint resurfacing for the treatment of
(osteo)chondral defects.
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Abstract
One challenge in biofabrication is to fabricate a matrix that is soft enough to elicit optimal
cell behaviour while possessing the strength required to withstand the mechanical load
that the matrix is subjected to once implanted in the body. Here, melt electrowriting (MEW)
is used for the first time to direct-write poly(ε-caprolactone) (PCL) fibres “out-of-plane” by
design. These out-of-plane fibres are specifically intended to stabilize an existing structure
in x, y and z-directions and subsequently improve the shear modulus of hydrogel-fibre
composites. The stabilizing fibres (diameter = 13.3 ± 0.3 µm) are sinusoidally direct-written
over an existing MEW wall-like structure (330 µm height) using a programmed amplitude
of 500 µm, wavelength of 400 µm, and collector velocity of 400 mm/min. The printed
constructs are embedded in different hydrogels (5, 10, and 15 wt.% polyacrylamide; 65%
poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) (pHEMA) and a frequency sweep test (0.05 – 500
rad/s, 0.01 % strain, n = 5) was performed to measure the complex shear modulus within
the linear viscoelastic range. For the rheological measurements, stabilizing fibres are
deposited with a radial-architecture prior to embedding to correspond to the direction
of the stabilizing fibres with the loading of the rheometer. Stabilizing fibres increase the
complex shear modulus irrespective of the percentage of gel, or crosslinking density. The
capacity of MEW to produce well-defined out-of-plane fibres and the ability to increase
the shear properties of fibre-reinforced hydrogel composites is highlighted.
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Introduction
Melt electrowriting (MEW) is an additive manufacturing technique that direct-writes ultrafine fibres onto a surface using molten fluid columns that are stabilized with an applied
voltage89,91,101 The process is different to polymer melt102, hydrogel103, and colloidal ink104,105
extrusion through nozzles which all operate with direct-contact deposition for each layer.
In this study, the electrified molten jet is periodically written back and forth across a walllike structure with remarkable consistency, with minimal variation in structural dimensions.
When embedded within a hydrogel, these “out-of-plane fibres” distinctly increase the
shear modulus of the composite, even though they partake in a small fraction of the total
composite volume. Previously MEW has been used for “in-plane” printing, meaning that
the fibre is aligned along a single plane for cartesian coordinates91, or a single curvature for
rotating collectors.106 The technique is capable of producing micron-scale diameter fibres,
ranging from 45 µm91 to as small as 820 nm88. In addition, MEW results in a narrow fibre
diameter distribution (3 - 5% coefficient of variation), emphasizing the reproducibility of
this technique.107 The accurate and reproducible fibre deposition is a crucial characteristic
for the use of such a technology in biomedicine, filtration, and energy applications.108–112
The mechanical advantage of accurate control over fibre placement was shown in a
recent study, where a weak hydrogel matrix was reinforced with either small-diameter
MEW (2–7 vol.%) fibres or with thicker (16 vol.%) fused deposition modelling (FDM)
fibres.84 The MEW-reinforced constructs were able to recapitulate the compressive
properties of native articular cartilage, whereas the FDM fibres-containing structures were
significantly stiffer than the native tissue and failed at comparatively low deformations
(less than 10% strain).84 The implications for tissue engineering (TE) applications is that
such fibre/hydrogel composites enable the use of a mechanically weak hydrogel for cell
differentiation and matrix formation, while still providing a structural support required for
high compressive loading conditions.113
Other methods to reinforce hydrogels include using random solution electrospun meshes83,
interpenetrating polymer networks114, or the inclusion of carbon nanofibre tubes115.
However, the restricted control over the fibre meshes architectures limits their reinforcing
potential of soft hydrogels by such meshes. MEW is distinct from these approaches as it
allows for fibre placement control with highly organized architecture that synergistically
reinforces hydrogels in compression.84,116 Control over design in reinforcing techniques is
also shown with FDM and extrusion based bioprinting for PCL-based and hydrogel-based
reinforcement, respectively.82,84 Nonetheless, the accuracy and fibre resolution limits of
such extrusion-based fabrication methods hinders the reinforcing potential. Extrusion
direct writing is also associated to a high volume fraction of reinforcing materials than in
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turn potentially results in stress shielding that can compromise a favourable mechanoregulated environment for the cells to differentiate and excrete extracellular matrix.117
The reinforcement with “woodpile” MEW fibres showed promising results with regards
to the resistance to compressing forces84, however, it did not address the interplay of
compressive, shear, and tensile stresses that tissues in the human body are subjected
to. Therefore, to generate hydrogel-based constructs for the replacement of damaged
tissues, additional scaffold design elements for fibre-reinforcement are required.

Materials and Methods
Materials
For all experiments PCL (PURASORB PC 12, Lot# 1412000249, 03/2015, Corbion Inc.,
Gorinchem, Netherlands) was used for MEW. The PCL was stored and retrieved using
procedures previously outlined.107 In order to erase previous thermal history before first
use, the polymer was heated to 90 °C for 30 minutes, cooled down to room temperature,
and heated up to 90 °C again. After this, each PCL sample was used for a maximum period
of 100 h to avoid degradation of the polymer.

MEW Device
A custom-built MEW device that included high precision x-y-z linear axes (Aerotech Inc.,
Pittsburgh, USA) with a reported resolution of 1 µm was used. The opposed aluminium
collector plate was grounded and moved in X- and Y-direction via PRO115-05MM-150-UF
positioning stage while the nozzle was moved in the Z-direction via an ATS03005 stage.
The axes were controlled via G-code, using A3200 Motion Composer (A3200, version
4.09.000.0126, Aerotech Inc., Pittsburgh, USA). A precision pressure control valve, (FESTO,
Berkheim, Germany) was operated with nitrogen gas for pushing the melt to the nozzle. The
PCL pellets were heated in a glass syringe (3mL FORTUNA OPTIMA Luer Lock Tip, Poulten
& Graf GmbH, Wertheim, Germany) with an electrical heating element connected to a PID
controller (cTRON, JMMO, Metz Cedex, France). A metal flat-tipped nozzle (25G, Unimed
Switzerland) was heated separately from the glass syringe and connected to a high voltage
source (HCP 14-20000 Power supply, FuG Electronic GmbH, Schechen, Germany).

MEW Fibre Collection
Fibres were direct-written onto uncoated microscope slides (ECN 631-1552, VWR
international GmbH, Germany). In a first step, a wall of sequentially layered PCL fibres
was printed with 20 layers to reach a height of approximately 265 µm (set temperature
= 90 °C, applied voltage = 6.0 kV, feeding pressure = 2.0 bar, collector velocity = 900 mm/
min, collector distance = 3 mm). In a second step a crossing fibre was deposited over this
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wall, while the collector velocity (200 – 1200 mm/min), amplitude (20 – 1000 µm) and
wavelength (100 – 3200 µm) were varied. To assess the influence of these crossing fibres
on the shear properties of composites, MEW structures were printed in a radial manner to
accommodate the loading direction of the rheometer. Afterwards they were embedded
into the different hydrogels. A variety of stabilizing architectures was tested. The control
samples include a hydrogel only and one with walls only and no crossing fibres.

Visualization
Images were obtained using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Zeiss CB 340, Carl Zeiss
Microscopy GmbH, Göttingen, Germany), accelerating voltage = 2.0 kV. Prior to imaging,
samples were coated with platinum (approximately 2 nm thick) (EM ACE600, Leica,
Germany).

Embedding samples in hydrogel composites
PCL scaffolds were embedded in 5 %, 10 %, and 15 % polyacrylamide, as well as in 15 %
PG-ACR-DTT and pHEMA. For the polyacrylamide, a 30 % acrylamide + bis-acrylamide
solution (37.5:1 ratio, BIO-RAD) was diluted in PBS and polymerized using 0.5 % ammonium
persulfate (APS, 10 % w/v solution, Sigma Aldrich) as initiator and 0.05 % N,N,N’,N’
Tertramethylethylenediamine (TEMED, Sigma Aldrich) as a catalyst. To test the effect of the
mesh size, acrylamide powder (BIO-RAD) and bis-acrylamide powder (Sigma Aldrich) were
diluted in PBS and polymerized with APS and TEMED. A solution of 65 % 2-hydroxyethyl
methacrylate (Sigma Aldrich) and 35 % deionized water was polymerized using 0.5 %
ammonium persulfate (APS) (Sigma Aldrich) as an initiator and 0.5 % TEMED a catalyst. All
percentages are stated in wt.% of the total volume. The hydrogel-fibre composites were
all 26 mm in diameter and 1 mm in height.

Shear testing
The complex shear modulus of the hydrogel composites (n = 5) was measured via
oscillatory rheometry (plate‑plate, diameter = 25 mm, gap = 1 mm) (Physica MCR301,
Anton Paar GmbH, Baden-Wurttemberg, Germany). A frequency sweep was performed
(0.05 – 500 rad/s, 0.01 % strain) within the linear viscoelastic range, and the complex shear
modulus at 10 rad/s was measured. Prior to testing, (physical) contact between plate and
sample was ensured by applying a pre-load of 5 % compression.

Statistics
An ANOVA, post hoc Bonferroni was used to test the difference between the groups. For
the quantitative span measurements, n = 3 and 10 lines per sample were measured and
n = 5 for the shear measurements. A difference was determined to be significant when
p < 0.05, while data is presented as mean ± standard deviation.
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Results and Discussion
The effect of introducing a fibre that crosses through a layered MEW structure (described
herein as a “wall”) is quantitatively explored, using out-of-plane deposition. Such crossing
fibres (described herein as “stabilizing fibres”) are fabricated to stabilize the wall under shear
forces when embedded in a hydrogel. To accurately evaluate the shear properties, the fibre/
hydrogel composite samples were designed for analysis with a rotational shear rheometer.
An understanding of the basic requirements for improving the resistance to shear stresses
is investigated prior to enable these elements to be combined into physiologically relevant
fibre/matrix composites for TE applications. The unit structure for a stabilizing fibre is shown
in Figure 1A and has a specific wavelength, amplitude and fibre span. Scanning electron
microscopy (SEM) revealed that the out-of-plane MEW fibre contains very defined and
reproducible features (Figure 1B). This reproducibility was emphasized by the outcomes
of the quantitative SEM analysis (Figure 1C) that revealed that the span of the ascending
(114.02 ± 5.98 µm) and descending fibre (151.24 ± 6.69 μm) was significantly different
(p < 0.05) from each other, and increased with an increase of the wall height. Unlike for
extrusion direct-writing, for MEW the high voltage applied between the nozzle and
collector affects accurate fibre deposition, particularly when existing structures are present
on the collector. This includes previously deposited MEW fibres (i.e. the wall), which can
consequently attract (or repulse) the subsequently deposited layer, depending on the
polymer composition.91,107,118,119
The fibre diameter for both the wall and stabilizing fibres was 13.3 ± 0.3 µm. Nevertheless,
the collector movement amplitude and wavelength, the collector velocity, and height
of the wall, all affect morphology of the stabilizing fibres. Optimal stabilizing fibre
morphology included fibres that cross the wall in a straight manner (i.e. without being
deflected or overlapping) and were created with a collector movement amplitude
of 500 μm, wavelength of 400 μm, collector velocity of 400 mm/min, at a wall height
of 20 layers (265 µm). When the amplitude was decreased to the lower limit of 200 µm,
stabilizing fibres only minimally spanned the wall to the collector, and often adhered to
the side of the wall (Figure 1D). When increasing this amplitude to 1000 µm, the span
remained constant while the length of the fibre that adheres to the collector increased
(Supplementary Figure S1A). Fibres that were deposited with a small wavelength
resulted in stabilizing fibres that intersected already deposited stabilizing fibres
(Figure 1E). Increasing the wavelength decreased both the span and the total length of
the fibre (Supplementary Figure S1B).
It is important to note that the electrified molten jet for MEW deposits onto the collector
in a similar manner to non-charged viscoelastic fluids.107,120–122 To deposit linear fibres, the
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collector speed must at least match the speed of the electrified jet. The speed at which
the electrified jet and collector match has been previously termed the critical translation
speed (CTS).91,107,123 When depositing stabilizing fibres with a velocity below the CTS, an
irregular pattern was clearly observed and the fibres buckled and collapsed onto the wall
(Figure 1F). An increase in collector velocity did not affect the span of the stabilizing
fibre (Figure S1D), however, it did decrease the total length of the stabilizing fibre,
due to writing with a viscoelastic fluid. A clear increase in span was observed when the
wall‑height was increased (Figure 1G, 1C). However, an upper limit of 20 layers (265 µm)
was found with the selected parameters since stabilizing fibres started to adhere to the
wall at a wall‑height of 25 layers (330 µm).
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Figure 1. Fabrication of stabilizing fibres. A) Illustration and nomenclature of stabilizing fibres that
were deposited out-of-plane. B) Stabilizing fibres crossing the wall with programmed amplitude = 500 mm,
wavelength = 400 mm, collector velocity = 400 mm min-1. Scale bar = 100 mm. C) Effect of the height of
the wall on the span of the ascending and descending fibre. D) Effect of amplitude on stabilizing fibre
fabrication. Wavelength and collector velocity similar as B. E) Effect of wavelength on the morphology of the
stabilizing fibres. Amplitude and collector velocity similar as B. F) Effect of collector velocity on stabilizing
fibre fabrication. Amplitude and wavelength similar to B. G) Effect of height on stabilizing fibre fabrication
with parameters as in B. Scale bar = 200 mm.
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Overall, these data show the influence of the instrument parameters on fibre morphology.
For the first time, the morphology of fibres fabricated with MEW includes an intentionally
introduced out-of-plane component. By tailoring the machine parameters, fibre
morphology could be altered resulting in highly reproducible structures (Figure 1B) that
could potentially be used to reinforce hydrogels.
While there are potential applications of spanning microstructures within electronics124–126,
our interest in such stabilizing fibres was to enhance the shear properties of fibre/
hydrogel composites for use in medical and TE applications. Therefore, MEW scaffolds
were fabricated in a radial configuration so that the stabilizing fibres were in the same
direction as the applied load of the rotational shear rheometer (SF1; Figure 2A), and walls
only (Figure 2B) were used as the control. A single fibre grid layer was first direct written
under all samples to assist in fibre adhesion and handling during hydrogel embedding
(Figure 2C).
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Figure 2. Different variants of stabilizing fibres produced in a radial manner for shear stress
measurements. A) Overview image of a MEW PCL scaffold embedded in a model hydrogel. B) Control group,
walls only, no stabilizing fibres. C) Stabilizing fibres, 1 line. D) Stabilizing fibres, 4 lines of which 2 out of phase.
E) Stabilizing fibres, 4 lines, in-phase. F) Magnification of E, where the stabilizing fibres cross the wall. Scale
bar A = 1 mm, scale bar B-D = 100 μm, scale bar F = 10 μm.
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In order to determine the effect of fibre architecture on the resistance to shear, multiple
designs, with extra stabilizing fibres incorporated within the structure, were also fabricated
(Figure 2D-E). For these additional groups, the stabilizing fibres were integrated within
the top of the wall by alternating the stabilizing fibres with the fibres being placed upon
the wall (Figure 2F). One variant had four stabilizing fibres in total, with half of them
out-of-phase with each other (SF2; Figure 2D) while the other one had all four stabilizing
fibres in phase (SF3; Figure 2E). To analyse the effect of the stabilizing fibres on the shear
modulus of PCL/hydrogel composites, these 3D MEW structures were embedded in
different concentrations of polyacrylamide with a range of crosslinking densities, as well
as in pHEMA. All fibre/hydrogel constructs had a relatively low PCL component of only
0.24–0.29 vol.% (i.e. a hydrogel content between 99.71–99.76 vol.%) (Figure 2B – 2F).
The inclusion of stabilizing fibres within the various hydrogels did increase the shear
modulus for all different geometries (Walls only, SF1, SF2 and SF3, see Figure 3A), both in
the pHEMA and in the relatively soft 5% polyacrylamide (Figure 3B, 3C). Remarkably, no
significant differences were found between the variant groups geometries (SF1, SF2 and
SF3) with additional fibres integrated into the structure – as long as there was a stabilizing
fibre, the shear modulus increased to a similar level. To investigate the effect of hydrogelconcentration and crosslink-density of the hydrogel on the fibre reinforcement effect,
stabilizing fibres were tested in 5%, 10%, and 15% polyacrylamide and with 0.2, 0.3, and
0.5 % bis-acrylamide (Figure 3D-F).
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Although no correlation was found, the reinforcing effect of the stabilizing fibres was
shown in all gels, irrespective of hydrogel-concentration, or crosslink-density. A deeper
understanding of this reinforcing effect for shear forces could be achieved using numerical
methods to investigate the influence of out-of-plane fibres, including their morphology
and more complex organizations, on the mechanical behaviour and reinforcement
mechanism of soft hydrogels. The use of continuum Finite Element methods, combined
with experimental data, can provide a better understanding of the construct’s mechanical
response with different boundary conditions, e.g. confined compression, shear loading or
other boundary conditions that mimic a specific physiological application and eventually
facilitate the reinforcing strategy design process. This in turn would provide reinforcement
designs for MEW with even more efficiency and complexity.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study shows the highly reproducible out-of-plane deposition of an
electrically charged polymer melt, resulting in stabilizing fibres. Stabilizing structures,
irrespective of the number and arrangement of fibres (in phase or out of phase), increased
the shear modulus in both weak and strong hydrogels, with different crosslinking densities
and different hydrogel concentrations. The ability to fabricate highly reproducible MEW
structures that include an out-of-plane component, and the capacity to increase the
shear response of hydrogel/fibre composites, while maintaining a soft hydrogel, are key
outcomes of this study.
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Abstract
Multi-material 3D printing technologies that resolve features at different lengths
down to the microscale open new avenues for regenerative medicine, particularly in
the engineering of tissue interfaces. Herein, extrusion printing of a bone-biomimetic
ceramic ink and melt electrowriting (MEW) of spatially organized polymeric microfibres
are integrated for the biofabrication of an osteochondral plug, with a mechanically
reinforced bone-to-cartilage interface. A printable physiological temperature-setting
bioceramic, based on α-tricalcium phosphate, nanohydroxyapatite and a customsynthesized biodegradable and crosslinkable poloxamer, was developed as bone
support. The mild setting reaction of the bone ink enabled us to print directly within
melt electrowritten polycaprolactone meshes, preserving their micro-architecture.
Ceramic-integrated MEW meshes protruded into the cartilage region of the composite
plug and were embedded with mechanically soft gelatin-based hydrogels, laden with
articular cartilage chondroprogenitor cells. Such interlocking design enhanced the
hydrogel-to-ceramic adhesion strength > 6.5-fold, compared with non-interlocking
fibre architectures, enabling structural stability during handling and surgical
implantation in osteochondral defects ex vivo. Furthermore, the MEW meshes endowed
the chondral compartment with compressive properties approaching those of native
cartilage (20-fold reinforcement versus pristine hydrogel). The osteal and chondral
compartment supported osteogenesis and cartilage matrix deposition in vitro, and the
neo-synthesized cartilage matrix further contributed to the mechanical reinforcement
at the ceramic-hydrogel interface. This multi-material, multi-scale 3D printing approach
provides a promising strategy for engineering advanced composite constructs for the
regeneration of musculoskeletal and connective tissue interfaces.
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Introduction
Establishing a secure integration between mechanically dissimilar materials is a major
challenge in engineering interfaces between biological tissues. In musculoskeletal
tissues, hard, mineralized materials are naturally integrated with soft tissues, for example,
the cartilage-to-bone boundary. This interface plays a pivotal role in the regulation of
inter-cellular communication, through the diffusion of bioactive molecules between
the articular surface and the subchondral bone.127 Such filter function, together with the
transmission of mechanical loads,79,128 contributes to maintaining homeostasis and hence
functionality of the articulating joint. Traumatic injuries to the articular cartilage and
degenerative processes can lead to osteoarthritis, which is a prevalent and debilitating
condition in our aging population. This disorder may result in the disruption of the
integrity of the subchondral bone, cartilage and their interface, urging the development
of approaches that can functionally restore the affected tissue. Thus far, principally, the
use of soft materials has been investigated for cartilage restoration, in particular those
based on biocompatible hydrogels that can provide a highly hydrated environment
aiding the encapsulation and differentiation of cells. However, these materials are difficult
to integrate with stiff materials that constitute successful supports as regenerative
scaffolds or prosthetic replacements for mineralized tissues, such as bone.129 Nevertheless,
specific classes of double-network hydrogel formulations have been designed to feature
outstanding toughness and adhesion strength to ceramics and metals.130 However, these
gels are very stiff or composed of dense polymer networks that have not been proven
as suitable to support homogenous neo-tissue matrix deposition from encapsulated
cells.131,132 Several strategies for integrating soft hydrogels with stiff bone substitute have
been developed129,133–136, including binding with adhesive glues137, coupling through
covalent chemical bonds138, or forming compositional gradients using the same based
material via casting139. A major drawback of these strategies is that the majority offer little
to no control over the architecture of the engineered interface.
The recent advances in 3D printing and biofabrication technologies open new avenues
for the creation of multi-material architectures that can mimic or replace biological
interfaces. Medical imaging, such as computed tomography, can be used as blueprints
to replicate anatomical features of the native osteochondral boundary.140 The layer-bylayer fabrication approach, typical of additive manufacturing techniques, enables us
to freely design different pore geometries across the depth of the bone and cartilage
compartments141, as well as to introduce gradients of bioactive cues and inorganic
particles.142–147 Additionally, even low-viscosity hydrogels with low ability to retain their
shape post-printing have been precisely deposited into biphasic structures reminiscent of
osteochondral units, for instance with the aid of sacrificial supporting baths148, extending
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the array of cell-friendly materials usable in bone and cartilage bioprinting. Importantly,
cell-laden hydrogels can be mechanically reinforced when printed in coordination with
thermoplastic polymers82,149–152 and even ceramics that set under cell-friendly conditions.153
However, such co-printing methods result in the shielding of the soft hydrogels from
mechanical loads and do not necessarily improve their binding ability to an osteal anchor.
Moreover, most of these methods suffer from limited spatial resolution (typically ∼100
μm) and thus cannot mimic micro- and submicron- scale features of the osteochondral
interfaces. A new solution for the generation of fully biofabricated osteochondral
boundaries can come from combining printing technologies able to resolve details at
different length-scales.154 MEW has recently emerged as a high-resolution 3D printing
method to create highly-ordered, thermoplastic microfibre meshes91 in the micron and
sub-micron range88, allowing for multimodal scaffold fabrication.155 These MEW meshes,
when infused with cell-friendly hydrogels, create composite materials with improved
shear properties and outstanding compressive properties approaching those of native
cartilage.84 Despite this potential, the development of material-based strategies to create
bioinspired, reinforced interfaces using such microfibre deposition methods has not been
reported yet.
Biomaterials like α-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) have been used as injectable bone
regenerative materials due to their biocompatibility and osteoconductivity.156,157 The selfsetting capacity of α-TCP through hydrolysis also results in products that have a structure
comparable with the inorganic components of native bone.158 These properties allow
us to process α-TCP for making customized scaffolds, for instance as recently shown for
developing printable bone cements.159 However, there is a limitation to using α-TCP due to
its high solubility which leads to fast degradation. Incorporation of other inorganic phases,
for instance, nanohydroxyapatite, FDA approved in several biomedical products160,161, has
been well-described to improve the osteogenic potential of the ceramic, both in terms of
osteoinduction and osteoconduction.162 Given these promising biological properties and
the low-temperature setting reactivity, this system offers a unique opportunity for direct
printing with low melting polymers, as explored in this work.
In this present study, we introduce a novel approach that combines different 3D printing
technologies, with the aim to directly form a secure integration at the interface between
two mechanically distinct materials, particularly between cell-laden hydrogels and
biologically relevant ceramics and polymers. To achieve that, a bioceramic ink that sets at
physiological conditions, was developed based on a calcium phosphate (CaP) formulation
that mimics the mineral phase of bone and shaped as subchondral bone substitute
using a pneumatic-driven extrusion-based printer. Next, microfibrous polymeric meshes
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obtained by MEW were directly anchored into the ceramic ink and were embedded in a
cell-laden soft hydrogel based on methacryloyl-modified gelatin (gelMA), to represent the
cartilage component. Several microfibre structures were studied in their capacity as the
interlocking agent to enhance the interfacial adhesion of the hydrogel-ceramic interface
and as mechanical reinforcement to enhance the compressive properties of the hydrogel.
This technology has been used to create fully biofabricated osteochondral plugs for the
treatment of bone and cartilage defects.

Materials and methods
Preparation of the calcium phosphate-based paste
The printable calcium phosphate (pCaP)-based ink, consisting of a particle and a liquid
phase, was prepared in-house (Figure 1). For 1 g of printable phase, 660 mg of milled
alpha-tricalcium phosphate microparticles (α-TCP, average size 3.83 μm, Cambioceramics,
Leiden, the Netherlands) were mixed with 40 mg of nanohydroxyapatite (nano-HA, particle
size <200 nm, Ca5(OH)(PO4)3, Sigma Aldrich). The liquid phase was composed of a 40%
w/v hydrogel precursor solution, consisting of either unmodified poloxamer (Pluronic®
F-127, Sigma-Aldrich) or a custom-synthesized hydrolysable, crosslinkable poloxamer,
whose terminal hydroxyl groups were modified by grafting caprolactone oligomers and
methacryloyl groups (P-CL-MA, with 1 repeating unit for CL), as reported previously.163 The
unmodified (non-crosslinkable) and modified (crosslinkable) poloxamer were dissolved
in PBS and PBS supplemented with 25 mM ammonium persulphate (APS, Sigma Aldrich),
respectively. Prior to mixing, the particle and the liquid phases were stored at 4 °C for 30
min in order to prevent thermal gelation of the poloxamer component. Subsequently,
either the non-crosslinkable (NC) or crosslinkable (C) poloxamer was added to particles
and mixed manually by stirring for 3 min at 4 °C to ensure homogenous distribution of
the particles. Subsequently, the prepared non-crosslinkable pCaP inks (NC-pCaP) and
crosslinkable pCaP inks (C-pCaP) were loaded into a dispensing cartridge, closed with a
retainer cap, and stored at 4 °C until used.
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Figure 1. Material composition schematic pictures representing the compositions of the pCaP pastes.

Rheological characterization
Rheological characterization was performed on NC-pCaP, C-pCaP, NC-Poloxamer,
C-Poloxamer and water-pCaP using a rheometer (Discovery Hybrid Rheometer (HR-2), TA
instrument). The test was conducted on a Peltier plate with pre-set temperature of 20 °C.
The test geometry was a 20 mm diameter parallel plate. All measurements were performed
while covering each sample with a solvent trap to prevent water evaporation from the
composite material. The geometry gap was set to 300 μm. Reactivity of the pCaP-based
inks was assessed under oscillatory measurements at a frequency of 0.1 rad/s and 0.1%
strain, which is within the linear viscoelastic range (LVR) for all samples. Shear recovery
measurements were carried out under oscillatory conditions by applying low and high
strain cyclically. A low strain of 0.05% was applied for 300 s and then increased to 150%
(outside LVR) for 300 s at the same frequency of 0.1 rad/s. These steps were repeated three
times. Finally, steady-state flow measurements were performed in order to assess flow
behaviour of the materials while applying shear rates from 0.001–1000 S-1. Consistency
was ensured by repeating all measurements three times.

Printing of the bioceramic scaffolds
Bioceramic scaffolds were fabricated with pneumatic driven, extrusion-based 3D (bio)
printing equipment (3DDiscovery, regenHU, Villaz-St-Pierre, Switzerland). To optimize
printing parameters, two layers of meander infill in a circle was designed as a printing
path and eventually generated g-code by using BioCAD software (regenHU, Villaz-St46

Pierre, Switzerland). The effects of extrusion pressure, translational speed of the collector
plate and layer height on the diameter of printed strand were investigated, in order to
optimize the printing resolution. The NC-pCaP ink was utilized initially for testing by
extruding through a conical nozzle (inner diameter: 250 μm) at ambient temperature
(while maintaining temperature between 20 and 25 °C). The average diameter of printed
strands from each printing setting was measured from stereomicroscopy pictures by
using ImageJ software43.
All printing settings for obtaining cylindrical filaments with precise alignment were
selected. Additionally, the maximum designed strand-to-strand distance at which
overhang filaments would retain their straightness without sagging to the lower layer was
investigated. Based on the information, optimized porous cylindrical structures consisting
of meandered infills in each layer were designed. After the printing process, the printed
paste was allowed to set into a cement scaffold, through the hydrolytic conversion of the
α-TCP microparticles into calcium deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA)164, via incubation in a
saturated humidity environment at 37 °C for at least three days. Similar printing parameters
and post-printing treatment was applied for the C-pCaP ink. Subsequently, C-pCaP
scaffolds were immersed in 25 mM tetramethylethylenediamine (TEMED, Invitrogen)
solution at 37 °C for one hour in order to polymerize the crosslinkable poloxamer. Finally,
C-pCaP structures were rinsed in PBS twice, and air dried at ambient temperature. When
required for cell culture, the scaffolds were disinfected by immersion in 70% v/v ethanol,
followed by exposure to UV light for 2 h.

Macroporosity of pCaP scaffolds
Porous cylindrical pCaP scaffolds (diameter: 5.0 mm, height: 5.0 mm) were produced from
either NC-pCaP paste or C-pCaP paste. Scaffolds were obtained by stacking meander
pattern layers in a double alternated pattern (0°-0°-90°-90°), to ensure a consistent lateral
pore size of 500 μm. By varying the designed strand to-strand distance from 600 to 800
μm, NC and C scaffolds with four different macroporosity ranges were prepared: 20%–
30%, 30%–40%, 40%–50%, and 50%–60% (N= 3–17). Porosity of printed pCaP scaffolds
was determined by gravimetry analysis (equation (1)).165

Total porosity = 1 −

𝜌𝜌 𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝜌𝜌 𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚



(equation (1))

Relative density of the used material (ρ material) was quantified as reported previously.166
Actual dry weight of dense scaffolds, regardless of micro-porosity, was measured using
mass scales. Average diameter and height of the scaffolds were measured by using digital
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Vernier calipers. Relative density of fabricated scaffolds (ρ scaffold) was calculated from
actual dry weight and volume of porous scaffolds.

Mechanical characterization of the bioceramic scaffolds
Unconfined uniaxial compression tests were conducted on scaffolds with different ranges
of macroporosity (20%–30%, 30%–40%, 40%–50%, and 50%–60% (n = 3-17)), using a
system (MTS Criterion® Electromechanical universal Test Systems, Model 42) equipped
with a 500 N load cell. Samples were measured after equilibration in PBS for at least 30
min and subjected to a displacement ramp (0.5 mm/min) until failure. Raw data was used
to calculate the compressive tangent modulus by measuring the slope of the linear region
found in the range 0%-5% strain in the stress-strain curve, as well as ultimate strength and
energy to failure using Matlab (R2018, MathWorks®).

Cell isolation and culture
Primary cells were obtained from healthy tissues (bone marrow and articular cartilage)
of a deceased, skeletally mature equine donor (aged 6 years old; n = 1), donated for
research by their owner, according to the guidelines of the Institutional Animal Ethical
Committee of the veterinary clinic of Utrecht University. Mesenchymal stromal cells
(MSCs) were harvested from bone marrow aspirated from the sternum, while articular
cartilage-derived chondroprogenitor cells (ACPCs) were obtained from enzymatic digests
of cartilage from the metacarpophalangeal joint, following previously reported protocols
and following the ethical regulations of the host institution.167 MSCs were expanded in
minimum essential medium alpha (α-MEM, 22561 Gibco, The Netherlands) supplemented
with 0.2 mM L-ascorbic acid 2-phosphate (ASAP, Sigma), 10% fetal calf serum (FCS, Lonza,
The Netherlands), 100 U/ml penicillin with 100 mg/ml streptomycin (Life Technologies,
The Netherlands) and 1 ng/ml basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF, Peprotech, UK).
ACPCs were expanded in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium (DMEM, 31966, Gibco, The
Netherlands), supplemented with 10% v/v FCS, 0.2 mM L-ascorbic acid-2-phosphate, 100
U/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin and 5 ng/ml (bFGF, Peprotech, UK)). Cells were
used between passage 3 and 5.

In vitro cytocompatibility and osteogenic potential
The indirect cytotoxicity of the bioceramic ink was determined to evaluate the potential
release of harmful compounds from the CDHA and from the hydrogel component of the
cement scaffolds. Four formulations of pCaP were prepared by mixing the particle phase
with different liquid compositions: distilled water, NC-poloxamer, C-poloxamer and 10%
gelatin-methacryloyl (gelMA). GelMA synthesis was performed as previously reported.168
Cast pCaP discs (diameter: 5.0 mm, height: 2.0 mm) were incubated in MSC expansion
medium for 48 h before using. MSCs (104 cells/well) were seeded on tissue-culture treated
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polystyrene and cultured with eluates of the pCaP scaffolds. The pCaP-exposed medium
was exchanged every two days. Cells exposed to MSCs expansion medium supplemented
with 0.1% v/v Tween-20 were used as negative control. Cell metabolic activity was
assessed with a resazurin assay (AlamarBlue™ Cell Viability, Invitrogen). Next, proliferation
and osteogenic differentiation of cells that were in direct contact with the pCaP scaffold
were assessed. To enhance the number of seeded cells on the scaffold, porous cylindrical
C-pCaP scaffolds (diameter: 13.0 mm, height: 1.0 mm) were printed with single alternated
pattern (0°-30°-60°-90°) and a designed strand-to-strand distance of 750 μm.
Firstly, MSCs were seeded onto the scaffolds (5 x 104 cells/scaffold, n = 4 per time
point) and cultured in the expansion medium, supplemented with 10 mM N-2hydroxyethylpiperazine-N-2-ethane sulfonic acid (HEPES, Gibco) to assess cell proliferation.
At day 1, 3, 7 and 14 the cell-laden scaffolds were collected, and cell lysates were obtained
by the addition of the protein extraction buffer M-PER (Thermo Scientific). The number of
cells at each time point was quantified by measuring lactate dehydrogenase activity in the
lysate (LDH- kit, Roche diagnostic GmBH). Additionally, cell-laden scaffolds at each time
point were washed in PBS, fixed with phosphate buffered formalin (pH 7.2), and stained
for actin with phalloidin conjugates FTIC (Sigma) for 30 min to observe cell morphology.
Nuclei were counterstained with 4’,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI, 100 ng/ml, Sigma)
for 1 min. Secondly, MSCs were seeded on bioceramic constructs (105 cells/ scaffold,
n = 4 per analysis) and cultured in the expansion medium, supplemented with 20 mM
β-glycerol phosphate, 100 nM dexamethasone and 10 mM HEPES to assess osteogenic
differentiation. The medium was refreshed every two days. At day 1, 7, 14, and 21 cellladen scaffolds were lysated in M-PER and alkaline phosphate (ALP) activity was measured
performing a p-nitrophenyl phosphate assay (SIGMAFAST™, Sigma Aldrich), together with
DNA content, determined using the Quan-iT-Picogreen-dsDNA kit (Molecular Probes,
Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA). Formalin-fixed constructs were also labelled with DAPI and
immunostained for the osteoblastic marker osteonectin (primary antibody, secondary
antibody, Alexafluor 546 (goat anti-mouse, 1752107 Life technologies)). Fluorescently
stained constructs were imaged with a confocal laser scanning microscope (TCS SP8,
Leica, Netherlands).

Fabrication of multiphasic hydrogel thermoplastic-bioceramic
composite scaffolds mimicking an osteochondral plug
Polycaprolactone (PCL) microfibre meshes were fabricated from medical-grade
polycaprolactone (Purasorb® PC 12 Corbion PURAC, The Netherlands) using a custommade melt electrowriting device as previously described.169 MEW printing parameters
were: printing temperature of 90 °C, collector velocity of 50 mm/s, voltage of 10 kV, and
pressure of 1.5 bar. Printing was performed at room temperature (22–24 °C) with a
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humidity between 30%–50%. By using these settings, microfibre meshes organized in
orthogonal square box patterns (fibre diameter = 10 μm, fibre spacing = 300 μm, total
height = 1.3 mm) were obtained, which were later cored to obtain 8 mm diameter
cylinders using a biopsy punch. These cylindrical meshes were then fixed on a glass slide
using a custom-made holder and placed onto the collecting platform of the extrusionbased printer. C-pCaP paste was directly printed over the MEW-printed microfibre mesh,
to form a 6.3-mm diameter bioceramic scaffold. The initial height for depositing the
C-pCaP paste was optimized thoroughly to ensure printing without damaging the
architecture of the PCL microfibres. The first two layers were generated without macroporosity to mimic the subchondral bone plate. The following layers were deposited with
a designed strand-to-strand distance of 700 μm, forming a bone-mimetic osteal anchor.
After letting the ceramic component set at 37 °C, the MEW mesh was infused with a 10%
w/v gelMA solution170 in PBS, supplemented with 25 mM APS/TEMED to allow chemical
crosslinking of the hydrogel, thus completing the cartilage mimetic-region of the
engineered osteochondral plug (Figure 2). Finally, the overall construct was removed
from the mold and transferred into 25 mM APS/TEMED supplemented PBS at 37 °C for one
hour to allow completion of crosslinking of both the C-poloxamer in C-pCaP and gelMA
hydrogel.

Figure 2. Fabrication process of the osteochondral construct by using a combination of different 3D
printing techniques

Interfacial hydrogel-ceramic adhesion strength
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The strength of the interconnection at the interface between microfibre-reinforced
hydrogel and the bioceramic scaffold was determined using a Dynamic Mechanical
Analyser (DMA Q800, TA Instrument), modified with ring-shaped custom-made sample
holders. Additively manufactured samples were mounted so that the C-pCaP and hydrogel
compartments were lodged each into the circular cavity of a holder. These holders were
then displaced in the direction parallel to the ceramic-hydrogel interface applying a force
ramp, until the two parts were completely separated. Shear stress and energy at failure
were calculated respectively. Experimental groups consisted of gelMA: (i) cast onto C-pCaP
scaffolds with a flat surface, (ii) cast onto C-pCaP scaffolds with grooved surface, which
were obtained by adding one layer of parallel C-pCaP struts (spacing = 1.4 mm.), (iii) a
microfibre composite that was cast onto the C-pCaP bone-mimetic scaffold (un-anchored
microfibres), (iv) a microfibre composite that was cast onto the C-pCaP bone-mimetic
scaffold (anchored microfibres). The latter were obtained with the combined MEW and
ceramic extrusion printing approach. As additional control, a cylinder made of only gelMA
was also tested, to analyse the mechanical strength under shear of a monolithic hydrogel.
For each experimental group n = 3–9 samples were analysed.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of the engineered
ceramic-hydrogel interface
The morphology of the interface between the microfibre meshes and the C-pCaP, as
established in the combined printing approach, was visualised via SEM (Phenom PRO
SEM, Thermo Fisher scientific; accelerating voltage of 10 kV). All structures were kept at
−80 °C overnight and freeze-dried to remove water from the cartilaginous compartment,
and all samples were cut in half in liquid nitrogen, in order to visualize the longitudinal
cross-section of the composite scaffold.

Mechanical characterization of reinforced gelMA (cartilaginous
compartment) of osteochondral construct
The compressive properties of the microfibre-reinforced gelMA linked to the C-pCaP
scaffold, were measured in unconfined uniaxial compression. A 0.1 N/min ramp force
was applied with a DMA device with mounted compression clamps, until reaching a 50%
deformation of the disc-shaped hydrogel-microfibre composite compartment (height 1
mm diameter 6 mm). Experimental groups consisted of gelMA: (i) pristine, (ii) a microfibre
composite, (iii) cast onto a C-pCaP bone-mimetic scaffold, (iv) a microfibre composite
cast onto a C-pCaP bone-mimetic scaffold (un-anchored microfibres), (v) a microfibre
composite cast onto a C-pCaP bone-mimetic scaffold (anchored microfibres). For each
group, n = 5 -10 structures were tested. The compressive modulus was derived from curve
fitting between 12% - 17% strain rate.
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Cartilage deposition in vitro in the engineered osteochondral plug

Engineered osteochondral plug preparation and culture
In this part, osteochondral scaffolds consisted of a cell-free bone and an ACPC-laden
cartilage compartment. The bone-mimetic region was composed of a porous C-pCaP
structure, (designed strand-to-strand distance = 0.7 mm, diameter = 6.3 mm, height
of C-pCaP = 3 mm), capped with a non-macroporous layer of C-pCaP struts, with an
anchored microfibre mesh, prepared as described previously via combined printing. For
the cartilage region, a 10% w/v gelMA hydrogel precursor solution in PBS was loaded with
2 x 107 ACPCs/ml and infused in the reinforcing microfibres linked to the C-pCaP structure.
Cells were encapsulated at passage 4. To permit rapid crosslinking, the precursor solution
was supplemented with a previously described visible-light responsive photoinitiator171,172,
composed of 0.5 mM tris (2,2’- bipyridyl) dichloro-ruthenium (II) hexahydrate (Sigma
- Aldrich) and 5 mM sodium persulfate (Sigma Aldrich), and exposed to a 1300 lumen
white light lamp for 8 min. Samples were cultured in a chondrogenic medium, consisting
of DMEM (Gibco, Life Technologies), supplemented with 1% v/v ITS + premix (BD
biosciences), 0.2 mM ASAP (Sigma Aldrich), 0.1 μM dexamethasone (Sigma Aldrich), 1%
v/v HEPES, 100 U/ml penicillin, 100 μg/ml streptomycin (Gibco, Life Technologies) and
10 ng/ml of recombinant human transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1, Peprotech).
Samples were cultured for 6 weeks and harvested at two time points (day 1 and day 42)
for subsequent analysis. Medium was refreshed every two days. Neo-cartilage formation
in the cartilage-region of the engineered plugs, compared to the constructs composed
of cell-laden reinforced gelMA only, was evaluated via immunohistochemistry and
biochemical analysis. The effect of the neo-synthesized matrix over the culture time on
the mechanical strength of the interface between the bone and cartilage compartment
was also assessed.

Biochemical and histological evaluation of neocartilage formation
For biochemical evaluation, samples at week 1 (n = 3–6) and 6 (n = 5–14) of culture were
harvested, and the chondral compartment was removed and with a razor blade and
digested in papain (Papain from papaya latex, Sigma Aldrich) at 60 °C overnight. Sulphated
glycosaminoglycan and DNA contents of the constructs were quantified performing a
dimethylmethylene blue (DMMB, Sigma-Aldrich, The Netherlands) colorimetric assay and
with a Quan-iTPicogreen-dsDNA-kit assay (Molecular Probes, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, USA).
For histological analysis, samples at day 42 (n = 3) were fixated in 4% buffered formalin.
For paraffin embedding, samples were decalcified with 0.5 M EDTA disodium salt for 1
day. Dehydration was performed through a graded ethanol series, followed by clearing
in xylene, embedding in paraffin, and slicing into 5 μm thin sections with a microtome.
Sections were stained with safranin-O and Fast Green to visualize GAGs and collagens.
Immunohistochemistry was performed to visualize type I collagen (primary antibody
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EPR7785, 0.0022 mg./ml., Abcam) and type II collagen (primary antibody Col2AI II-II6313,
0.6 mg./ml., DSHB). Endogenous peroxidases were blocked via incubation with 0.3% v/v
hydrogen peroxide. Antigen retrieval was performed with pronase and hyaluronidase for
type II collagen and type I collagen, respectively, at 37 °C. Subsequently, sections were
blocked with bovine serum albumin (BSA, 5% w/v in PBS) for 1 h at room temperature,
and the primary antibody was incubated overnight at 4 °C. IgGs were used as negative
controls. Horseradish peroxidase-labelled secondary antibodies were added for 1 h at
room temperature, and the staining was developed using 3,3-diaminobenzidine. Nuclei
were counterstained with haematoxylin and sections were mounted in DPX (Millipore).
For the osteochondral constructs, in order to visualize structure without removing the
pCaP scaffold due to de-calcification steps, one formalin-fixed sample was dehydrated
through a graded ethanol series and embedded in a methyl methacrylate (MMA) resin.
Sections (300 μm thick) were obtained with a saw microtome (Leica SP 1600). Thereafter,
all sections were stained with basic fuchsin to assess scaffold morphology. Histological
slides were imaged using a light microscope (Olympus BX51, Olympus Nederland B.V.)
equipped with a digital camera (Olympus DP73, Olympus Nederland B.V.).

Interfacial adhesion strength at the engineered osteochondral
interface after culture
At day 1 (n = 3) and 42 (n = 9), osteochondral structures were harvested and kept in
medium to ensure hydration. To determine the strength of the connection at the interface
between the cartilaginous compartment and the pCaP-based bone compartment, the
same settings that were performed for cell-free structures were applied.

Statistical analysis
Results were reported as mean ± standard deviation. Statistical analyses were performed
using Matlab (R2018a, The MathWorks, Inc.). Two-sample independent t-tests were
performed to compare the diameter of strands that were printed from different pCaP
formulations (NC-pCaP and C-pCaP), biochemical production of ACPCs from different
structures (chondral and osteochondral constructs), and interfacial shear stress after
cultivation with ACPCs for 1 and 42 days. The Wilcoxon rank sum test was performed to
investigate the differences of the mechanical properties of pCaP scaffolds having different
porosity and material composition (non-crosslinkable and crosslinkable). One-way
ANOVA, with the Bonferroni post hoc test was performed to investigate the mechanical
properties of produced osteochondral constructs in terms of interfacial shear stress and
compressive modulus of the cartilaginous compartment. Additionally, this method was
also applied to compare in vitro biological activity of cells with pCaP scaffolds (indirect and
direct methods). Statistical significance was considered for p < 0.05.
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Results and Discussion
Optimization printing parameters of printable calcium phosphate
(pCaP) paste
First, a ceramic ink was developed to achieve high-resolution patterning and with a
setting chemistry compatible with labile polymers and biological compounds. To reach
this objective, α-TPC was selected as a main material, due to its mild setting reaction.159
Two formulations of pCaP that could be hardened at physiological temperature were
evaluated: one containing a non-crosslinkable poloxamer component (NC-pCaP) and one
containing a modified, crosslinkable poloxamer component (C-pCaP). The solid particle to
liquid (P/L) ratio of both ink formulations ensured the extruded ink retained its shape and
could bear weight after placement, allowing for the formation of multilayer constructs
without additional support. These were assessed through rheological characterization,
to analyse the flow behaviour of the inks when shear forces are applied during printing
(Figure 3, Supplementary Figure S1). When applying shear rates from 0.001 to 1000
S−1, viscosity decreases over this range of shear rate. This flow profile shows a comparable
shear-thinning behaviour for both the NC-pCaP and C-pCaP (Figure 3A). Additionally, both
NC-pCaP and C-pCaP could rapidly recover from applied shears, a condition beneficial to
produce high shape fidelity prints (Figure 3B). For printing, to ensure shape fidelity and
uniformity of the printed filaments, printing parameters (extrusion pressure, translational
speed) for deposition of the paste were established using the NC-pCaP formulation
(Figure 3D). The optimal printing parameters: 0.2 MPa, 2 mm/s and 250 μm were
selected for the pneumatic pressure, translational speed and layer thickness, respectively.
With these parameters, the average diameter of the obtained C-pCaP filaments (230.20
± 31.24 μm) was close to the inner diameter of the used nozzle (250 μm.), indicating a
higher printing resolution than was found for NC-pCaP filaments (349.22 ± 33.56 μm)
(Figure 3E). Besides printing parameters, shape fidelity in the axial direction is also a prerequisite for the formation of multi-layered constructs; this factor depends also on the
ability of an ink not to undergo deformation when overhanging filaments are stacked
without sacrificial supporting material.173 Maximum designed strand-to-strand distance
for overhanging 90-degree filaments on top of each other without sagging was 800 μm
(Figure 3F). Overall, high shape fidelity was achieved post-printing and upon cement
setting, with open and interconnected pores, as well exemplified via μCT (Supplementary
video SV1). Post-printing, the pCaP ink, which was composed of nanohydroxyapatite
(N-HAp) and α-tricalcium phosphate microparticles (α-TCP), sets into a cement at
physiological temperature, thanks to the hydrolytic conversion of α-TCP into calcium
deficient hydroxyapatite (CDHA) (Supplementary Figure S2, Supplementary Table 2),
and by further crosslinking of the methacryloyl groups in the C-pCaP formulation. While
this stabilizes the fabricated construct, the α-TCP reactivity and setting initiation could
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influence the rheology and printability of the ink over time (Figure 3C). This potential risk
can be overcome through tight control of the temperature during the printing process.

3

Figure 3. Rheometry and optimization of printing parameters. Rheological analysis highlighting (A)
the shear-thinning and (B) shear recovery behaviour of all the inks, and (C) the storage modulus over the
printing time, showing no distinctly different behaviour between cements based on the C or NC polymeric
carriers. (D) Average diameter of printed strands obtained from two main setting parameters (translational
speed and extrusion pressure), (E) comparison between diameter of printed strands fabricated from NCpCaP paste and C-pCaP paste at the same settings and, (F) the strand-to-strand distance of printable calcium
phosphate paste (pCaP). (Scale bar = 1 mm.).

Mechanical properties of the biomimetic pCaP scaffolds
After obtaining optimal parameters for printing, mechanical properties of the printed
structure (Figure 4A) are crucial especially for using it as a bone replacement. First
of all, the presence of nanohydroxyapatite in the bioprintable paste was not found to
significantly alter the mechanical properties of the cement after setting (Supplementary
Figure S3). Next, scaffolds with different ranges of porosity were obtained after printing
NC-pCaP and C-pCaP biomaterial inks following hardening and hardening-crosslinking,
respectively. Tangent modulus, ultimate strength and energy to failure were characterized
by performing unconfined compression tests and calculated from the stress-strain curves
(Figure 4B, Supplementary Figure S4A,B). Importantly, all formulations and pore
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designs exhibited compressive properties in the range of cancellous bone.174,175 Tangent
modulus, ultimate strength and energy to failure of scaffolds made from both NC-pCaP
and C-pCaP gradually decreased with increasing porosity, as expected (Figure 4B,D,
Supplementary Figure S4C). Interestingly, there were no obvious differences in the
compressive modulus of scaffolds produced from NC-pCaP and C-pCaP inks, with the only
exception of the samples displaying 30%–40% designed porosity.
It has been mentioned in the literature that mechanical properties of self-setting ceramics
are lower than high-temperature sintering ceramics.176 Nevertheless, the scaffolds from
this study still showed values in the physiological range reported for trabecular bone.174,175
While sintering may further improve the mechanical strength of the constructs, this would
prevent the direct incorporation and anchoring of low-melting point thermoplastic
polymers as presented in this study as a strategy to improve bone-to-soft tissue interfaces.
As such, the high ratio selected for this study (70% w/w of particle content), while giving
optimal shape fidelity post-printing, may hinder the formation of a densely crosslinked
polymer network, hampering an increase in fracture toughness of the constituent
ceramics that could come from the hydrogel covalent crosslink. Nevertheless, considering
the overall promising compressive properties and the higher printed filament resolution,
C-pCaP was used for the remaining part of this study.

Figure 4. Mechanical properties: (A) representative pCaP scaffold, (B) representative engineered stressstrain curves of C-pCaP scaffolds, (C) tangent modulus, (D) ultimate strength of NC-pCaP paste (grey)
and C-pCaP paste (blue) scaffolds with different porosities. (Greyish-filled area showing range of tangent
modulus of cancellous bone [10–5000 MPa174] (B) and ultimate strength [2–45 MPa175] (C)).

In vitro evaluation of bioactivity using mesenchymal stromal cells
(MSCs)
Cytocompatibility and osteogenic potential of the bone constructs (Figure 5) was
assessed in vitro, using equine bone marrow-derived cells, which were selected in the
perspective of future in vivo analysis, as the horse is a well-accepted-respected model
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for evaluating cartilage and osteochondral repair therapies.27,177,178 The effects of the
release of potentially harmful components was investigated through the culture of
MSCs in pCaP conditioned medium, using formulations of the cements that feature
different polymeric carriers in the liquid phase. Although free poloxamer above a certain
concentration can be harmful179, our data indicates no negative effect, suggesting no
release of detrimental degradation products from the crosslinked poloxamer network
or uncontrolled pH changes due to ions released by an incomplete setting reaction of
the α-TCP microparticles. There was an increase in number of viable cells from day 1 to
day 7 in all experimental groups (Figure 5A) and there were no statistically significant
differences after 7 days between the poloxamer-CaP conditioned medium, the positive
control (fresh culture medium), and a CaP control with an embedded well-known
biocompatible polymer (gelMA). Importantly, MSCs were able to proliferate when seeded
directly onto the C-pCaP scaffolds, as indicated by lactate dehydrogenase (LDH) activity
(Supplementary Table 1). Moreover, osteogenic differentiation of equine MSCs cultured
on C-pCaP scaffolds was observed after 21 days of culture. The expression of alkaline
phosphatase (ALP), an early marker of osteogenic differentiation180, increased upon MSC
culture directly on scaffolds, with higher values and characteristic early peak detection at 7
days in medium supplemented with osteogenic factors (Figure 5B). Cell proliferation was
confirmed via immunofluorescence, observing confluent cell layers on the printed struts
that displayed an elongated morphology and developed actin stress filaments after 14
days of culture (Figure 5C). This is in line with previous studies involving scaffolds using
comparable ceramic base components.159 Importantly, upregulation of osteonectin, a
marker of maturing osteoblasts and a hallmark of bone deposition, was detected starting
from day 14 in samples with osteogenic medium (Figure 5D, Supplementary Figure
S4 D,E). Overall, the data confirms that the selected pCaP formulation and scaffold have
the potential for osteo-regeneration, in line with results reported on other bioceramic
materials with similar chemical composition.
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Figure 5. In vitro evaluation of bioactivity of the pCaP scaffold. (A) The effect of possible harmful
release from composite CaP-based material contained different polymeric carriers on the number of viable
cells, (B) the potential of osteogenic differentiation of equine MSCs was investigated through ALP activity,
(C) cell proliferation on the C-pCaP filament after cultivation for 7 and 14 days (nucleus (dapi: blue) and
F-actin (phalloidin: green)), and (D) cell differentiation on the C-pCaP filament toward an osteogenic lineage
after cultivation for 7 and 14 days in an osteogenic medium (nucleus (dapi: blue) and osteonectin protein
(osteonectin: red)) (scale bar = 100 μm).

Fabrication and mechanical properties of the engineered cartilagebone interface
For proper integration, it is crucial that the deposition of C-pCaP ink does not alter the
organized structure of PCL-microfibre mesh (Figure 6). Additionally, preservation of
the MEW-printed architecture and microfibre alignment is fundamental to control the
mechanical reinforcing effect against compression provided by the PCL mesh when soft
hydrogels are embedded in it.93 Therefore, the initial height for the deposition of the
first layer of C-pCaP was set to 80% of total mesh height. Thanks to the fluid paste-like
rheological behaviour of the ceramic ink before setting, the material is able to form an
interpenetrated structure with the PCL mesh, without altering the microfibre organization
and with no detectable effect on the shape fidelity of the extruded ceramic filaments.
After the setting of the C-pCaP, the PCL-ceramic ordered composite is formed, with the
microfibres anchored into the cement phase and protruding in an ordered fashion into
the cartilage region of the osteochondral plug, in which the gelMA hydrogel is lodged by
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a simple injection (Figure 7A). The strength of the interconnection (Figure 7B) at the
engineered ceramic-hydrogel interface and the compressive modulus of the chondral
compartment (Figure 7C) were evaluated by using the systems in (Figure 7D), and
analysing the yield point under interfacial shear stress (Figure 7E) and the compressive
modulus (Figure 7F), respectively. The interfacial strength of the structures was
significantly improved compared to conditions in which the hydrogel was either cast
on a smooth or grooved pristine pCaP osteal part, or when the reinforcing microfibres
were laid on top of but not anchored into the pCaP (Figure 7E). The embedding of the
MEW reinforcing microfibres within the bioceramic resulted in an approximately 6.5-fold
increase, from 2.7 ± 0.5 kPa for the gelMA casted on top of the ceramic, without microfibre
interlocked within ceramic, to 17.7 ± 2.0 kPa for the condition in which the fibres were
embedded within the ceramic scaffold. Evaluation of the interfacial toughness showed a
similar trend as the interfacial strength (Supplementary Figure S5). Interestingly, upon
mechanical failure of the interface, the microfibres remained well organized and anchored
within the bioceramic material, as found by microstructural observation via scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) (Figures 7G,H). Collapse upon shear occurred due to loss of
adhesion integrity and delamination of the sole hydrogel component.

Figure 6. Micro-structure and printing parameters of the MEW fibrous scaffold. (A) and (B) SEM
micrographs showing the architecture of the microfibre mesh produced by MEW (A: scale bar = 300 μm.,
B: scale bar = 50 μm), (C) Relationship between voltage and diameter of PCL microfibre for printing the
MEW microfibre mesh. (D) Relationship between pressure and diameter of PCL microfibre for printing MEW
microfibre mesh.
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Figure 7. Mechanical properties of the osteochondral unit. (A) Osteochondral unit (scale bar = 1
mm.), (B) representative stress-displacement curves from interfacial shear stress assessment at the interface
between the chondral and bone compartment, (C) representative stress-strain curves from compression
assessment of chondral compartment, (D) mechanical testing (interfacial shear stress: left, and compressive
modulus (right)), (E) interfacial shear stress of an engineered osteochondral unit showing alterations due to
differences in either interfacial architecture or compositions (gelMA on ceramic (unmodified surface; red),
gelMA on ceramic (modified surface; bright green), microfibre reinforced gelMA on ceramic (non-anchor
fibre; pink), microfibre reinforced gelMA on ceramic (anchor fibre; blue) and monolithic gelMA hydrogel
(mean (grey dotted line) ± SD (grey filled area))), (F) compressive modulus of chondral compartment
showing alterations due to difference in composition (gelMA alone (grey), gelMA over flat interfacial surface
of pCaP (red), microfibre reinforced gelMA alone (dark green), microfibre reinforced gelMA on ceramic (nonanchor fibre; pink), microfibre-reinforced gelMA on ceramic (anchor fibre; blue)), (G) SEM micrographs of
cross sections of an osteochondral unit revealing embedded microfibres within non-macro porous layer of
the bone compartment of newly fabricated structure and (H) after interfacial shear stress assessment.
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The observed yield shear stresses were slightly above that of gelMA itself (15.6 ± 2.4 kPa),
as measured by submitting a monolithic gelMA hydrogel to the shear test. In contrast,
for the biphasic hydrogel-bioceramic the fracture was propagated along the interface
between hydrogel and bioceramic. Taken together, these results suggest that the MEW
microfibrous mesh acts as a bridge between the bony and cartilage compartment in the
engineered plug, and that the stability of the interconnection could be further improved
employing hydrogels with higher shear strength than gelMA, as well as with strategies
to covalently graft the hydrogel component to the thermoplastic microfibres.181 An
important implication of using MEW-microfibres is their ability as reinforcing elements, to
remarkably improve the mechanical properties of otherwise soft hydrogels. Previous work
demonstrated the ability to enhance the stiffness of gelMA-based constructs, reaching
compressive properties mimicking those of native cartilage84, while computational
modelling unravels the mechanisms beyond this behaviour.93 In line, in the present study,
an increment in compressive modulus was observed for the microfibre-reinforced gelMA
structures (Figure 7F), with the orthogonal boxes structure architecture selected for the
MEW-printed meshes. Importantly, properties were even further improved when the
microfibres were embedded within the bioceramic scaffold (3.2-fold versus reinforced
hydrogels alone) (Figure 7F), approaching the values of healthy human knee cartilage.182
This was likely achieved through the stabilisation of the base of the MEW-printed structure
and facilitated load transfer to the pCaP scaffold. Such stabilization could prevent early
bucking of the stacked layers of microfibres, which has been identified as the main cause
of failure of MEW box-shaped meshes under compressive loads.93 Also, the stabilization of
the MEW fibres within the ceramic scaffold allows a more effective lateral confinement of
the gelMA hydrogel upon axial compression, thus resulting in a stiffer response. Although
interfacial strength is still lower than those found in the native, mature bone-cartilage
boundary183, this mechanical stabilization and reinforcing effect greatly facilitates the
surgical handling of the engineered cartilage construct, as well as its implantation in situ
by press-fitting into an osteochondral defect in a tissue explant model (Figure 8A).
To further investigate the potential of the multi-scale composite osteochondral plugs for
the formation of cartilage-like matrix in vitro, the chondral reinforcing meshes were infused
with articular cartilage derived progenitor cells (ACPC)-containing gelMA and constructs
were cultured for 6 weeks. Constructs with (Figure 8B) and without the osteal C-pCaP
anchor were tested, to evaluate the possibility to obtain neo-cartilage in the presence
of a bone-supporting material. ACPCs remained viable within the microfibre reinforced
gelMA and the deposition of the cartilage-like extracellular matrix was observed in both
structures after 6 weeks of culture (Figure 8C).
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Figure 8. Cartilage deposition in vitro in the engineered osteochondral plug. (A) Micrograph
obtained from micro-CT scanning showing a biomimetic pCaP scaffold that could be placed press-fit inside
an ex vivo osteochondral defect. (Scale Bar = 1 mm), (B) basic fuchsin and methylene blue staining reveal
pattern of embedded PCL microfibres inside the non-porous layer of the C-pCaP scaffold of the constructs
with osteal C-pCaP anchor. (Scale Bar = 100 μm), (C) quantification of sGAG in hydrogel per DNA content.
(D) Interfacial adhesion strength and (E) interfacial toughness (day 1 and day 42) while applying shear force
at the interface between equine ACPCs encapsulated in gelMA and C-pCaP-based bone compartment.
(F1), (G1) Safranin-O staining, (F2), (G2) type II collagen immunostaining and (F3), (G3) type I collagen
immunostaining of paraffin embedded microfibre reinforced gelMA without osteal C-pCaP (F) and with
osteal C-pCaP (G), respectively, after cultivation for 42 days. (Scale Bar = 100 μm).
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Additionally, the neo-synthesized matrix influenced the strength of the interconnection
at the bone-cartilage interface of the cell-laden grafts, which improved approximately
3.7-fold from 6.6 ± 1.7 kPa at day 1 to 24.4 ± 6.5 kPa at day 42 (Figure 8D). Interfacial
toughness showed a similar trend (Figure 8E). Histological evaluation by means of
safranin-O staining revealed sGAG deposition (Figures 8F1, G1). Type II collagen (Col
II) production was also detected in both chondral (Figure 8F2) and osteochondral
constructs (Figure 8G2), respectively. Type I collagen (Col I) deposition was also detected
via histological analysis (Figures 8F3, G3). Col I is often present as an immature marker
in gelMA-based constructs158,184 and can be reduced by incorporation of hyaluronan into
the hydrogel matrix.185 These results underscore that the differentiation of ACPCs towards
the chondrogenic lineage is not hampered by the calcium phosphate-based scaffold,
suggesting that the construct can be safely used for testing of osteochondral repair
techniques.
Overall, a dual reinforcing effect (compression stiffness and interfacial shear strength) was
achieved using the combination of ceramic extrusion printing and microfibre electrowriting.
Moreover, the coordinated fabrication of such organized, multi-scale composite structures
offers new possibilities for functional restoration of damaged osteochondral units. This
approach can be further refined by tuning both biological and mechanical properties
of the constructs, taking advantage of the physiological setting kinetics of the pCaP ink.
Besides facilitating the formation of a tight engineered cartilage-to-subchondral bone
connection and supporting osteogenesis in vitro, low-temperature setting cements
hold the potential to incorporate growth factors (i.e. to enhance osteoinductive and
angiogenic properties186, or even the simultaneous printing of ceramic and hydrogel
embedded living cells150). With this in mind, the co-printing in a single biofabrication
process of cell-friendly ceramics, cell-laden hydrogels and electrowritten microfibres, can
be envisioned to comprehensively capture the architecture of native tissue interfaces.
In fact, although in this study gelMA was infused in the chondral compartment of the
construct, MEW and extrusion-based bioprinting can already be converged in a single
biofabrication process, for instance to mimic phenotypic gradients within tissues, such as
the zonal cell distribution in articular cartilage.151 Likewise, as more convoluted microfibre
reinforcement geometries can be produced in the hydrogel compartment, specifically
designed microfibre motifs could be incorporated to further enhance shear resistance187,
or even to improve tensile behaviour188, the latter with potential application towards the
regeneration of tendon and ligament-to-bone interfaces.
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Conclusions
In this study, we demonstrate a novel approach to mechanically integrate hydrogel-based
soft tissues to a stiff, bone-like material with potential application for the regeneration
hard-to-soft tissue interfaces, in particular in case of osteochondral plugs. To achieve
this, a multi-scale printing approach, combining ceramic extrusion 3D plotting and the
electrowriting of thermoplastic microfibres, was developed. Importantly, the mechanical
properties of each compartment (bone, cartilage, interface) can be controlled through the
internal architecture of both the reinforcing microfibre mesh and porous bioceramic by
means of printing. Additionally, such an approach relying on low stiffness, electrowritten
meshes, provides hydrogel strengthening and compressive properties comparable to
native cartilage, without shielding cells from beneficial mechanical loads. Owing to the
compatibility of the operating physiological temperatures and environmental conditions
used for the printing and setting of the pCaP ink, direct anchoring of electrowritten PCL
structures in the cement material could be achieved. All materials used, as well as the
composite structure, had no impact on cell survival and hence permitted bone and
cartilage engineering in vitro. This approach offers a promising opportunity for designing
interfaces and composite materials with multiple applications in connective tissue
regenerative medicine. Overall, these results provide important cues for the biofabrication
of a next generation of multi-material, composite tissues and interfaces, which could
integrate 3D printed elements mimicking living tissues down to the micron range.
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Supplementary data
Supplementary methods
X-ray diffraction pattern
X-ray diffraction patterns were recorded with a Bruker D8 Advance system (Bruker,
Karlsruhe, Germany) in a 2Theta range from 20-40° with Cu Ka radiation (40 KV/ 40 mA)
with a step size of 0.02° and a total measurement time of 1 s/step. Quantification was
performed by Rietveld refinement analysis using Topas software (Bruker, Germany). The
amorphous content of the samples was calculated using the G-factor method with a
crystalline corundum reference according to Hurle et al.189

Supplementary data
Amount of cells

Day 3

Day 7

Day 14

Mean

1602.62

6568.07

10201.17

Standard Deviation

± 570.00

± 3256.64

± 5992.86

Supplementary Table 1. Proliferation of equine MSCs on C-PCaP scaffolds during cultivation for 14 days

Sample
Powder

α-TCP
[%]
94.2

Hydroxyapatite
[%]
1.5

ß-TCP
[%]
4.3

Amorph
[%]
15

C-pCaP

2.1

95.8

2.1

35

NC-pCaP

1.8

95.2

3.0

32

Supplementary Table 2. Quantification of the XRD patterns by Rietveld refinement (TOPAS software,
Bruker, USA), showing the conversion of α-TCP to an apatite phase.
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Supplementary Figure S1. A; Amplitude sweep representing LVR, B; Frequency sweep (relationship
between angular frequency and complex viscosity), C; Frequency sweep (relationship between angular
frequency and complex viscosity, obtained by using same material after performing time sweep test), D ;
Frequency sweep (relationship between angular frequency and modulus), E; Frequency sweep (relationship
between angular frequency and modulus, obtained by using same material after performing time sweep
test).

Supplementary Figure S2. X-ray diffraction patterns of raw powder and scaffolds. Diffraction peaks in the
raw powder can be assigned to crystalline α-tricalcium phosphate (PDF-No.: 09-0438) with a minor fraction
of ß-tricalcium phosphate (PDFNo.: 09-0169, marked with “b”), possibly present as minor impurity in the
α-TCP particle formulation. The fabricated scaffolds consisted of low crystalline hydroxyapatite (PDF-No.: 090432) from hydrolysis of α-TCP, as shown by the typical broad peaks peculiar of CDHA formation190, while the
ß-TCP fraction remained unreacted.( α = α-TCP, b = β-TCP, * = CDHA).
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Supplementary Figure S3. A; Tangent Modulus of hardened cement structure produced from composition
of α-TCP with and without nano-hydroxyapatite, B; Ultimate strength of hardened structure produced from
composition of α-TCP with and without nano-hydroxyapatite. No significant differences were found between
the two groups, suggesting that the added nanoHA does not have a relevant impact on the compressive
properties of the produced cement. (n = 6 for each group).

Supplementary Figure S4. A; Representative stress-strain curves of NC-PCaP scaffolds at different porosities
showing how to calculate tangent modulus and ultimate strength. B; Representative stress-strain curve
showing how to calculate energy to failure. C; Energy to failure of NC-PCaP paste (grey) and C-PCaP paste
(blue) scaffolds with different porosities. D; Merged image between fluorescence staining of nucleus (dapi:
blue) and osteonectin protein (osteonectin: red) of equine MSCs that were cultured on a C-PCaP scaffold
for 21 days in an expansion medium showed no sign of osteogenic upregulation. (Scale Bar = 100 µm.) E;
Merged image between fluorescence staining of nucleus (dapi: blue) and osteonectin protein (osteonectin:
red) of equine MSCs that were cultured on a C-PCaP scaffold for 21 days in an osteogenic supplement
medium showed signs of osteogenic upregulation. (Scale Bar = 100 µm.).
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Supplementary Figure S5. A; Representative area under stress-displacement curve for calculation
energy to failure. B; Interfacial toughness at the interface between chondral and bony compartment of an
engineered osteochondral unit showing alterations due to differences in either interfacial architecture or
compositions. The different construct types: GelMA on ceramic (unmodified surface; red), GelMA on ceramic
(modified surface; bright green), microfibre reinforced GelMA on ceramic (non-anchor fibre; pink), microfibre
reinforced GelMA on ceramic (anchor fibre; blue) and only GelMA hydrogel (mean (grey dotted line) ± SD
(grey filled area)).

Supplementary video SV1
Video showing the open and interconnected porosity within the inner structure of the
porous 3D printed scaffolds, as shown through a series of µ-CT sections of the constructs.
(This can be accessed through: https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1758-5090/
ab69d9#supplementarydata)
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Abstract
Most available 3D biofabrication technologies rely on single-component deposition
methods, such as inkjet, extrusion, or light-assisted printing. It is unlikely that any of
these technologies used individually would be able to replicate the complexity and
functionality of living tissues. Recently, new biofabrication approaches have emerged that
integrate multiple manufacturing technologies into a single biofabrication platform. This
has led to fabricated structures with improved functionality. In this review, we provide a
comprehensive overview of recent advances in the integration of different manufacturing
technologies with the aim to fabricate more functional tissue structures. We provide our
vision on the future of additive manufacturing (AM) technology, digital design, and the
use of artificial intelligence (AI) in the field of biofabrication.
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From Cell Therapy to the Biofabrication of Tissues and
Organs
Every day, ~18 people die in Europe alone due to the shortage of human donor organs.
In 2017, it was estimated that only 19% of 34 000 patients on waiting lists for organs
would receive an organ transplant.191 To overcome this, great efforts have been devoted
to regenerative medicine (RM) strategies that could restore damaged tissues and organs.
Since first appearing during the early 1960s, regenerative strategies have come a long
way from the first stem-cell transplantation192 to the 3D biofabrication (see Glossary) of
artificial tissue-like structures of today.193
Stem-cell therapies have proved successful when applied to diseased or injured tissues in
small animal models, such as rodents.194 Unfortunately, clinical trials in large animal models
and humans have rendered conflicting results, with the best scenarios supporting only
minor benefits mostly regarded as nonregenerative and limited to paracrine effects.194 This
situation has not been improved significantly by the use of 3D cellular aggregates with
improved cell–cell interactions and a protective self-secreted extracellular matrix (ECM)
layer.195 More recently, developmental biologists have shown that cultured pluripotent
stem cells can differentiate into organ-specific cells and further self-organize into small
3D organ-like structures, such as intestinal or kidney organoids.196,197 However, none of
these strategies or in vitro organ developmental approaches have yet shown the ability to
recreate biological structures with the functional richness, multi-scale structure, and size
of a living tissue.195–197
It is known that living tissues comprise some of the most complex and hierarchically
functional materials and are composed of different cell types and ECM components,
including bioactive molecules and structural elements. The complex interplay between
the components of native tissue suggests that, to recreate tissue equivalents that result
in a functional in vivo outcome, the tissue equivalent should be as similar to the native
tissue organization and composition as possible. Bioprinting, one of the main emergent
biofabrication approaches, allows the in vitro fabrication of biological constructs with
precise combinations of cells and biomaterials, while complimentary digital manufacturing
processes enable biological structures to be shaped into the geometry of the target tissue
or organ.193 Biofabrication comprises a growing toolbox of a range of fabrication strategies,
of which the most established are droplet, extrusion, light- and laser-assisted bioprinting.
Each of these strategies has a different working principle, which has its own associated
advantages and drawbacks with regards to cell processing, resolution and material
selection (Box 1 and Figure 1 A). So far, researchers have predominantly adopted a single
fabrication strategy based on the target tissue composition and/or size. However, similar
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challenges as for cell-based therapies and in vitro organ developmental approaches have
been observed (i.e., limited ECM deposition and organization, and absence of required
functionality).80 These challenges are mainly due to insufficient synergy between material
composition and organization, because the self-organization capacity of cells was not
sufficient enough to recreate tissue functionality and single fabrication approaches are
not mature enough to recreate the tissue mimicking environment to guide those cells.

Box 1
Single Deposition Biofabrication Methods Mimic Shape but Compromise Function
The cornerstone of bioprinting lies in sequential layer-by-layer material deposition, which
allows the manufacturing of anatomically inspired tissue equivalents potentially from
patients’ own cells. Since their first description during the early 21st century, the focus has
been on four bioprinting technologies: droplet435, extrusion260, light172,373 and laser436 based
bioprinting. Until now, the majority of these technologies have relied on a single deposition
method, which cannot fully replicate the complexity and composition of living tissues.
Droplet-based bioprinting, which involves selective deposition of cell-containing
material droplets, can produce 3D structures from more than one cell suspension with
micron resolution, but cannot achieve biologically relevant cell densities (achieved cell
density <106 cells/ml)435 or large tissue sizes (achieved size <3 cm thickness).437,438 Extrusionbased printing, which encompasses the selective dispensing of a material through an
extrusion nozzle, allows for the deposition of more physiologically relevant cell densities,
yet compromises on printing resolution (achieved resolution >100 μm), and prevention
of cell damage during extrusion remains challenging.372,439 Further research showed that
electrohydrodynamic biofabrication technologies, which combine extrusion-assisted
printing within an electrical field, can increase resolution down to the submicron range
and, therefore, potentially resemble the complex ECM microenvironments of biological
tissues; however, cell compatibility and low reproducibility are still of concern.440 Lightbased bioprinting, which comprises the selective solidification of a cell-containing
hydrogel layer by applying a light energy source (e.g., UV or visible light), is not limited
by shear stresses and typically allows for the manufacture of volumetric constructs
(cm scale)373 with considerably higher resolutions (>50 μm).172 Important disadvantages
are related to the limited flexibility regarding the use of multicell types and material
combinations. By contrast, laser-based bioprinting involves the selective application of
a pulsed laser to an absorbing layer, containing a cell-laden hydrogel ink, which induces
the transfer of a cell-hydrogel droplet to a receiver substrate.436 The innovative contactless
material deposition involved in this bioprinting strategy allows for higher cell densities
than the previously discussed bioprinting technologies. However, its potential to print
large, volumetric structures and incorporate multiple biological components requires
further attention. One limitation that is common to all the described manufacturing
technologies is the low mechanical resistance of the bioprinted constructs. To date,
most bioprinting technologies use intrinsically weak hydrogels that can provide the
right conditions for cell survival, yet fail to withstand the harsh mechanical environment
observed in vivo.336,381
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Figure 1. Schematic Illustration of Multitechnology Biofabrication. (A) Comparison of the typical operation
length of single deposition biofabrication technologies with the size and hierarchical structure of tissues and
organs. (B) In-process variation of printing length scales and simultaneous material processing potential when
complementary biofabrication technologies are combined in a single-printing platform. Abbreviation: ECM,
extracellular matrix.
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We believe that an important current development in the evolution of manufacturing
functional tissue and organ structures is the potential to combine different manufacturing
processes into a single biofabrication platform (Figure 1B). Recent evidence suggests
that the simultaneous use of complementary fabrication processes allows for the strategic
arrangement of multiple cells and ECM components at different length scales, taking us
closer to the heterogenous composition and complex multi-scale organization of living
tissues.193 Additionally, recent advances in information technologies enable user-friendly
access to AI systems that provide help for optimal design and decision making, and with
that accelerate progress in manufacturing of tissue mimicking equivalents.
Here, we provide an overview of the current advances on combining biofabrication
technologies and discuss opportunities and challenges for converging existent and
emerging processing technologies towards functional tissue manufacturing. Furthermore,
we identify future directions, in particular how digital design can be synergized
with multitechnology biofabrication platforms. In a decade of exponential growth of
information technologies, particularly machine learning and AI, we believe that numerical
technologies when coupled to advanced bioprinting systems will have a key role in
realizing high-throughput fabrication of functional living tissues.

Convergence of Biofabrication Technologies
What Is Multitechnology Biofabrication?
Multitechnology bioprinting can be defined as the integration of complementary
fabrication technologies into a single biofabrication platform, wherein they operate in
a synergistic manner to deliver living, functional constructs. Complementary processes
can include different, but compatible, component deposition methods, such as the
primary bioprinting classes reviewed in Box 1, but also other emergent manufacturing
technologies, such as fibre deposition methods, magnetic technologies, acoustic
levitation, or plasma technologies.
The foreseen integration of complementary technologies in a single-printing platform
is not a trivial challenge, but would allow in-process variation of printing length
scales, materials, and deposition methods, which is a clear deviation from trends in
the conventional 3D (bio-)printing space. True convergence can only occur where the
interchange between different manufacturing techniques occurs automatically without
the need for operator intervention, thus moving away from existing multistep assembly
methods. Furthermore, while most bioprinting techniques have inherent commonality
in the use of three-axis positioning systems, there are distinct differences in the resolution
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and positional accuracy of these systems, as well as the software used to manage them.
Convergence will lead to hardware design compromises, where higher resolution
(and more expensive) positioning systems necessary for high-resolution deposition
techniques have to be used for low-resolution systems. Additionally, in process
characterization technologies (e.g., optical or ultrasound) and appropriate software to
enable the detection of cell damage and print errors, and subsequent adaptation, will
be required. These adaptive software tools will potentially need to determine whether
a printing process has ‘failed’ or if it can be ‘recovered’ by adapting printing parameters
or trajectories, so that machine efficiency as well as efficient use of cell-laden bioinks is
maximized. It is here that the use of AI will become fundamental for accounting for all
printing scenarios and parameters selection. In addition, these digital tools will help in
determining the optimal shaping of bioprinted constructs to guide matrix deposition
for functional tissue formation.
In our opinion, multitechnology biofabrication represents a paradigm shift in tissue
manufacturing because it allows the combination and spatial organization of different
cell types and biological or artificial components, which is not possible with singleprocess printing methods or conventional manufacturing processes. This current trend
in the fabrication of living tissues is observed in the most recent scientific literature, as
reviewed later.

Converged Biofabrication Technologies and
Increased Functionality of Manufactured Tissues
While the first report on leveraging functionality of biomedical devices by combining 3D
printing technologies with traditional manufacturing methods dates back to the 1990s198,
only very recently have researchers focused on integrating the working principles of
different biofabrication technologies to enhance the functionality of artificially generated
tissues. One of the earliest reports presented the combination of electro-driven fabrication
technologies with bioprinting strategies, in particular, the combination of melt spinning
technologies with extrusion-199,200 or light-assisted bioprinting201. For example, melt
electrowriting (MEW) and extrusion-based bioprinting have been successfully integrated
in a single biofabrication platform, allowing for the fabrication of constructs with a
spatial distribution of different cell types and improved mechanical functionality without
compromising cell viability and differentiation (e.g., cartilage199 and osteochondral tissue
repair202) (Figure 2A). This combination of technologies provided the groundwork to
solve one of the current biofabrication conundrums, namely the lack of biomechanical
properties of the bioprinted constructs. From a scale-up perspective, the lengthy
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fabrication time of the fibre technologies (e.g., >1 h for MEW constructs with 600 mm3)199
remains a challenge and negatively impacts cell viability due to hydrogel drying. We
anticipate that future hybrid fibre-cell printing apparatus will move from the conventional
multinozzle approach towards gradually implementing needleless printheads. A similar
strategy is already used for industrial-scale production of fibre yarns.203 Alongside this
strategy, we foresee that the collector platform could be implemented on a climatized,
fluid nebulizer system that could prevent hydrogel drying and maintain cell survival
during extended manufacturing times. This will require further decoupling of the highvoltage components from the main components of the climatization platform, and the
design of low-conductivity fluids that experience minimal effects within electrical fields.
An alternate combinatorial approach that can precisely control the local material
composition and orientation on printed structures is the combination of magnetic fields
with droplet-204 or light-based printing technologies207. For example, Betsch and coworkers
incorporated a magnetic field into a droplet-based bioprinter to align chondrocyte-loaded
collagen fibres during bioprinting (Figure 2B), while Martin and colleagues proposed
a hybrid system that integrates magnetic control with digital light processing (DLP) to
fabricate graded composite structures, including an ‘osteon-like’ microstructure.207 A major
limitation of present set-ups is the low intensity and the bidirectionality of the magnetic
field generated (in the milli-tesla range, and along collector plate plane). To overcome
this, we anticipate that the next generation of droplet- or light-based bioprinter could be
placed inside large magnetic coils, preferably covering the three cartesian coordinate axes
(X, Y, and Z), which could generate higher intensity magnetic fields (in the tesla range)
Figure 2. Examples of Multitechnology Biofabricated Tissues with Improved Material
Combinations and Hierarchical Structures. (A) (i) Osteochondral implant obtained by extrusion-based
thermoplastic printing (EBHP) and melt electrowriting (MEW); (ii) MEW fibres of polycaprolactone (PCL)
guided over a pluronics hydrogel strand; (iii) osteochondral unit comprising a GelMA hydrogel reinforced
with a MEW printed fibre scaffold at the chondral region and a printed calcium phosphate (CaP) at the bone
layer. (iv) SEM image and histology section of cross-section of the osteochondral unit revealing embedded
MEW fibres within the (CaP) region and new cartilage and bone tissue being formed at the chondral and
osteo regions, respectively. Scale bars: 500 μm (ii) and 100 μm (iv). (B) (i) Chondrocyte-laden constructs
with a zonal collagen organization obtained by combining inkjet bioprinting with a magnetic field; (ii)
collagen bioinks with aligned collagen fibres in a superficial layer increase the compressive properties of
printed structures. (C) (i) Skeletal muscle strip and tendon to bone interphase obtained by combining a
extrusion-assisted microfluidic chamber with digital light processing. (ii) Muscle strip comprising interwoven
GelMA containing C2C12 cells (red) and gelMA containing fibroblast (blue) filaments; (iii) tendon-to bone
insertion containing patterned gelMA with osteoblasts (blue), human mesenchymal stem cell (hMSC; red),
and fibroblasts (green) filaments. (D) (i) Human-scale ventricle model and trileaflet heart valve printed by
extrusion-based hydrogel printing inside a suspended bath; (ii) ventricle model comprising cardiac cells
(pink) and supporting collagen shells (green); (iii) trileaflet heart valve supporting pulsatile flow. Reproduced
under a Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License CC BY-NC from 199 (A2) ; reproduced with
permission from204 (B), 205(C), and 206(D).
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and control the direction of the field throughout a spherical volume. Special attention will
have to be paid to ensure that the magnetic forces do not interfere with the operation of
the dispensing systems being used.
Other emerging approaches comprise extrusion-based printing with light-based
bioprinting205 or sacrificial support materials208. Such strategies have the potential to
process biologically relevant materials that were previously marked as ‘unprintable’, while
maintaining high cell viability and allowing for the fabrication of tissue-like constructs with
biologically relevant structures and sizes. For example, Miri and co-workers integrated an
automated extrusion-based microfluidic chamber with DLP in a single bioprinting device
(Figure 2C). By combining multiple cell-laden hydrogels at high cell densities and with
refined spatial resolution, sophisticated biological structures, such as a skeletal muscle
strip and a tendon-to-bone insertion on a millimetre size scale, were achieved.205
The groups of Feinberg, Miller, and Grover developed a suspended layer bioprinting
process that has been shown to allow the fabrication of complex biological systems
on a centimeter scale.148,208,209 A microgel suspension (fluid gel) was used to structure a
secondary extrusion-based printed cell-laden solution, which was cured post printing
and subsequently removed as a separate construct. This allowed a range of different
living tissue structures to be printed, from an osteochondral unit of 2 mm in height148 to a
trileaflet heart valve of ~3 cm in diameter (Figure 2D).206 Although this approach deviates
from the combination of two or more technologies into a single device, it is, in our opinion,
also a form of multitechnology biofabrication because it merges the principles of inliquid printing, initially introduced by the stereolithographic systems, with conventional
extrusion-based printing. Moreover, this approach shows great promise towards tackling
organ fabrication upscaling and vascularization challenges, and might become one of the
most impactful technologies in the biofabrication field if converged with other emerging
fabrication technologies, such as acoustophoresis.210,211 We foresee that, by manipulating
acoustic waves in bulk fluid gels, or even directly in cell-suspended media, it will be feasible
to improve cellular organization and further introduce an extra level of control over the
cellular nano and microenvironment. The first hybrid apparatus of this configuration will
potentially implement low-frequency sound generators positioned around the suspended
bath container. Focus should lie on preventing interference of resonant frequencies with
the bioprinter hardware. Additionally, acoustic field propagations and forces in cell-laden
biological fluid gels should be controlled.
Furthermore, promising results on improving cell–material interactions and in directing
stem cell behaviour have been reported by combining extrusion-based bioprinting with
plasma technologies212 or droplet-based printing.213 The combination of atmospheric
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plasma and extrusion-based printing allowed the selective introduction of biological cues
(e.g., different growth factors) on extruded polymer filaments, which can potentially guide
and accelerate tissue renewal.212 Alternatively, Liu and coworkers combined extrusionbased printing with inertial force jetting, a derivative of droplet-based bioprinting that
uses alternated viscous and inertial force jetting. This integrated method allowed the
precise deposition of cells on designated locations, thereby inducing cell interactions at
a distance of <100 μm.213 In this process, fine control of cell distribution was achieved
through imaging of an extrusion-based printed cell-laden material to manually determine
the ideal locations for single cell depositions. We envision that the next progressive steps
will be incorporating the co-extrusion of materials to achieve a gradient in cell densities
in the bulk substrate and automation of the required secondary cell location, in short,
adaptive gradient control. An overview of current efforts towards multitechnology
biofabrication and their main characteristics is summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Representative Examples of Converged 3D (Bio)fabrication Technologies3
Converged
technologies

Cell printing

Main characteristics

Refs

AVIF

EBHP

Yes

Structuring cell/biomaterials with 100-μm precision

213

DLP

EBHP

Yes

EBCP

MEW

Yes

MEW

Yes

A

Yes

SP

Yes

MES

No

AP

No

EBHP

Yes

M

Yes

SE

Yes

SE

Yes

EBHP

EBTP

IJ

SL

3

Control over cell and biological gradients; flexibility over
multi-material deposition
Improved soft–hard interface tissue regeneration and
interfacial strength
Improved mechanical properties of soft cell-laden
hydrogels; control over reinforcing architectures
Control over macro and microarchitectural characteristics
of living tissues; contact-less cell organization
Tissue upscaling; incorporation of large cell densities and
viable vasculature networks
Fabrication at larger length scale (macro and micro)
Guided new cell and new tissue formation by
biomaterials functionalization with biologics
Anatomically shaped constructs; improved mechanical
properties of soft microtissues
Optimal for anisotropic living tissue fabrication; contactless control of micro and nano-sized bioinks
Tissue upscaling; improved mechanical properties of soft
microtissues
Guided new tissue formation and improved mechanical
properties of soft microtissues

205

202

199

211

214

200

212

215

204

216

201

Abbreviations: A, acoustophoresis; AP, atmospheric plasma; AVIF, alternating viscous and force jetting; DLP, digital
light processing; EBCP, extrusion-based cement printing; EBHP, extrusion-based hydrogel printing; EBTP, extrusionbased thermoplastic printing; IJ, inkjet; M, magnetophoresis; MEW, melt electrowriting; MES, melt electrospinning;
SE, solution electrospinning; SL, stereolithography; SP, suspended printing.
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From Digital Design to ‘Semiautonomous’
High-Throughput Devices
The idea of engineering living tissues by digitally controlling the organization of tissue
equivalents based on model predictions is both intriguing and potent and, in our opinion,
will have a key role in the development of high-throughput biofabrication of functional
tissues. The boost in computational power, big data collection, and AI techniques have the
potential to enable systematization, automation, and control of design and biofabrication.
Together with rational digital design technologies grounded on formalized scientific
experience and mechanistic understanding, supervised and unsupervised machine
learning should be harnessed to support semiautonomous biofabrication solutions to
complex design problems.

Digital Design Technologies for Instructed Bioprinting
Typically, the flexibility of bioprinting draws from numerous design parameters, including
multi-scale architecture, material composition, and dynamic cell–cell and cell–material
interactions.217,218 Understanding and predicting the effect of multiple interacting design
features involves different disciplines and creates a challenge in developing design
principles and strategies for functional 3D bioprinting. Various tissue-engineering (TE)
design parameters are interdependent, and conflicting objectives need to be addressed
in the design, such as the necessity for both significant scaffold stiffness and high
porosity, in the case of bone TE.217 Interdependent and conflicting design parameters and
objectives require comprehensive methodical optimization techniques219,220, which can
only realistically be solved using computing.
Optimization techniques involve building numerical models of the multiphysics processes
at play in a bioprinted construct to predict the influence of design parameter changes on
the construct properties. ‘Parametric design’ is well suited to these aims, and refers to a
design methodology that is built on algorithmic thinking and relies on the definition of a
family of initial parameters and the relationships they keep with each other and with the
final design. Parametric design naturally enables systematic parameter space exploration
and subsequent selection of optimal design parameter set.221 Another powerful digital
design approach that is well established in structural/mechanical engineering is topology
optimization, where the best distribution of material within a selected design space
is numerically derived to comply with a set of constraints.222 3D fabrication appears to
synergize with topology optimization because it allows for practical production of the
resulting organic shaped structures that are often incompatible with conventional
fabrication techniques. Promising attempts have been made at implementing topology
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optimization for TE construct designs, in particular to jointly meet both stiffness and
permeability criteria.219,220,223
Despite these computational advances, bioprinting designs still rely on arbitrary parameter
selection and decisions are made based on a trial and error approach. This suboptimal
design methodology incurs substantial costs in both time and expenses related to in
vitro or in vivo experiments.217 Computational efficiency is one of the greatest current
obstacles to the large-scale use of digital design optimization for bioprinting constructs.
Microscale continuum models are used to predict the mechanical behaviour of the
scaffold with a resolution relevant to cellular processes. In addition, inclusion of multiscale, multiphysics, time-dependent phenomena, such as fluid–solid interactions and
mechanobiology processes, dramatically increases the number of variables to solve.224,225
A common solution to overcome computational complexity is to reduce the scope of the
simulation to a smaller number of structural elements224,226 although the direct implication
is the necessity to use homogeneous cellular structures. We envision that implementing
‘soft computing’ techniques, such as metamodels, to integrate empirical evidence and
human-like ‘vagueness’ in computational modeling will significantly increase the design
flexibility and leverage design-centered biofabrication for better biomimicry.227–229 AI
techniques, including regression models and neural networks230, are ideal candidates for
such fast-running metamodels, with only limited reduction in accuracy compared with
complex multiphysics mechanistic models. Empirical knowledge that is not directly or
homogeneously interpretable by humans can be harnessed via unsupervised machine
learning.231

Flexible and ‘Semiautonomous’ Bioprinting Platforms for Functional
Tissue Fabrication
We envision that the next generation of bioprinters will become more practical, userindependent, ‘semiautonomous’ systems. Advances such as process parameter selection
and real-time monitoring of cell function and material properties during bioprinting will
become commonplace. Given that functional tissue fabrication also includes complexity
in anatomical design, it is conceivable that collaborative robotic systems (robotic arms) will
work in unison to create functionally heterogenous structures; however, this will not be
viable if the positional accuracy and software control of these robotic arms cannot at least
match the accuracy of more established three-axis platforms. Up to now, conventional
approaches to biofabrication have relied on deposition technologies integrated with
three-axis positioning systems. In most cases, this means that structures are deposited
onto planar substrates. This inherent requirement is a limitation that is not representative
of the natural anatomical relevant structures that the biofabrication field aims to recreate.
Several groups have taken inspiration from established computer numerical control (CNC)
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machining techniques to include additional axes, such as a fourth rotary axis beneath the
deposition head to produce structures of increasing complexity on cylindrical mandrels,
including radial stents232 and valve structures233.
Moreover, as a means to work outside of the restrictions of automated positioning systems,
there are a growing number of examples of handheld, freeform biofabrication234,235
devices with the intent to rapidly translate advances in biomaterials research into the
clinical environment. Operation of these devices is reliant on the surgeon’s expertise and
fine motor control to directly deposit biomaterials to the in vivo point of need. To mimic
the surgeon’s motion in an automated platform, it is necessary to begin using six-axis
robotic arms. Multiaxis robotic arms will not only facilitate handheld biofabrication, but
also significantly improve the process flexibility of multitechnology bioprinting platforms,
allowing cell and/or biomaterial deposition onto clinically relevant geometries and
facilitating the interchange between printing technologies. However, adopting these
systems will present challenges to the biofabrication research community due to the need
for significantly more sophisticated control programming and user interface development.
Current digital design tools, slicing algorithms, and tool path generation software, typically
outputting G-code instructions, are not compatible with robotic system language.
Therefore, we envision that the already interdisciplinary biofabrication field will need
an influx of advanced robotics engineers and computer engineers as the use of systems
with increased degrees of freedom becomes more common. In addition, we foresee
that AI will be fundamental for linking digital design tools with control instructions for
positioning systems. Due to the fabrication constraints of some bioprinting technologies,
specific AI algorithms will have to be developed to automatically remove unnecessary
geometrical features from digitally design models and adequately position objects within
the building substrate. For example, bioprinting technologies, such as EHD, operate in the
base of a single, continuous filament deposition, while light-based technologies require
homogeneous light penetration, which will significantly limit tool path direction and cell
distribution on a converged set-up.
The next generation of multitechnology bioprinters will also encompass real-time inline
monitoring of the printing process through combinations of machine vision, inspection
sensors, and feedback control systems so that deviation from preplanned designed
structures can be detected and the printing process automatically adjusted to compensate
for the error. We believe that a profound impact will be seen from the area of machine
vision, extending the application of AI to monitor and control the bioprinting process. To
make this feasible, three main challenges must be solved. First, optical- and laser-profiling
technologies will have to be integrated into the multitechnology bioprinting platforms
to allow for screening of biofabricated constructs within different length scales (i.e., at
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both the cellular and tissue/organ scale). Here, the use of lens-free microscopes should
be attractive due to their small form factor, only a few cm3, and their potential to monitor
dynamic biological processes without the need for cell labels.236 An alternative ‘machine
vision’ strategy was shown by Ruland et al. with a quantitative ultrasound imaging system
that allows for cell growth and new tissue formation monitoring within bioprinted
constructs.237 Second, different inspection sensors, such as speed, material reservoir
volume, temperature, CO2 and O2, humidity, and pH, will have to be integrated in the
printing platform to monitor key instrument parameters and environmental conditions.
The first imperative steps to integrating sensors for motion/vibration, temperature,
and humidity within standard 3D printers have already been taken.238 Third, specific AI
software for bioprinting will have to be developed to analyse the large data sets that
are collected from machine vision and inspection sensors. Based on the information
gathered, AI will have to produce real-time predictions on how printing parameters
(e.g., dispensing rate, light intensity, fabrication temperature, collection speed, and/or
printing chamber environment conditions) should be adapted to correct identified flaws
on bioprinted constructs. AI will also be essential to identify crossover points between
multiple fabrication technologies and incompatible printing parameters. However,
reliable AI algorithms will have to trained based on test cases and first be proven with
simple technology and material combinations before full technology convergency. Here,
deep neural networks is perhaps the most promising AI method due to the large data set
that can be processed and recent experience with the specificities of each technology.239

Concluding Remarks and Future Perspectives
We are now at the crossroads where biofabrication technologies have opened exciting
perspectives to restore or replace damaged tissues and organs, although each technology
individually has not yet been able to deliver functional tissue structures of biologically
relevant size. The integration of complementary fabrication technologies in a singleprinting platform has recently given rise to what we believe is a new biofabrication era
(see Outstanding Questions). The in-process variation of printing length scale and different
material processing capabilities of multitechnology biofabrication platforms is a clear
deviation from conventional 3D (bio-)printing, which is opening new perspectives for
the fabrication of hierarchical structures with relevant sizes and combinations of different
cell types and ECM components. Examples of functional multitechnology bioprinted
constructs are diverse, ranging from mechanical robust articular cartilage constructs
that are manufactured by melt-spinning technologies and extrusion-based bioprinting,
to skeletal muscle strips obtained by extrusion-assisted microfluidic chamber combined
with digital light processing, and human-sized trileaflet heart valves manufactured by
merging extrusion-based printing with suspended manufacturing. Further evidence of
the impact and potential of multitechnology bioprinting in the RM field are the different
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commercially available multitechnology bioprinters recently introduced by bioprinting
companies.
However, one of the current challenges is that the complexity of the equipment is
increasing exponentially, making multitechnology printers more viable in a laboratory
environment than for clinical use. Alternatively, the realization of less complex systems
customized for particular applications is beginning. For example, handheld devices are
gaining more attention for in situ fabrication of ‘outer tissues’, such as skin, cornea, and
cartilage. In addition, we believe the recent advancements in multiaxis robotic systems will
allow printing onto surfaces that more closely resemble the contours of natural structures
in our body, while inspection sensors and real-time monitoring of the printing process will
improve process reproducibility. In parallel, we believe that AI will have an important role
in this new biofabrication era. Given that humans can only analyse limited information
simultaneously, new multitechnology biofabrication hardware will be powered by AI
tools to aid simultaneous monitoring of printing parameters and printed parts. To help
in organizing our view, we have developed a conceptual model that illustrates how
multitechnology bioprinters could be used in a future patient treatment process chain
(Figure 3)
Finally, another important challenge that remains is the synergistic potential of the
combination of digital design and biofabrication. Integrated computer models of
biosystems, as well as numerical optimization techniques, are key for the fast and reliable
design and manufacture of advanced functional biological and biomedical constructs.
Smart and flexible computing will be pivotal to enable on-demand tailored and costeffective biofabrication solutions to complex design problems. In our opinion, the nextgeneration biofabrication systems should transcend native tissue structural replication
and actively direct promote the development of functional tissue structures.

Outstanding Questions
• Can we further recapitulate the functionality of native tissue by combining
complementary manufacturing technologies into a single biofabrication platform?
• Which biofabrication technologies can successfully be combined and which
combinatorial approaches can achieve the required resolution and material
combinations to further mimic tissue structure, composition, and function?
• How can we achieve high-throughput biofabrication?
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Figure 3. How Will Multitechnology Bioprinters Improve Patient Care? Example of a future patient treatment
process chain where multitechnology bioprinters will support artificial tissue and organ fabrication. The
process chain starts with a patient engaging with the healthcare system after experienced health problems,
such as a failing heart and skin burns (Step 1. Patient engagement). Then, the gathering of patient clinical
information begins based on physical examinations and diagnostic tests (Step 2. Information gathering).
Subsequently, a treatment decision is taken by clinicians with the support of artificial intelligence (AI)
algorithms to facilitate the integration and classification of lesions or affected organs (Step 3. Treatment
decision). Depending on the affected tissue, two biofabrication routes will be followed: in situ tissue
bioprinting for outer tissue fabrication using simple multitechnology bioprinters (clinical multitechnology
bioprinters) and laboratory tissue bioprinting for solid organs and personalized organ-on-a-chip fabrication
using a more complex combination of bioprinting technologies (laboratory multitechnology bioprinters)
(Step 4. Biofabrication workflow). Biofabricated tissues will be developed from the patient’s own cells
[induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) or organoids] and combined with natural or synthetic materials.
Tissue organ design will be conducted by using a digital design tool and the biofabrication process will be
assisted by AI algorithms. The personalized heart, skin, and drug (tested on patient chips) are then delivered
to the patient (Step 5. Personalized treatment).
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Glossary
Acoustophoresis (AP) and magnetophoresis (MP)
arranging microparticles and/or cells by applying a controlled acoustic or magnetic field,
respectively, to a material.

Artificial intelligence (AI)
set of numerical algorithms able to make decisions without being explicitly programmed.

Biofabrication
automated generation of biologically functional products with structural organization
from living cells, bioactive molecules, biomaterials, and cell aggregates through
bioprinting or bioassembly and subsequent tissue maturation processes.

Digital design
process of generating 3D models with a computer-based software followed by evaluation
of their performance (e.g., structural, mechanical or biological) using numerical simulation
tools.

Digital light processing (DLP)
process of generating a 3D structure by light- or laser-assisted resin curing.

Droplet-based
process of accurate droplet deposition by generating pulses in the nozzle with acoustics
(piezoelectric or ultrasound) or fluctuations in air pressure (microfluidic systems).
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Electrohydrodynamic processing
generation of nanometre to micrometre-scale fibres by establishing an electrical field
between the deposition material and collecting surface; includes solution electrospinning,
melt electro-spinning, and writing

Extrusion-based printing
(micro)-extrusion of a material through a nozzle to allow fibre deposition in a layer-bylayer fashion. Extrusion can be regulated pneumatically, or by use of a mechanical piston
or screw system.

Inline printing process monitoring
access fidelity of cell/biomaterial deposition during the printing process using machine
vision and inspection sensor systems of key printing parameters and printing environment
conditions.

Multitechnology biofabrication
automated process that integrates complementary manufacturing technologies into a
single biofabrication platform to produce biological structures. Integrated technologies
operate in a collaborative way and allow in-process variation of printing length scale and
simultaneous processing of different materials.
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Abstract
Fabrication of biomimetic tissues holds much promise for the regeneration of cells or
organs that are lost or damaged due to injury or disease. To enable the generation of
complex, multicellular tissues on demand, the ability to design and incorporate different
materials and cell types needs to be improved. Two techniques are combined: extrusionbased bioprinting, which enables printing of cell-encapsulated hydrogels; and melt
electrowriting (MEW), which enables fabrication of aligned (sub)-micrometer fibres into
a single-step biofabrication process. Composite structures generated by infusion of MEW
fibre structures with hydrogels have resulted in mechanically and biologically competent
constructs; however, their preparation involves a two-step fabrication procedure that
limits freedom of design of microfibre architectures and the use of multiple materials and
cell types. How convergence of MEW and extrusion-based bioprinting allows fabrication
of mechanically stable constructs with the spatial distributions of different cell types
without compromising cell viability and chondrogenic differentiation of mesenchymal
stromal cells is demonstrated for the first time. Moreover, this converged printing approach
improves freedom of design of the MEW fibres, enabling 3D fibre deposition. This is an
important step toward biofabrication of voluminous and complex hierarchical structures
that can better resemble the characteristics of functional biological tissues.
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Introduction
Biofabrication is a rapidly advancing field that uses bioprinting or bioassembly to
create organized 3D structures that are biologically functional.240 These engineered
biological constructs can be used for drug discovery and screening, for the
development of in vitro models of human disease or ultimately, as implants to restore
or replace damaged tissue.241–243 In order to successfully engineer a biologically
functional construct, it is essential to stimulate neo-tissue formation and improve
spatial organization and mechanical integrity as seen in native tissues.38,244,245 Extrusionbased bioprinting techniques are already used to generate hydrogel constructs that
replicate some native tissue features, such as zonal organization of articular cartilage
tissue, and can generate vascularized tissue structures, bone tissue gradients, and the
air– blood barrier by using different materials, cell types, and cell densities.167,246–249
However, hydrogels that support extensive cellular differentiation are intrinsically soft
and thus mechanically unstable.113 This challenge can potentially be resolved with
fibre reinforcing strategies, including adaptation of textile techniques that enable
fabrication of 3D-woven networks.250–252 However, these techniques are limited
in control over material or cell deposition. Fused deposition modeling (FDM) does
allow for hydrogel reinforcement and control over cell deposition. Unfortunately, the
relatively low printing resolution (≈200 µm) of the reinforcing material with FDM limits
space for tissue maturation82,102,150,181,253,254 and this reinforcing strategy usually fails to
provide an adequate micromechanical environment for tissue differentiation.255 An
alternative strategy to reinforce hydrogels involves the incorporation of sub-micron
scale, organized fibre scaffolds generated by melt electrowriting (MEW).84,88,108,187,256
This electrohydrodynamic fibre writing uses a high voltage electrical field to form
sub-micrometre fibres from polymer melts. Previous studies show that MEW fibres
used to fabricate 3D screening devices to test cellular response to microstructures
can facilitate the specific alignment of cells.169,257 However, this fabrication procedure
requires a two- step approach—the fabrication of the fibre scaffold, followed by
embedding a cell-laden hydrogel inside—which severely limits control over accurate
deposition of multi-materials and cells, and subsequently the creation of hierarchical
structures.
The aim of this study was to generate biologically functional constructs with more
complex architecture and composition by converging MEW and extrusion-based
bioprinting into a single- step manufacturing procedure. Here, we demonstrate
that this combination increases freedom of design, while maintaining the specific
advantages associated with each of the individual techniques.
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Materials and Methods
Materials
The bioink for the cell experiments was 10% (w/v) gelatin methacryloyl (gelMA) (80% DoF,
synthesized as previously described258) because of its high chondrogenic differentiation
capacity259 and the crosslinker Irgacure 2959 (BASF, Ludwigshafen, Germany) was dissolved
in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) at 0.1% w/v. Pluronics F127 hydrogel (40% w/v in PBS)
was used as a model-ink to study the ability to guide MEW fibres with a hydrogel template
because of its high shape fidelity. Medical-grade polycaprolactone (PCL) (PURASORB PC
12, Lot# 1412000249, 03/2015, Corbion Inc., Gorinchem, The Netherlands) was used as
MEW material.

Cells
Equine-derived mesenchymal stromal cells (eMSCs) were harvested at passage 3,
embedded in 10% (w/v) gelMA at 20 × 106 cells mL−1, and subsequently cultured in
chondrogenic differentiation medium consisting of DMEM 41965 (Gibco) supplemented
with penicillin/streptomycin (1%, Gibco), l-ascorbic acid-2-phosphate (0.2 × 10−3 m,
Sigma Aldrich), ITS + Premix Universal Culture Supplement (1%, Corning), dexamethasone
(0.1 × 10−6 m, Sigma Aldrich) and recombinant human TGF-ß1 (10 ng mL−1) for 28 d,
medium was refreshed twice per week. To show control over cell deposition, eMSCs
were labeled with a Vybrant cell labeling kit (Thermo Fischer Scientific), according to
manufacturer’s protocol prior to encapsulation in gelMA. Confocal imaging was used to
analyse cell distribution (Leica SP8X). To assess the effect of the fabrication conditions
on the constructs, eMSC-laden 10% gelMA discs were cast, crosslinked for 15 min (UVP
CL-1000 Ultraviolet Crosslinker), incubated for 0, 15, 30, 45, or 60 min, and cultured for
28 d. Metabolic activity was measured with an Alamar Blue staining (Resazurin sodium
salt, Alfa Aesar) and cartilage-like matrix formation was quantified with a GAG/DNA
analysis [Dimethylmethylene blue (DMMB, Sigma Aldrich, Picogreen, Quant-iT, Thermo
Fischer Scientific)]. To evaluate if the cells were affected by the converged printing
process, alternating layers of PCL fibres and gelMA (10% w/v; encapsulated with eMSCs)
were fabricated. PCL fibres were deposited at 85 °C, with a collector velocity of 80 mm/s,
pressure of 1.0 bar, collector distance of 6.0 mm, and with a voltage of 5, 10, or 15 kV.
After printing, all samples were cultured for 28 d in chondrogenic differentiation medium
and analysed for viability, metabolic activity, and chondrogenic differentiation with a
LIVE/DEAD assay (Calcein, Ethidium homodimer, Thermo Fischer Scientific), GAG/DNA,
Safranin-O, and collagen type II staining, respectively. An eMSC-laden cast disc was used
as a control.
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Scaffold Fabrication - Cast Scaffolds
Ten percent (cell-laden) gelMA samples were cast in discs using a Teflon mold at 15 –18
°C and UV crosslinked for 15 min (UVP CL-1000 Ultraviolet Crosslinker).

Scaffold Fabrication - Converged Printed Scaffolds
Converged printing was performed in a single-step approach (3DDiscovery Evolution,
regenHU). Scaffold design was either layer-by-layer deposition of MEW fibres and
extrusion-based bioprinted (cell-laden) hydrogel, or deposition of gel inside the MEW
squared structures (boxes). PCL fibres were deposited at 85 °C, with a collector velocity
of 80 mm/s, 5.0 kV, 1.0 bar, and at a collector distance of 6.0 mm. Ten percent w/v gelMA
was extruded with a pressure of 0.5 bar, at 15–18 °C, and a collector velocity of 25 mm/s.
To investigate the possibilities of using a hydrogel to guide 3D MEW fibre deposition,
different layers of hydrogel (Pluronics, 40% w/v, extruded with a pressure of 1.0 bar and a
collector velocity of 22 mm/s, at room temperature) were printed in the x-axis direction,
after which the MEW fibre was deposited in y-axis direction.

Mechanical Analysis
To analyse the mechanical properties of converged printed scaffolds, alternating layers
of MEW PCL and 10% gelMA without cells were deposited. The MEW boxes had a line
spacing of 400 µm and total scaffold height was 1.8 mm. The elastic peak and equilibrium
moduli were assessed by unconfined compression using dynamical mechanical analysis
(Q800, TA Instruments). Samples were prestrained at 20% strain followed by isostrain of
15 min. As a control, cast 10% gelMA discs (height = 2 mm, diameter = 6 mm) with and
without MEW reinforcement were analysed.

Statistics
For samples that were used for mechanical analysis, an n = 5 was applicable; for samples
including cells, an n = 3 was used. For the quantitative data, a one-way ANOVA, post hoc
Bonferroni was performed to test differences between groups. Differences were found to
be significant when p < 0.05.

Results and Discussion
To illustrate generation of organized cellular structures, equine-derived mesenchymal
stromal cells (eMSCs) were labelled with fluorescent dyes, embedded in 10% gelatinmetacryloyl (gelMA) and simultaneously printed with polycaprolactone (PCL) MEW fibres
(Figure 1A). Precise arrangement of cells and materials in 3D was demonstrated by filling
the pores of micro fibre scaffolds with extruded Tetris-like shapes of eMSC-laden gels
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(Figure 1B). Fine control over cell deposition was shown in both in-plane (x- and y-axis)
printing (Figure 1C,D) and out-of-plane (z-axis) printing (Figure 1E). The 13 µm diameter
of the MEW fibres (PCL), compared with the 200–400 µm diameter of the extruded bioink
(gelMA), emphasizes the low volume of PCL in this multi-scale fabrication process. The
resolution of converged printing is currently limited by the resolution of hydrogel
deposition. Nonetheless, the MEW boxes contribute to the shape fidelity of the printed
hydrogel. Therefore, the 200–400 µm diameter of the extruded gelMA was relatively
smaller compared with previously reported diameters of >500 µm.248,260 Precise control
over the deposition of the cell-containing bioink also provides the opportunity to control
porosity and pore shape in the composite constructs(Figure 1D), which is essential when
considering oxygen and nutrient supply in larger tissue constructs.261,262 To our knowledge,
we are the first to demonstrate this more refined level of controlled 3D spatial organization
when combining both micrometre-scale fibres and cell-laden hydrogels.

Figure 1. Convergence of MEW (PCL) and extrusion-based bioprinting (gelMA) into a singlestep approach A) allows for control over spatial place- ment of cells. Control over positioning of cells
(membrane-labeled eMSCs) while using MEW and extrusion-based bioprinting B) (top view) results in
hierarchical structures C) (top view), and the ability to fabricate porous constructs while including MEW D)
(top view) and layered distribution in z-direction E) (cross section; arrow indicates where MEW mesh was
positioned). eMSCs stained with DiI (red), DiO (blue/yellow), and DiD (green). Scale bars = 400 µm.
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Improvements in organization of tissue architecture are an important step toward
recapitulating the complex architecture of tissues. Clearly, fibres in native tissue possess
specific alignment that goes beyond the square, rectangular, or triangular structures that
are typically fabricated with MEW.108,188 We demonstrated that during the converged
printing of MEW and extrusion-based hydrogel printing, the hydrogel (here 40% w/v
Pluronics F127) guides the spatial 3D architecture of the PCL fibres, and that this can be in
the form of a single hydrogel strand (Figure 2A), interlocking the hydrogel (Figure 2B),
or more complex shapes such as prisms (Figure 2C). The guiding of the MEW fibre by the
hydrogel can even result in MEW fibres that have an out-of-plane character (Figure 2D).
Although precise control over the spatial formation of fibrous structures remains
challenging, the converged printing approach improves this control over fibre deposition,
which is imperative in order to more closely mimic the fibrous component of the
extracellular matrix architecture of the native tissue.

Figure 2. Toward more complex tissue architectures: using hydrogel (Pluronics, 40% w/v) to guide the
direction of MEW (PCL) fibres. MEW fibres are guided over a single strand of hydrogel A), interlocked with
hydrogel B). This enables more complex fibre architectures C) and out-of-plane fibre deposition D). Yellow
arrows depict the hydrogel whereas the white arrows depict the PCL fibre. Scale bar = 500 µm.
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In addition to structural organization, the generation of mechanically competent
constructs is crucial for the clinical application of the bioprinted constructs. We investigated
the mechanical behaviour of composite constructs fabricated with the proposed singlestep converged printing method, compared with similar constructs obtained by the twostep cast method. Both peak and equilibrium moduli under uniaxial compression loading
conditions were assessed (Figure 3A). The compressive peak modulus of converged
printed constructs increased from 19.85 ± 7.51 kPa for gel alone to 246.84 ± 66.42 kPa for
fibre-reinforced gel, whereas the compressive peak modulus of the cast constructs
increased from 49.48 ± 7.81 kPa for gel alone to 278.13 ± 56.72 kPa for fibre-reinforced gel.
This increase in compressive peak modulus for the cast samples is comparable to previous
studies where a volume fraction of 6% was used with the same materials (PCL and 10%
gelMA).84 Addition- ally, the reinforcement effect remains at equilibrium where the
compressive equilibrium modulus of samples increased from 11.90 ± 4.09 (printing, gel
alone) to 53.02 ± 8.73 kPa (converged printing, reinforced gel), and from 17.02 ± 6.79 (cast,
gel alone) to 64.17 ± 13.41 kPa (cast, reinforced gel) (Figure 3B). The compressive moduli
of the converged printed samples did not significantly differ from the cast samples,
meaning that the reinforcing effect is not affected by the converged printing approach.
However, it is essential to establish a scaffold design that decreases the amount of gel
between the stacking of the MEW fibres to ensure fusion of the MEW fibres in the
z-direction, since this fusion is essential for the mechanical stability of the hydrogel–
thermoplastic composites.253 Since both the equilibrium as peak moduli of the converged
printed scaffolds increased compared with printed gel only scaffolds, and no differences
were found compared with the cast samples, the converged printing approach is able to
increase the mechanical stability of the gelMA–PCL composites.

Figure 3. Convergence in a single-step approach does not affect the reinforcing effect of the MEW
fibres. An increase in the compressive peak A) and equilibrium B) modulus was found when combining
MEW (PCL) printing and extrusion-based hydrogel printing (10% gelMA). No differences were found
between the converged printed and the cast samples. * = p < 0.05.
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Combining MEW and hydrogel printing introduces parameters that are potentially harmful
for cells embedded on extruded hydrogel structures. Thus, we demonstrated that the
converged fabrication process does not affect cell survival or differentiation. First, since
fibre diameters in sub-micrometer scale need to be generated, fabrication time, defined
as the time needed to print the construct prior to crosslinking, is considerably higher
compared with hydrogel extrusion-based bioprinting approaches. Construct fabrication
time is based on a collector velocity of 80 mm s−1, a fibre diameter of 13 µm, the line
spacing between the MEW fibres, and the required scaffold volume (Figure 4A). Second,
due to the increase of fabrication time, we assessed the effect of exposure time to environmental conditions during converged printing on the metabolic activity of the embedded
cells (Figure 4B). For this, eMSCs (20 × 106/ mL) were encapsulated in 10% gelMA and
exposed to fabrication conditions by placement into an active fabrication chamber
for 0–60 min; constructs were subsequently cultured in chondrogenic differentiation
medium for four weeks. Meta- bolic activity, compared with cast constructs not subjected
to the fabrication conditions, was found to be decreased by 12%, 33%, 63%, and 80% after
15, 30, 45, and 60 min, respectively. Third, the high voltage (typically 5–15 kV) required for
MEW to acquire the jet ma y impact cell survival.

Figure 4. Effect of environmental conditions on cells. Converged printing increases printing time of
constructs, which is related to the volume and line spacing of the prints A). Converged printed constructs
with a volume of 100 mm3 and a line spacing of 400 µm, resulted in 10 min of printing time per construct.
Incubating the hydrogel after crosslinking decreased metabolic activity of the cells B). Metabolic activity
was normalized against cast control sample without incubation time. * = significant difference from an
incubation time of 0 min, p < 0.05.

To assess the effect of the high voltage on cell behaviour, eMSCs were embedded in
10% gelMA and constantly subjected to 0, 5, 10, or 15 kV. After 14 d, eMSC viability was
92% ± 3%, 93% ± 3% 91% ± 2%, and 90% ± 2% for 0, 5, 10, and 15 kV, respectively
(Figure 5A and Figure S1A in the Supporting Information). Furthermore, metabolic
activity of the constructs that were subjected to such voltage did not decrease,
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compared with the control samples that were not subjected to a voltage difference
(Figure S1B in the Supporting Information). In addition, as MSCs have the ability to
differentiate toward multiple lineages, including bone, fat, tendon, myoblasts, neural-like
cells, and cartilage tissue, this converged printing method has potential application in
multiple tissue types.263–265 As a proof of concept that the converged printing process was
not harmful for eMSCs, we specifically demonstrated the potential to form cartilage-like
tissue. We first measured glycosaminoglycan’s (GAGs), one of the main extracellular matrix
components of cartilage, with a GAG/DNA assay over 28 d of culture. All samples showed
an increase in GAG/DNA to an average of 11 ± 1 µg/µg and 22 ± 2 µg/µg after 14 and 28
d of culture, respectively. This finding was irrespective of the application of high voltage
applied (Figure 5B). We confirmed this observation by safranin-O staining, which revealed
that GAGs are evenly distributed throughout the samples (Figure 5C). For collagen type II,
another main component of the extracellular matrix of cartilage, production was found to
be increased over time in all samples, irrespective of the voltage applied (Figure 5C). No
significant differences were observed for cell viability, metabolic activity, or cartilage-like
matrix production between the cast and converged printed scaffolds. Hence, converged
printing did not affect cell (MSC) behaviour in terms of viability, metabolic activity, and
chondrogenic differentiation, and is therefore a promising biofabrication technique to
fabricate hierarchical multi-material, or multicellular structures with the potential to
differentiate toward a mature tissue structure.

Conclusion
To our knowledge, this study demonstrates, for the first time, the successful convergence
of MEW and extrusion-based hydrogel printing into a single-step manufacturing
approach, improving our control over structure design and fibre writing. Our biofabrication
technique allows us to grow living cells in a microenvironment with precisely controlled 3D
spatial organization that more faithfully recapitulates the complex architecture of native
tissues. This greatly increases the ability to fabricate clinically relevant constructs without
compromising mechanical integrity, cell viability, or (chondrogenic) differentiation.
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Figure 5. MSC behaviour after converged printing process. Cell viability (t = 14 d) in converged printing
(CP) approach was comparable to cast control sample for all voltages used A). Chondrogenic differentiation
was not compromised by the converged printing (CP) approach, showing no statistical differences in GAG/
DNA compared with cast samples, for 5, 10, and 15 kV B). Safranin-O and collagen type II staining shows
good proteoglycan and collagen type II distribution throughout the entire construct C). Scale bar = 100 µm,
* = p < 0.05.
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no voltage was applied. Metabolic activity in % compared to 0 kV control sample (B). Metabolic activity of
samples that were subjected to high voltage was not affected.
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Abstract
Three-dimensional printed hydrogel constructs with well-organized melt electrowritten
(MEW) fibre-reinforcing scaffolds have been demonstrated as a promising regenerative
approach to treat small cartilage defects. Here, we investige how to translate the
fabrication of small fibre-reinforced structures on flat surfaces to more anatomically
relevant structures. In particular, the accurate deposition of MEW-fibres onto curved
surfaces of different conductive and non-conductive regenerative biomaterials is studied.
This study reveals that clinically relevant materials with low conductivities are compatible
to resurface with MEW fibres in a single-step printing approach. Moreover, accurate
patterning on non-flat surfaces was sucessfully shown, provided that a constant electrical
field strength and an electrical force normal to the substrate material is maintained. The
application of potentially resurfacing the geometry of the medial human femoral condyle
is confirmed by the fabrication of a personalised osteochondral implant. The implant
composed of an articular cartilage-resident chondroprogenitor cells (ACPCs)-laden
hydrogel reinforced with a well organized MEW mesh retained its personalized shape,
and improved compressive properties when compared to hydrogels alone, as well as
supported neo-cartilage formation after 28 days in vitro culture. This study establishes the
groundwork for translating MEW from planar to anatomically relevant geometries that the
regenerative medicine field aims to recreate.
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Introduction
Articular cartilage in diarthrodial joints functions as a load-bearing tissue with a nearly
frictionless surface. This unique characteristic is attributed to the composition of
cartilage tissue where its (structurally) important components, type II collagen fibrils and
glycosaminoglycans (GAGs), as well as cells are hierarchically distributed throughout the
tissue.266,267,268 However, damage to the knee joint can cause pain and immobility, and if left
untreated, can potentially lead to osteoarthritis (OA).18,269 Surgical treatment options for
osteochondral defects, such as bone marrow stimulation (for small defects ≤ 2 cm²)270 and
osteochondral grafting55, or for chondral defects such as cell-based therapies, including
autologous chondrocyte implantation (for medium size defects, 2 cm² to 4 cm²)271, are
sub-optimal as these typically result in the formation of mechanically weak fibrocartilage
tissue.270 As a last resort option to reduce clinical symptoms and improve patient’s mobility,
total knee replacement (TKR) surgery, with the use of metallic implants, is used.58As the
metallic TKR have a limited life-span, this last resort option has to be postponed or even
eliminated.5858
Regenerative approaches based on biofabrication240 technologies are a potential alternative
to repair damaged articular cartilage tissue.152 Advances in (micro) fibre formation and
deposition technologies, such as melt electrowriting (MEW)84,90,93,272 and extrusion-based
deposition of bioinks273, have recently enabled the fabrication of mechanically stable, fibre
reinforced cartilage implants.85,188,274 Recent developments in the convergence of MEW
and extrusion-based technologies within a single manufacturing process allowed the
fabrication of constructs with regional compositional variations in both the cellular and
fibre components, inspired by what is observed in healthy native articular cartilage.273,275,276
In particular, this technology-convergence has shown promising results for the fabrication
of implants to treat small cartilage defects with coplanar surfaces.274,273 However,
generating human-scale constructs with anatomical relevant shapes still remains a major
challenge. The underlying limitation is predominantly related to the electrohydrodynamic
working principle of MEW. While MEW relies on the use of a constant electrostatic force
to deposit micrometer size fibres in well-organized three dimensional (3D) patterns155,277,
MEW structures are generally deposited onto flat substrates as to not interfere with this
electrostatic force.
It is known that the electrical field (EF), and its resulting electrical force, the main fibre
pulling force in the MEW process, is affected by the collector design in both shape,
dimension,278 and material properties,279 as well as by the instrument configuration
and process parameters.280–282 In particular, the electrical conductive properties of
the collecting material, together with the processing parameters, i.e. applied voltage,
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collector-to-spinneret distance, collector velocity, and environmental conditions, are
important parameters that can influence accurate MEW fibre deposition282–284. While
using glass-slides to easily collect fibers88, only more traditional metallic substrates,
such as copper, stainless steel or aluminium, with planar surfaces, have shown to ensure
uniform fibre diameters and accurate fabrication of ordered three-dimensional (3D)
fibrous microstructures. Unfortunately, most biologically degradable materials used in
regenerative medicine are intrinsically nonconductive and native living tissue structures
are generally non-flat. For example, materials used for (osteo)chondral repair, such as
degradable thermoplastics285, hydrogels286,287, or bioceramics288, are expected to interfere
with the EF of the MEW process, while complete diarthrodial joint resurfacing requires
accurate patterning, following the anatomical curvature of this joint. To exploit MEW as
a technique to produce reinforcing fibres in/onto anatomical relevant shapes and onto
clinically relevant materials, it is fundamental to further understand the effects of the
electrical properties of the collecting material and its respective geometry on accurate
fibre deposition.
Therefore, in this study, we investigate how to translate the fabrication of fibre reinforced
structures from flat to more anatomically relevant, non-flat surfaces with the convergence
of MEW and extrusion-based printing technologies. In particular, the accurate deposition
of MEW-fibres onto anatomically relevant shapes (wedges and curved domes) and
biomaterials, i.e. bioceramics, magnesium phosphate cement (MgP); thermoplastics,
polycaprolactone (PCL); and hydrogels, gelatin methacryloyl (gelMA), is studied (Figure 1).
Through computational modelling, the effect of collecting substrate electrical properties
and geometry on the underlying EF distribution and electrical force is investigated. Lastly,
the feasibility of fabricating a mechanically reinforced condyle-shaped construct, with
biodegradable materials, through the combination of MEW and the extrusion of a cellladen hydrogel is assessed.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Gelatin methacryloyl (gelMA) was synthesized as previously described258. Briefly, gelatin
(type A, derived from porcine skin, 175 Bloom, Sigma Aldrich) was dissolved at 10% w/v in
phosphate-buffered-saline (PBS) at 60 ºC after which 0.6 g methacrylic anhydride (Sigma
Aldrich) was added per g of gelatin to achieve an 80% degree of functionalisation. Freezedried gelMA was diluted with PBS to obtain a final gelMA concentration of 10% w/v.
To initiate the cross-linking reaction, a combination of 5mM sodium persulfate (Sigma
Aldrich) and 0.5mM Tris(2,2’-bipyridyl) dichlororuthenium (II) hexahydrate (Sigma Aldrich)
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Figure 1. Deposition of melt electrowritten (MEW) fibres on clinically relevant shapes and materials. A)
Schematic representation of the different collecting geometries ranging from flat (with a thickness of 1
and 4 mm) to a 45°-wedge and curved dome-shaped structures. B) Curved shape structures were designed
to approach the geometry of an average human femoral condyle surface. C) Schematic representation of
the MEW process, where PCL micro-fibres are patterned on a substrate with the geometry that mimics the
contour of an articulating joint.

was added to the gelMA solution and subsequently cast in custom-made PDMS molds
with different shapes (flat/wedge/dome) and cross-linked for 10 min under led light
(20W LED, Jobmate). Magnesium ceramic (MgP) was prepared by mixing an Mg3(PO4) and
MgO powder to a 4:1 weight ratio, after which a 3.5% w/v polyethylene oxide solution
(Mw 600,000 to 1,000,000) (Acros Organics) was added. The solution was cast in above
mentioned PDMS moulds and dried at 37°C for 4 hours. Finally, the MgP was hardened
with a 3.5M solution of di-Ammonium hydrogen phosphate (Merck) overnight at 37°C.
Polycaprolactone (PCL, Purasorb PC12, Corbion) was molten at 80°C and cast in PDMS
moulds, while Aluminium (Aluminium 51 ST, Salomon’s Metalen B.V) wedge/domeshaped substrates were directly manufactured by a conventional CNC milling device.

Impedance spectroscopy measurements
Dielectric properties of substrate materials were measured with an impedance/gainphase analyser (1260 Impedance Analyser, Solartron Analytical) with a dielectric interface
(1296A Dielectric Interface System, Solartron Analytical, 12962A Sample Holders, Solartron
Analytical). Cylinders (r = 20 mm) of 1 mm and 4 mm thicknesses of each material (gelMA,
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MgP, PCL) were tested at room temperature. An alternating current (AC) level of 100 mV
was set, and the impedance of each substrate was measured with a frequency sweep
(1MHz
𝜀𝜀" – 1Hz, 5 points/decade). The capacitance (C) in Farad of each material composition
was obtained and the relative permittivity ( 𝜀𝜀" ) was calculated according to,
𝜀𝜀"
𝐶𝐶
(1)
𝜀𝜀" =
𝐶𝐶
𝐶𝐶%
𝜀𝜀" =
𝐶𝐶%
𝐶𝐶
𝜀𝜀" = C is the capacity of the empty capacitor. In addition, electrical conductivity (σ) in
where
𝐶𝐶%0
siemens per metre was obtained indirectly by determining first the material resistance (R)
𝑙𝑙
with
σ =a digital multimeter, and then obtained by,
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Surface roughness of substrate materials was measured using a surface roughness tester
(SJ-400,2Mitutoyo Corp.) as detailed in Supplementary Methods.
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Fibre morphology and fibre stacking was evaluated by scanning electronic microscopy
(SEM) (Phenom Pro desktop, ThermoFischer Scientific) (Supplementary Figure 2A).
Samples were coated with 6 nm gold using a rotary pumped coater (Q150R, Quorum
Technologies). Prior to SEM, each multi-layered construct was cut in liquid nitrogen with
a scalpel.
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Printing accuracy quantification
Fibre scaffolds were imaged with an upright microscope (Olympus BX430) and
subsequently processed with Fiji (version 2.0.0-rc-54/1.51h). A selection of pores in the
central region of the scaffold were selected (Supplementary Figure 2B) after which the
pore ration was measured (Supplementary methods).

Finite element analysis
Numerical simulation of the electric field strength and distribution were performed
(COMSOL Multiphysics Simulation Software, Version 5.1 COMSOL Inc.). The MEW printhead
and collecting substrate geometries (flat, wedge and curved) were designed according to
the printer and substrates used. The electric conductivity of the stainless-steel printhead
and collector was set to 1.45 × 106 S m−1, and of the air volume to 1 × 10−15 S m−1. Relative
permittivity of 2.3 and 2.7 where defined for substrate materials PLC and MgP, respectively.
GelMA and Al were defined as conductive materials (electrical conductivities of 1.25 x 10-3
S m−1 and 3.20 × 107 S m−1, respectively). The electric field strength and distribution was
simulated by applying a negative potential to the collector 9 kV, while the spinneret was
kept at 0 kV (grounded) at a distance of 6 mm for flat substrates; 6 mm and 31 mm for the
wedge substrates; and 6 mm and 11 mm for curved substrates. For simplicity, no charge
dissipation was considered.

Fabrication and matrix formation of clinically relevant surfaces
A polycaprolactone (PCL) dome structure was resurfaced with MEW fibres and gelatin
methacryloyl (gelMA) hydrogel, encapsulated with articular cartilage progenitor cells
(ACPCs). A screw driven extrusion-based PCL printing (3D Discovery Evolution, RegenHU)
was used to fabricate the dome structure. PCL was heated to 90°C and extruded with
a extrusion rate of 3 rev/min and a translational speed of 4mm/s, with 40% porosity.
Subsequently, 50 layers of MEW PCL fibres were deposited on top of this dome structure
with a collector distance of 6 mm, collector velocity of 20 mm/s, pressure of 110 kPa, and
a voltage of 9 kV. During MEW, the spinneret followed the contour of the dome structure,
keeping z-distance constant.

Cell culture
Equine derived articular cartilage-resident progenitor cells (ACPCs) were isolated from
the metacarpophalangeal joints of skeletally mature equine donors and expanded as
previously described.167 These donors have been donated to science by their owners and
procedures were followed according to the guidelines of the Ethical and Animal Welfare
body of Utrecht University.34,167 After expanding, cells were embedded in 10% gelMA (cell
density = 20 * 106 /ml), supplemented with tris-bipyridyl- ruthenium (II) hexahydrate (Ru,
0.2 mM, Sigma Aldrich)/sodium persulfate (SPS, 2mM, Sigma Aldrich), which was either
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deposited on top of the MEW structure of the PCL dome with a pipet, or perfused in
a Teflon mold to fabricate cell-laden cast 3D discs (height = 2mm, diameter = 6 mm)
that was used a control group. Crosslinking occurred under visible light conditions for
10 minutes after which the constructs were cultured in chondrogenic differentiation
medium (Supplementary methods) for 28 days. All cultures were performed under sterile
and normoxic culture conditions at a temperature of 37oC and 5% CO2.

In vitro evaluation of (bio) fabricated implants
During culture, metabolic activity was measured using a resazurin assay (Sigma Aldrich) at
day 1,7,14, 28. After 28 days, matrix formation was quantified by biochemical assessment
of GAG (dimethylmethylene Blue (DMMB), Sigma Aldrich) per DNA (Quant-iT-PicogreendsDNA-kit, Invitrogen) according to manufacture protocols. Additionally, samples were
embedded in MMA, polymerized, and saw, or paraffin embedded and cut, to visualize
the cell distribution (haematoxylin staining (Sigma Aldrich)) and matrix distribution,
respectively. Matrix distribution was visualized with a safranin O (Sigma Aldrich),
combined with fast green to stain fibrous tissue (Sigma Aldrich). Immunohistochemistry
was performed to visualize type II collagen (II-II6B3, DSHB).

Mechanical analysis of fibre reinforced gelMA scaffolds
Uniaxial compression tests were performed on a universal testing machine (Zwick Z010,
Germany) equipped with a 20 N load cell. Tests were conducted at a rate of 1 mm/min
at room temperature, with all samples immersed in PBS to approximate physiological
conditions. Cylindrical samples with a diameter of 5mm and a height of 1 mm were used.
For each engineered stress-strain curve, the elastic modulus, defined as the slope of the
linear region from 0.15 to 0.20 mm/mm. was determined.

Statistical analysis
Data is represented as mean ± standard deviation. For surface roughness measurements,
impedance spectroscopy, fibre diameter measurements, scaffold thickness, pore ratio,
and in vitro studies, at least 3 samples per group were used. For the mechanical tests,
at least 4 samples were analyzed per group. An unpaired t-test (GAG/DNA) and a twoway ANOVA, post hoc Tukey test (metabolic activity) were used to test the difference
between the cultured disc and dome structures. A one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s post
hoc test was used to compare the means of the different groups for the mechanical data,
fibre diameter, scaffold thickness, and pore ratio measurements. Test differences were
considered significant at a probability error (p) of p < 0.05. Normality and homogeneity
were checked with Shapiro-Wilks and Levene’s tests, using GraphPad Prism version 6 (San
Diego, USA)
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Results
Material properties: Surface roughness and electrical conductive
properties
Magnisium phosphate (MgP) and gelMA substrates presented higher surface roughness
values (Ra and Rq between 3.61 and 5.21 µm) than PCL and Aluminium substrates (Ra and
Rq between 0.07 and 0.32 µm) (Supplementary Table 1).
Impedance spectroscopy confirmed the electrical conductivity and relative permittivity of
PCL, MgP, gelMA, and aluminium (Al) collecting substrates of 1 and 4 mm (Table 1). PCL
and MgP behaved as non-conductive materials with relative permittivity values of 2.11 and
4.32, respectively. GelMA was confirmed partly conductive with a relative permittivity of
5 x 107. Aluminium confirmed its conductive properties as measured relative permittivity
was out of the measurement range.
Table 1. Relative permittivity (εr) and electrical conductivity (σ) of investigated materials.
Substrate biomaterial

Relative permittivity
(εr, at 1Hz)

Electrical conductivity
(σ, S/m)

Polycaprolactone (PCL)

2.11

/

Magnesium phosphate based cement (MgP)

4.32

Gelatine methacryloyl (gelMA)
Aluminium (Al, control)

5 x 10
/

/
7

4.17 x 10 – 1.25 x 10-2
-3

3.20 × 107

Effect of collecting material conductivity on fibre deposition
The effect of the conductivity of the collecting materials on fibre deposition was studied
using substrates with thicknesses of 1 and 4 mm (Figure 2A, B). A significant smaller fibre
diameter was observed when depositing onto non-conductive substrates (8 μm for PCL
and MgP) as compared to collecting onto conductive substrates (> 11 μm for gelMA and
aluminium) (Figure 2C). This phenomenon was confirmed for different collector velocities
(Figure 2C) and different voltages (Supplementary Figure 1A). Morphologically,
fibres deposited onto PCL and MgP maintained a cylindrical shape (supplementary
Figure 1B) whereas fibres deposited on aluminium and gelMA were more flattened
(ellipsoidal) for the first layer (Supplementary Figure 1C) this morphology was not
directly related to material surface rougness. Collecting material thickness did not affect
fibre diameters. Computational simulation confirmed that the EF strength along the
Z-axis (i.e. out-of-collector plane direction) was slightly higher for conductive collecting
materials as compared to the non-conductive collecting materials. The profile of the EF
along the z-axis was independent of substrate thickness (Figure 2 E,F). Additionally, the
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Figure 2. Fibre collection on flat-shaped collecting materials (PCL, MgP, gelMA, and Al). A, B)
collecting materials of 1mm and 4 mm high were investigated. C) Effect of collector velocity on fibre
diameter of fibres deposited on 1 mm thick collectors. D) Effect of collector velocity on fibre diameter of
fibres deposited on 4 mm thick collectors. E) Computational simulation of EF strength (V/m) and distribution
(white arrows in logarithmic scale) for non-conductive (PCL) and conductive (Al) collecting material of E) 1
mm and F) 4 mm thick. G) Final scaffold thickness as a reflection of fibre stacking accuracy. Collector velocity
= 15 mm/s. H) Pore ratio of scaffolds deposited on 1 mm thick collectors (r = 1 indicates a printed scaffold
that conforms to the planned design, while values r > 1 indicates imperfect fibre stacking).* = p < 0.05.
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global EF distribution was similar for the different substrate materials, and concentrated
predominantly around the spinneret.
Scaffolds fabricated onto non-conductive materials (PCL, MgP) were ~50 µm less high as
compared to scaffolds fabricated onto conductive materials (gelMA, aluminium) (Figure
2G, supplementary Figure 2A). Scaffolds printed on gelMA showed more ( 2 – fold)
deviation from design than the scaffolds printed onto PCL, MgP, or aluminium (Figure
2H, supplementary Fig 2B). Overall, an increase in the amount of layers from 100 to 200
resulted in higher pore ratios, which demonstrated a decrease in fibre stacking accuracy
upon increasing the amount of layers. The thickness (1 mm or 4 mm) of the collecting
material did not affect accurate fibre stacking (Supplementary Figure 2C).

Effect of collector geometry on fibre deposition –non-flat, wedge
and curved
Printing onto a 45° wedge substrates showed similar trends as printing onto dome-sturctures.
In general, printing without z-correction in the printing trajectory (Supplementary Figure
3A), resulted in poor fibre placement (inconsistency in fibre diameter and consequently
distorted scaffold architectures) (Supplementary Figure 3B).
Z-correction in the printhead trajectory also improved the accuracy of fibre deposition
when printing onto dome-structures (Figure 3A, B). Computational simulation confirmed
that the EF strength was constant and normal to the curved surface when printing with
z-correction in the printhead trajectory (Figure 3C). Although scaffold thickness was
relatively unaffected by the collecting material used, scaffold printed on Al and MgP
substrates did show a significant difference between the thickness of fibres deposited
on top of the dome (centre) or more at the edges (lateral) (Figure 3D). Additionally,
gelMA showed a higher pore ratio compared to PCL, MgP, and aluminium (Figure 3E).
No significant differences were found between the lateral and the central parts of the
scaffolds fabricated on the curved-shaped PCL or gelMA, when using a z-correction in the
printhead trajectory (Supplementary Figure 4).
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Figure 3: Fibre collection on curved collecting materials (PCL, MgP, gelMA, and Al). A) Schematic
representation of the evaluated printhead trajectories with and without z-correction. B) Representative
stereoscopic images of scaffolds printed on aluminium dome-shaped structures with and without
z-correction of the printhead trajectory. C) Computational simulation of EF strength (V/m) and distribution
(white arrows in logarithmic scale) for a non-conductive (PCL) and conductive (aluminium) curved-shaped
collecting materials. Quantification of D) the final scaffold thickness and E) the pore ratio of scaffolds
deposited on curved-shaped collecting materials with z-correction in the printhead trajectory. C and L
represent central and lateral parts of the dome structures, respectively. * = p < 0.05
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Resurfacing the entire joint surface – Simple convex surfaces
A PCL scaffold, approximating the native curvature of an average human femur, was
successfully resurfaced with a boxed-microfibre architecture and filled with a cell-laden
gelMA hydrogel (Figure 4A). The interfibre spacing (400 µm) that was used in this study
to mechanically reinforce the cell-laden hydrogel, indeed showed a significant increase
in the compressive modulus as compared to hydrogel only and scaffold only groups
(Supplementary Figure 5). During the 28 days of culture, the fibre reinforced hydrogel
on top of the femur structure retained its shape (Figure 4B) and embedded cells showed
comparable metabolic activity to those in cast disc controls (Figure 4C). Histological
evaluation of the constructs revealed abundant positive staining for safranin O and and type
II collagen (Figure 4D). No significant differences in cartilage-like matrix deposition was
observed between the condyle-shaped constructs and the cast disc controls (Figure 4E).
A.

Bone part

Chondrogenic part

Scaffold side view

Extrusion-based fabricated PCL

Melt electrowrited PCL

gelMA + ACPCs
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D.
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Figure 4: Resurfacing a fully resorbable PCL mimicking contour of a human femoral condyle
surface and cartilage-like tissue formation after 28 days of in vitro culture. A) Macroscopic cross
section of MEW fibre-reinforced gelMA hydrogel with encapsulated articular chondrocyte progenitor cells
onto an extruded PCL substrate that approximates native human femur curvature. B) H&E staining of the
manufactured implant after culture. C) Metabolic activity of cast discs and printed femoral structures. D)
Safranin-O and type II collagen staining of printed femoral structures sections after culture. E) Proteoglycan
content normalized to DNA.
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Discussion
This study demonstrates the challenges of translating the fabrication of microfibre
reinforcing scaffolding structures from flat to curved, anatomically relevant geometries
and clinically relevant material with multi-scale bioprinting technologies. Although MEW
fibre stacking on gelMA was less accurate as compared to MEW fibre stacking on PCL,
MgP, and aluminium, accurate deposition of MEW-fibres onto clinically relevant material
and anatomically relevant shapes was achieved. Furthermore, a converged printed,
resurfaced human condyle-shaped construct was fabricated and supported cartilagetissue formation after 28 days of in vitro culture.
It was shown that MEW fibre diameters are strongly affected by the materials they are
printed on. Printing on conductive materials (gelMA, aluminium) resulted in larger
fibre diameters as compared to printing on non-conductive materials (PCL, MgP). This
observation can be explained by the fact that dielectric materials modifying the overall
EF strength, which consequently disturbs the orientation and pulling force exerted on
the molten jet.283,279,289 Fibres collected on the PCL substrates had a more cylindrical
morphology compared to those collected on gelMA. This could be attributed to the more
homogeneous fibre-cooling prior the deposition of the fibres as a result of the EF-induced
jet-lag. Interestingly, fibre diameter was not affected by the thickness of the collecting
materials used, which confirmed that electrical conductive properties are not significantly
affected by the dimensions, within the range of the present experiment, of the material.
In addition, we observed that the effect of the material composition of the collecting
substrates on the deposition of the fibres was less than would be expected based on
the previously observed disturbance of the EF by dielectric materials.283,284,289 However,
the scaffolds fabricated on PCL and MgP structures had a high deposition accuracy, as
demonstrated by the high pore ratio, and was comparable to the accuracy obtained on
aluminium substrates. The permittivity of both PCL and MgP was not high enough to
generate significant disturbance of the EF and consequently, affect the accuracy of the
fibre depositioning process. Our computational simulations confirm this hypothesis, as
only small differences in the EF strength magnitude were determined when using PCL and
MgP as collecting materials in comparison to the more conductive collecting materials.
Interestingly, accurate fibre deposition on non-flat, i.e. wedge- and curve-shaped,
collecting materials was significantly improved when the distance between the printhead
and the collecting substrate material remained constant (i.e. when applying a z-correction
to the printhead trajectory). It has been shown that an increase in collector distance
leads to a drop in the overall EF strength if the voltage is not increased accordingly.290
120

Consistent with literature that shows the effect of substrate geometry on jet deflection,291
our computational simulations showed a significant change in the global EF distribution
when z-correction is employed. This data demonstrates that when applying z-correction
to the printhead trajectory, the geometry of the substrate is not a limiting element in
accurate fibre deposition on non-flat substrates.
Although we have shown that accurate deposition of MEW fibres is possible on
different collecting materials and on anatomically relevant geometries, some deposition
inaccuracies were still observed. In general, fibre deposition was less accurate on gelMA as
a collecting surface compared to deposition on PCL, MgP, and aluminium substrates. This
could possibly be due to the high-water content of gelMA, as evaporation of water due to
the proximity of the heated MEW spinneret affects the electrical properties of gelMA during
the fabrication process. Additionally, we hypothesized that evaporation of water could
potentially result in an increase of the local humidity and, therefore, cause disturbance
the EF. Moreover, as gelMA is a mechanically soft material (compressive modulus for 10%
gelMA (80% DoF, 175 bloom) = 20 kPa), the gelMA wedge and dome collecting structures
were more prone to movements upon the vibrations that were induced by fast machine
displacement (due to the fast collecting velocities used), increasing the instabilities during
fibre deposition on these substrates. The observed decreased accuracy of fibre deposition
with increasing fibre scaffold thickness is consistent with recent literature and described
as possibly due to remnant charges trapped in already deposited fibres.290
As a potential application to treat full-thickness cartilage or osteochondral defects, we
demonstrated the fabrication of structures with a fibre-reinforced osteochondral construct
that anatomically reflects the curvature of the native femoral condyle surface. Notably,
these constructs presented high shape fidelity and remained shape during the 28-day
of in vitro culture period. Moreover, homogenous and abundant cartilage-like tissue
formation throughout the cartilage compartment of the constructs was observed. This
demonstrates that reinforcing strategies could be translated from frequently fabricated
small, osteochondral plugs with flat, coplanar surfaces202, towards anatomically relevant
structures wit patient-specific geometries. Although resurfacing anatomically relevant
surfaces has previously been shown with a dense fibre matrix, those scaffolds did not
allow for cell deposition and homogeneous extra cellular matrix.292 To the best of the our
knowledge, this is the first study to report the fabrication of a larger, microfibre reinforced,
low fibre density, hydrogel-based construct that follow the articulating surface. Ultimately,
to investigate the effect of different anatomically relevant geometries and biological
applicable material combinations, future studies should consider to evaluate microfibre
patterning onto convex and irregular shaped geometries composed of more than one
material combination, and with included porosity for the bone-reflecting component.
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Conclusion
Taken together, this study successfully demonstrates the printing of well-organized
microfibre scaffolds on clinically relevant collecting materials with non-flat geometries.
The electrical properties of the substrate materials revealed a greater impact on accurate
fibre deposition than the substrate thickness. Notably, deposition of MEW fibres was
possible not only on conductive resorbable materials, like hydrogels, but also on less
conductive materials, including bioceramics and thermoplasts. Accurate fibre deposition
on non-flat geometries (wedge- and curved-shape structures) was shown to be successful,
yet, maintaining the electrostatic force constant and normal to the collecting surface was
fundamental for the successful deposition of micro sized fibres. This further understanding
of the underlying physical principles of the MEW process allowed the fabrication of a
complete condyle-shaped biological construct, for which abundant cartilage-like
matrix formation after 28 days of in vitro culture was shown. This finding establishes the
groundwork for further translation of the convergence of MEW and bioprinting, from flat
to more anatomically relevant geometries that regenerative medicine intends to create.
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Supplementary data
Supplementary Table 1. Surface roughness of investigated materials
Substrate biomaterial

Average roughness
(Ra, µm)
0.21

Route mean square
roughness (Rq , µm)
0.32

Magnesium phosphate-based cement (MgP)

4.41

5.21

Gelatine methacryloyl (gelMA)

3.64

4.50

Aluminium (Al, control)

0.07

0.09

Polycaprolactone (PCL)

6

Supplementary Figure 1. A) Effect of applied voltage on fibre diameter. * = p < 0.05. Representative SEM
images and schematic illustration of B) cylindrical fibres collected onto PCL and MgP substrates and C)
ellipsoidal fibres collected onto gelMA and Al.
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Supplementary Figure 2. A) Representation of measured differences between interconnection and wall
thickness and representative SEM images of MEW scaffolds cross section collected onto different substrate
materials. B) Imaging methodology used to quantify pore ratio. Top view images of coded path, printed
scaffold and respective thresholding. C) Variation of pore ratio of scaffolds deposited on 4 mm thick collectors
(r = 1 indicates a printed scaffold that conforms to the planned design, while values r > 1 indicates imperfect
fibre stacking). * = p < 0.05.

Effect of collector geometry on fibre deposition –non-flat, wedge
Once z-correction was applied to the printing trajectory, fibre placement accuracy was
increased with only small fluctuations in fibre diameter between ascending (Ø = 12.3 ± 1.4
μm) and descending (Ø = 11.5 ± 0.7 μm) movements. Computational simulations showed
that the EF strength at the surface of the wedge decreased when printing without a
z-correction in printing trajectory (Supplementary Figure 3C). For prints with a z-corrected
trajectory, the EF strength remained constant and the electrical force is normal to wedge
surface (Supplementary Figure 3C). These observations were slightly more pronounced
for less conductive materials (PCL and MgP). Scaffolds fabricated (using z-trajectory
correction) onto non-conductive wedges (PCL, MgP) were 100 to 200 μm smaller than
scaffolds fabricated onto conductive wedges (gelMA, aluminium) (Supplementary Figure
3D). Additionally, scaffolds fabricated on PCL and MgP wedges featured two-fold lower
pore ratio than scaffolds fabricated onto the gelMA wedge (Supplementary Figure 3E).
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Supplementary Figure 3: Fibre collection on wedge-shaped collecting materials (PCL, MgP, gelMA,
and Al). A) Schematic representation of the evaluated printhead trajectories with and without z-correction.
B) Representative stereoscopic images of scaffolds printed on aluminium wedge-shaped structures
with and without z-correction of the printhead trajectory. C) Computational simulation of EF strength
(V/m) and distribution (white arrows in logarithmic scale) for a non-conductive (PCL) and conductive
(aluminium) wedge-shaped collecting materials. E) Quantification of final scaffold thickness at the walls
and interconnections of the deposited fibres and of the pore ratio of scaffolds with 100 and 200 mm fibre
spacing deposited on wedge-shaped collecting materials with z-correction in the printhead trajectory. * =
p < 0.05
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Supplementary Figure 4. Representation stereoscopic image of melt electrowritten PCL scaffolds onto
a curved PCL substrate with and without z-correction. Representative SEM detailing the microstructure
deformation at center, left and right (lateral) part of a PCL curved substrate. Yellow arrows highlight out-ofplane scaffold deformation.
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Supplementary Figure 5. Reinforcement effect of cast melt electrowritten PCL scaffolds
incorporated in gelMA hydrogel. These PCL scaffolds show the same inter fibre spacing (400 µm) as
compared to the ones that are used in the proof-of-principle in vitro study. A) representative stress-strain
curves. B) compressive modulus of gelMA only, fibre reinforcing PCL scaffold only, and reinforced gelMA.

Supplementary Movie 1: Melt electrowriting onto ceramic non-flat, wedge substrate
Supplementary Movie 2: Melt electrowriting onto hydrogel non-flat, curved substrate
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Surface roughness of substrate materials was measured using a surface roughness tester
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Fibre scaffolds were imaged with an upright microscope (Olympus BX430) and
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by,
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where ndesign indicates the number of pores and Adesign (i) their respective area, that were
designed. The pore ratio was validated against a second quality measure “open surface”
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A value of Q = 100% corresponds to a printed scaffold that conforms to the theoretical
design (no fibre misalignment), while values lower than 100% indicate a shift in fibre
stacking. Values Q = 0% indicate that the fibres are randomly distributed covering the
entire open surface. Since no significant differences between pore ratio and open surface
were found, only results for pore ratio were presented.

Chondrogenic differentiation medium
Chondrogenic differentiation medium consisted of Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium
(31966, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin,
1% l-ascorbic acid-2-phosphate, 1% ITS + Premix Universal culture supplement (Corning,
USA), 2.5% HEPES (1M, Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), 0.4% dexamethasone (0.1 x
10-6 M, Sigma Aldrich, USA) and 0.1% recombinant human transforming growth factor-b1
(TGF-b1) (10 ng/mL, Prepotech, UK). Medium was refreshed three times per week.
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Abstract
In search for a regenerative approach to treat cartilage defects, three dimensional (3D)
in vitro cultured constructs are being explored. These constructs typically contain high
cell densities to stimulate abundant neocartilage formation through enhanced cellcell communication. For the translation of such 3D cell-laden constructs towards the
treatment of larger defects, significant amounts of cells will be needed. Given the fact
that chondrocytes lose their chondrogenic potential after multiple proliferative cycles,
it is challenging to achieve such large cell quantities, especially when considering
an autologous approach. The successful use of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs)
as an alternative cell source is hampered as these cells tend to undergo hypertrophic
differentiation. Articular cartilage-resident chondroprogenitor cells (ACPCs), on the
other hand, are a promising candidate for cell-based therapies as these can efficiently
be expanded while preserving their chondrogenic phenotype. To further increase
neocartilage formation, growth factors are also used during in vitro culture. In this study,
ACPCs were stimulated with bone morphogenic protein 9 (BMP-9) which resulted in more
efficient cartilage-like matrix production. The stimulated ACPCs were combined with melt
electrowritten (MEW) micro-fibre meshes, to support shape retainment. Furthermore, the
organized MEW fibres induced a mechanically reinforcing effect once cartilage-like matrix
formation was achieved. This combination of efficient cartilage-like matrix production and
mechanical reinforcement holds promise for generating large cartilage tissue equivalents
while maintaining control over the required shape.
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Introduction
Articular cartilage defects can lead to pain and disability for patients and the prevalence
is high. Indeed, 60% of patients that are investigated arthroscopically are diagnosed with
focal cartilage defects.25,26 Cartilage exhibits limited regenerative capacity and damage to
this tissue can therefore lead to the development of osteoarthritis (OA), which eventually
can result in the need for a knee replacement at a relatively young age.293 Current treatment
options are still sub-optimal as these generally result in the formation of type I collagen
rich, fibrous cartilage with weaker mechanical properties.294 Regenerative approaches to
treat cartilage defects, such as autologous chondrocyte implantation (ACI) have shown
promising results.295 However, cell-based therapies still show a high variation between
outcomes, depending on factors including age, size of defect and level of physical
activity.296 Furthermore, cell availability and selection of the most effective cell source
remains a challenge, even when a co-culture approach of different cell types is used.296
Although, the use of autologous cell sources, such as chondrocytes and mesenchymal
stromal cells (MSCs) is preferred to avoid adverse immune responses, the use of these cells
poses its own limitations. Chondrocytes generate cartilage matrix components, yet, they
also tend to de-differentiate and lose their ability to produce chondrogenic matrix when
expanded in vitro, posing a limit on the number of regenerative cells that can be obtained
from an autologous source.167,295 Additionally, as autologous chondrocytes are acquired
via a biopsy from a non-load bearing cartilage area, donor site morbidity can occur.
Autologous MSCs on the other hand, are widely available and can easily be obtained
from the patient’s bone marrow. MSCs can be expanded in vitro to high cell numbers
and can differentiate towards the chondrogenic lineage when exposed to specific culture
conditions.297 However, MSCs tend to go into hypertrophic growth and subsequent
endochondral pathway.298 Articular cartilage-derived chondroprogenitor cells (ACPCs)
are precursor cells that reside within the superficial layer of articular cartilage and are a
promising alternative to MSCs and chondrocytes. ACPCs exhibit stem-like characteristics
as they show trilineage differentiation potential and maintain their chondrogenic capacity
after multiple proliferation cycles.33,299 ACPCs present similar surface markers as MSCs
and have been found to express the SOX9 gene while retaining telomerase activity.34,300
Interestingly, unlike MSCs, ACPCs do not undergo hypertrophic differentiation.301
The majority of research on ACPCs has been performed using the standard chondrogenic
TGF-β1-supplemented media that were originally developed for the chondrogenic
differentiation of MSCs.167 Recently, multiple additional chondrogenic factors were
tested on bovine ACPCs and specifically bone morphogenic protein 9 (BMP-9), also
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known as growth differentiation factor 2 (GDF-2), was found to significantly improve
chondrogenesis.302 Thus, BMP-9 seems a promising chondrogenic stimulant for ACPCs.
Tissues in the knee joint are subjected to tremendous loading conditions. Clinical
application of cell-based therapies, therefore, requires therapeutic solutions that are
mechanically stable enough to withstand such environment and maintain their shape.
Strategies to achieve mechanical stability and shape retainment include the use of
mechanically reinforced biomaterials.82,84,184,188 Although biomaterials (e.g hydrogels) aid
to keep the regenerative cells in place, they can also limit cell-cell interactions, which
are vital for cartilage-like tissue formation.95,303–306 An alternative, hydrogel-free, approach
to facilitate cell-cell communication while still providing a 3D structure that can guide
the architecture of newly forming tissue is the use of fibre meshes fabricated with melt
electrowriting (MEW). MEW is a (sub)micro-fibre fabrication technique that produces
scaffolds that are used as 3D culture systems.88–90 For example, MEW meshes have been
used to guide cell adhesion and alignment,169,307 but also to generate tissue-sheets made
from organoids.308 Because of the micro-meter scale fibres, the MEW fibre meshes allow
ample matrix formation. Additionally, MEW meshes significantly increase the mechanical
properties of hydrogels as of the stable fibre intersections, combined with limited buckling
of the MEW fibres by the surrounding hydrogel.84,92,93,187,274 Hence, MEW offers a unique
capacity to harbor high cell densities and provide a 3D environment for the development
neo-cartilage.
The aim of this study was to create durable, cartilage constructs by maximizing cartilage
matrix production by ACPCs and incorporating the cells within reinforcing MEW microfibre
meshes to aid in shape preservation.

Materials and Methods
Cell isolation and expansion
Cells for this study were obtained from equine donors following previously described
protocols.167 The horses died from causes unrelated to joint issues and their bodies were
donated to research by their owners, following the Ethical Guidelines of the University
Medical Center Utrecht and the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine of Utrecht University.
Briefly, to isolate ACPCs, articular cartilage was acquired from the knee joints under sterile
conditions, minced and digested overnight. ACPCs were then selected using a fibronectin
adhesion protocol and tested for trilineage differentiation.34,167 Cells were then expanded
to passage 3 in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle medium with GlutaMAX (DMEM, 31966, Gibco,
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The Netherlands) supplemented with 10% v/v heat inactivated FBS, 1% v/v penicillin and
1% v/v streptomycin (Life Technologies, The Netherlands), 1% non-essential amino acids
solution (NEAA, Gibco, The Netherlands), and 5 ng/ml basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF,
Peprotech, UK). MSCs were obtained from bone marrow aspirates from 3 different donors
and expanded until passage 3 using αMEM (22561, Gibco, The Netherlands) supplemented
with 10% v/v heat inactivated FBS, 1% v/v penicillin and 1% v/v streptomycin, 1 ng/
ml bFGF and 0.2 mM ascorbic acid‐2‐phosphate (ASAP, Sigma, The Netherlands). After
expansion, cells were frozen and stored in liquid nitrogen until further use.

3D culture
Pellets of 250.000 ACPCs or MSCs were formed using ultra-low attachment plates (Corning
Costar, Sigma, The Netherlands). The resulting pellets were then cultured in either BMP9 medium (DMEM/F12 GlutaMAX (31331-028, Gibco, The Netherlands) supplemented
with 10mM HEPES (Gibco, The Netherlands), 1% ASAP, 1% ITS premix (Corning, Sigma, The
Netherlands), 1% Pen/Strep and 100 ng/ml fresh recombinant human BMP-9 (PeproTech,
The Netherlands) or TGF-β1 medium consisting of DMEM/F12 GlutaMAX, 1% Pen/Strep,
1% ITS premix, 1% ASAP, 100 nM dexamethasone (Sigma-Aldrich, The Netherlands) and
10 ug/ml fresh TGF-β1 (PeproTech, The Netherlands) for 28 days. An extra group (switch
group) was added to assess if using BMP-9 for only 10 days was enough to stimulate
growth and then change the cells to regular TGF-β1 media (Figure 1A). Medium was
refreshed 3 times per week.

Fabrication of 3D fibre meshes
Melt electrowriting (MEW) was used to fabricate scaffolds of medical grade
polycaprolactone (PCL, PURASORB PC 12, Corbion PURAC, The Netherlands) with a closed
surface followed by a uniform box-pattern with an inter fibre distance of 400 μm. The
closed surface was achieved by depositing MEW fibres with an inter fibre distance of 100
μm in a box-pattern in an alternating 0°- 45°- 90°- 135° direction. MEW was performed
at room temperature (20 - 24°C) and at 30 - 45% humidity, with a custom built device as
previously described.169 Using a 25G nozzle, at a printing temperature of 90°C, air pressure
of 2.0 bar, collector distance of 3 mm, voltage of 5 kV, and collector velocity of 9 mm/s,
the average fibre diameter was 10.6 ± 0.4 μm and total height of the scaffolds was 1 mm.
To increase hydrophilicity, the meshes were hydrolyzed by submerging them 30 minutes
in 1M sodium hydroxide solution, followed by rising 4 times for 10 minutes in miliQ water.
Meshes were then sterilized by submerging them in 70% ethanol for 20 minutes and airdried in a sterile environment.
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Fabrication of reinforced 3D tissue constructs
For the fabrication of reinforced 3D tissue constructs, cylindrical samples of 6 mm in
diameter were punched out of sterile MEW meshes and placed flat at the bottom of inhouse developed silicone well, which were in turn placed into 6-well plates. ACPCs were
expanded and resuspended in BMP-9 medium. Cell-containing medium (150 μl; 5 x 106
cells) was gently placed on top of the meshes, or straight into the bottom of the silicon
wells for the mesh-free controls. Cells were allowed to settle for 30 minutes. After that, 1
ml of medium was gently added to each well.

Analysis of cartilage-like matrix formation
Pellets and constructs were harvested for analysis of cartilage-like tissue formation after
10 and 28 days of culture. For histology, samples were placed in formalin overnight,
dehydrated, encased in paraffin and sectioned into 5 μm slices. Safranin-O, type I
collagen, and type II collagen stainings were performed according to established
protocols (n = 3).167
To perform biochemical analysis, pellets (n = 3) and constructs (n = 5) were lyophilized
and subsequently digested using a papain solution. A dimethylmethylene blue assay
(DMMB, Sigma Aldrich, The Netherlands) was performed to quantify the amount of
glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and a PicoGreen assay was done to quantify DNA (Quant‐
iT PicoGreen, Life Technologies, The Netherlands). For the pellets, the measurement of
alkaline phosphatase (ALP) was also performed. For that, additional samples (n = 3) were
placed into M-PER Mammalian Protein Extraction Reagent, freeze-thawed and ALP was
measured using the p-nitrophenyl phosphate assay (SIGMAFAST, Sigma-Aldrich). DNA
was also quantified for these samples as described above. Gene expression was evaluated
using quantitative polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) (n = 3). mRNA was isolated with
an RNeasy Mini kit (Qiagen, Germany). cDNA was then amplified and synthesized using
the Superscript III Platinum SYBR Green One-Step qRT-PCR Kit (Life Technologies, The
Netherlands). Relative gene expression was calculated by comparing the Ct value of type
X collagen (COLX) to the housekeeping gene hypoxanthine phosphoribosyltransferase-1
(HPRT1), using primers that have been previously described.167 All calculations were done
using the PCR Miner algorithm.

Mechanical analysis
To test the compressive strength of the fabricated reinforced and control constructs,
samples were washed with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and an unconfined uniaxial
compression test was performed with a dynamic mechanical analyser (DMA Q800, TA
Instruments, The Netherlands) (n = 5). A strain rate of 20%/min was applied and the
compressive modulus was calculated as the slope of the stress/strain curve within 10
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to 15% strain. Samples used for mechanical analysis were then frozen and processed for
biochemical analysis.

Statistical analysis
Results were expressed as mean ± standard deviation. GraphPad Prism 8.0 (GraphPad
Software, USA) was used to perform 2-way ANOVA analyses, including multiple comparisons
using a post-hoc Bonferroni test. Results were considered significant when p < 0.05.

Results
Induced chondrogenesis on 3D aggregates
ACPCs that were stimulated with BMP-9 showed an increase in pellet size (> 2 mm) as
compared to ACPCs that were stimulated with standard chondrogenic TGF-β1 media (~1
mm) (Figure 1A, B). Additionally, BMP-9 stimulation negatively affected the growth of
MSC pellets, which showed smaller sizes as compared to MSCs that were stimulated with
standard chondrogenic TGF-β1 media. Overall, the ACPCs outperformed MSCs for cartilagelike tissue formation in all conditions (Figure 1C). After 28 days of culture, a significant
increase in the production of GAGs/DNA was found for ACPCs stimulated with BMP-9 (135.5
μg/μg) as compared ACPCs stimulated with standard TGF-β1 medium (9.8 μg/μg)(Figure
1C). Remarkably, in the BMP-9 group, abundant cartilage-like tissue formation was already
present after 10 days in culture, and significant differences in GAGs/DNA were found for
BMP-9 stimulated ACPCs (19.1 μg/μg), as compared to the BMP-9 stimulated MSCs (2.8μg/
μg) and the TGF-β1 stimulated ACPCs (5.9 μg/μg) (Figure 1C). Furthermore, after 28 days
of culture GAGs/DNA was higher for BMP-9 stimulated ACPCs (135.5 μg/μg) as compared
to the switch group (69,01 μg/μg). Although TGF-β1 stimulation resulted in an increase
in GAGs/DNA for both MCSs and ACPCs, after 10 and 28 days of culture, no significant
difference was found for GAGs/DNA between TGF-β1 stimulated MSCs (10 days: 3.9 μg/
μg, 28 days: 10.2 μg/μg) and TGF-β1 stimulated ACPCs (10 days: 5.9 μg/μg, 28 days: 9.8 μg/
μg). DNA quantification showed no significant difference between stimulation methods for
the ACPCs after 28 days (Figure 1D). For MSCs, an increase in DNA for the TGF-β1 group
(1466 μg) was found as compared to BMP-9 (372.9 μg) and the switch group (561.6 μg) after
28 days. No significant difference in DNA was found for the ACPCs that were stimulated
with BMP-9 (1914.9 μg), TGF-β1 (2027.9 μg), or switched from BMP-9 to TGF-β1 after 10 days
(1918.9 μg). Histologically, all ACPC pellets presented a high content of GAGs (Figure 1E),
as well as type II collagen (Figure 1F). For ACPCs, the safranin-O staining showed a higher
intensity of staining for the BMP-9 stimulated pellets as compared to the pellets that were
stimulated with the standard TGF-β1 protocol. Additionally, the pellets stimulated with BMP9 show more lacunae around the cells as compared to the pellets that were stimulated with
the standard TGF-β1 protocol.
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Figure 1. Effect of BMP-9, TGF-β1, and switching from BMP-9 to TGF-β1 stimulation on pellets
made from ACPCs and MSCs. A) Representation of the growth factor supplementation groups and timing
of switching from BMP-9 to TGF-β1. B) Effect of different groups on morphology and size of pellets of ACPCs
and MSCs after 28 days of culture. Scale bar = 1 mm. C) Quantification of GAGs/DNA after 10 and 28 days of
culture. D). Quantification of DNA after 10 and 28 days of culture. E) Safranin-O staining representing
cartilage-like matrix formation (red) after 10 and 28 days of culture. F) Type II collagen staining depicting type
II collagen in brown after 10 and 28 days of culture. Scale bar = 50 μm. * = Statistically different (p < 0.05
ANOVA post hoc Bonferroni). # = Statistically different from all other groups (p < 0.05 ANOVA post hoc
Bonferroni).
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Absence of osteogenic markers in 3D aggregates
No difference in relative gene expression of type X collagen was found between the
TGF-β1 group as compared to the BMP-9 group for both MSCs and ACPCs (Figure
2A). Furthermore, the production of ALP/DNA was consistently low for most samples
(Figure 2B). None of the ACPC or MSC samples stained positive for type I collagen
Figure 2C).
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Figure 2. Effect of BMP-9, TGF-β1, and switching from BMP-9 to TGF-β1 stimulation on dedifferentiation of pellets made from ACPCs and MSCs. A) Type X Collagen gene expression as
compared to housekeeping gene by ACPC and MSC pellets after 10 and 28 days of culture. B) Quantification
of ALP formation per DNA by ACPC and MSC pellets after 10 and 28 days of culture. C) Type I collagen
staining depicting type I collagen in brown after 10 and 28 days of culture. Scale bar = 50 μm.

3D cell culture onto reinforcing MEW microfibre meshes
MEW meshes with a dense bottom architecture were successfully fabricated (Figure 3A).
The smaller pore size combined with the differently aligned fibres offered a foundation for
the internal (400 μm x 400 μm) boxed-structure, which retained its shape and pore size,
therefore allowing succesfull 3D culture of ACPCs onto these meshes. Although some
lateral tissue growth was found (Figure 3B, black arrow), the ACPCs cultured on these
meshes retained the required disc shape and did not turn into the typical pellet shape
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(Figure 3B). After 10 days of culture, no difference in compressive modulus was found
between the ACPCs (12.6 kPa) and the ACPCs reinforced with MEW meshes (22.2 kPa).
After 28 days of culture, the combination of the ACPCs within the MEW mesh resulted
in a significantly higher compressive modulus, with the reinforced construct (199.0 kPa)
presenting more than 3.5 times the compressive modulus as compared to the cell-only
samples (53.2 kPa) (Figure 3C). Biochemical analysis showed no significant differences in
the amount of GAGs/DNA between the cell-group and the reinforced-group (Figure 3D).
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Figure 3. In vitro 3D culture of ACPCs within MEW fibre meshes. A). Top and bottom view of the used
MEW mesh. B) Top and side view of ACPCs cultured in the MEW mesh as compared to normal culture after
28 days of culture. Black arrow indicating lateral tissue growth. C) Compressive modulus of ACPCs cultured
within the MEW mesh as compared to cell-only culture after 10 and 28 days. D) Quantification of GAGs per
DNA after 10 and 28 days for ACPCs cultured within the MEW mesh and cell-only culture.
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Discussion
The results from this study show that BMP-9 significantly improved the performance
of ACPCs in terms cartilage-like matrix production. These findings are in line with
those previously reported by Morgan et al., where BMP-9 was found to be a potent
chondrogenic factor for bovine ACPCs.302 When the growth factor supplementation of
ACPCs was switched from BMP-9 to TGF-β1 after 10 days, the matrix deposition slowed
down, limiting the overall growth of tissue aggregates. Despite the increase in pellet size,
the DNA content of ACPCs cultures was not significantly affected by the growth factors
used. This suggests that pellet growth resulted from matrix deposition. On the other hand,
BMP-9 stimulation showed a negative effect on DNA content and chondrogenesis of
MSCs as compared to TGF-β1 stimulation. After switching from BMP-9 to TGF-β1 after 10
days of culture, similar GAG/DNA levels as the TGF-β1 cultured group were not achieved.
While Morgan et al. and Hill et al.302,309 both observed stimulatory effects of BMP-9 in
cultures of cells derived from immature specimens, this study confirmed these effects
for cultures of progenitor cells obtained from the joints of mature animals. Critically, this
expands the possibilities of BMP-9 as an effective chondrogenic factor, irrespective of
donor-age. This is supported by the fact that adult cartilage cells have been found to lose
their receptors for TGF-β1 signalling, yet not the BMP-9 receptor ALK-1, which has been
shown to be unaffected by aging.310 In this study, ALK-1 expression was found after 10
days in both MSCs and ACPCs when exposed to BMP-9.
Interestingly, this study showed significant cartilage-like matrix formation after only 10
days of BMP-9 stimulation, with GAGs and type II collagen already present. This efficient
method of tissue formation yields promise for shorter pre-culture times, as well as faster in
vitro testing systems and thus also reduces costs.
Hypertrophic growth of MSCs is a significant problem in articular cartilage regeneration as
this generally results in eventual osteogenic differentiation.298 Previous studies by Levato
et al., and McCarthy et al. found no signs of hypertrophy of ACPCs when stimulating with
TGF-β1.167,301 However, van Caam et al. and Blunk et al. found that exposing chondrocytes to
BMP-9 can lead to hypertrophy.311,312 Furthermore, this particular growth factor was shown
to have conflicting effects when added to MSC cultures. While Majumdar et al. showed
that 100 ng/ml BMP-9 can induce chondrogenesis on MSCs and even help overcome
the negative effects of inflammatory proteins,313 Yan et al. and Lamplot et al. found that
BMP-9 can also be used to induce osteogenesis on MSCs.314,315 Nonetheless, this study
found no signs of hypertrophy in the MSC or ACPC pellets when combined with BMP-9,
as shown by low gene expression of type X collagen when ACPCs were stimulated with
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BMP-9. Additionally, the production of ALP and lack of type I collagen upon histological
evaluation confirms that both the ACPCs and MSCs are not differentiating towards the
osteogenic lineage.
The use of BMP-9 in combination with ACPCs is particularly interesting as both have been
shown to play a role in joint development.302 For example, a study by Yu et al. described
the importance of BMP-9 on regenerating a synovial joint after digit amputation.316 BMPs
in general have been linked to early chondrogenesis, guiding the development on the
early phases.317 Similarly, a study by Longobardi et al. described how the progenitor cells
are involved in joint development, undergoing an early phase of cell condensation where
direct cell-to-cell interaction is key in the commitment to cartilage development.318 The
number of cells then remain stable, while the growth of the tissue is linked to matrix
deposition. In the current study, the BMP-9 stimulated ACPC pellets, also showed no
significant increase on the number of cells and high matrix deposition to generate the
overall growth.
MEW fibre meshes have been used as a base structure for 3D cell culture and to guide
cartilage-like matrix formation. Directing cartilage-like matrix formation with inert PCL
fibres has been shown to induce collagen alignment upon the dynamic culture of
spheroids for tibial resurfacing.319 Although Daly et al. used thick (150 μm) FDM PCL fibres,
the directional potential of inert PCL fibres might be true for the thinner MEW fibres as
well.
A similar use of MEW fibre meshes showed that these constructs can be used to culture
spheroids of adipose-derived stromal cells and guide them towards the formation of
tissue-sheets that can be used as tissue culture models or for implantation.308 Where
McMaster et al. used precultured spheroids, the cells used in this study were directly
deposited on the MEW fibre mesh, which was successful as the design of the MEW fibre
meshes included a bottom layer with a high density of fibres that prevented the cells
from getting out of the mesh. This high-density fibre layer also prevented collapsing of
the mesh upon culture, resulting in a more reproducible and successful culture method.
The additional reinforcing effect of the MEW fibre meshes, that was previously seen
when combined with hydrogels84,92,187,274, was only evident after cartilage-like matrix
formation occurred. Initial mechanical stability was not provided by the MEW fibre
meshes. As fast and efficient matrix formation by use of BMP-9 was demonstrated, and
the reinforcing effect was shown after matrix formation was observed, including only a
short pre-culture period would be sufficient to induce the reinforcing effect and aid in
creating a mechanically stable construct. In the case that direct implantation after cell
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seeding is required, a rapidly degrading hydrogel, such as fibrin glue, may well pose a
solution as a fast degrading hydrogel does not limit cell-cell interaction as slow degrading
hydrogels do.320,321 By occupying minimal volume, the microfibre meshes allow the
ACPCs to experience the direct cell-to-cell interaction that is crucial to recreate cartilage
development.95 Importantly, the MEW fibre meshes also guided the matrix formation of the
cells into a disc shaped construct. The ability of MEW fibre meshes to control the shape of
neo formed cartilage-like tissue yields promise for personalized larger cartilage implants.
Upon fabrication of such implants, the anatomically convex shape of the condyle needs
to considered and control over tissue growth will result in a smooth articulating surface,
which is vital for proper joint function. To achieve this, MEW onto anatomically relevant
structures and materials, such as demonstrated in Chapter 6 is needed.

Conclusion
Taken together, this study showed the efficient production of large quantities of cartilagelike matrix without inducing hyperthrophic growth of ACPCs by stimulating ACPCs with
BMP-9. The MEW fibre meshes used in this study were shown to aid the maintenance of
the required shape of cartilage-like tissue, without limiting the efficient and homogeneous
cartilage-like matrix deposition. These MEW fibre meshes additionally increased the
compressive properties after matrix formation. The impact of these results for cartilage
tissue engineering specifically lie in the efficient and spatially-controlled production
of large quantities of cartilage-like tissue matrix that is key for the fabrication of larger,
clinically relevant, implants.
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Abstract
In articular cartilage, the collagen arcades provide the tissue with its extraordinary
mechanical properties. As these structures cannot be restored once damaged,
functional restoration of articular cartilage defects remains a major challenge.
We report that the use of a reinforced osteochondral implant, based on a gelatin
methacryloyl cartilage phase, reinforced with precisely patterned melt electrowritten
polycaprolactone micrometer-scale fibres in a zonal, cartilage-mimicking fashion, can
provide long-term mechanically stable neo-tissue in an orthotopic large animal model.
Interestingly, the cell-free implants, used as a control in this study, showed abundant
cell ingrowth and similar favourable results as the cell-containing implants. Our findings
underscore the hypothesis that mechanical stability is more determining for the success
of the implant than the presence of cells and pre-cultured extracellular matrix. This
observation is of great translational importance and highlights the aptness of advanced
3D (bio)fabrication technologies for functional tissue restoration in the harsh articular
joint mechanical environment.
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Introduction
The biomechanical function of the tissues within the skeletal system is pivotal to
provide structure and strength to the body. Articular cartilage sustains similar forces
as the skeletal bones, but also mitigates these by its shock-absorbing character. This
tissue is mechanically characterized by a combination of resilience and high resistance
against compression and shear forces. This mechanical performance is permitted
by the composition and structure of the extracellular matrix (ECM) of this relatively
homogeneous, avascular and aneural tissue, combined with the strong interconnection
of cartilage and bone into a cohesive functional structure (the osteochondral unit), that
ensures load transmission and provides frictionless movement. The ECM of articular
cartilage is a strong combination of a type II collagen network that is under intrinsic
tension from highly hydrophilic proteoglycan aggregates.322,323 The tissue is sparsely
populated with cells (1-12%) that only have a limited capacity of restoration of the
tissue structure when skeletal growth has ceased, as the turnover of the main structural
element, the collagen, is virtually nil in mature individuals.27,38,268 The calcified cartilage
connects the articular cartilage with the mechanically widely different, much more
rigid, subchondral bone. The resulting osteochondral unit allows, when in good health,
proper joint function and nearly frictionless movement between opposing long bones.
In the quest for a regenerative solution for the unmet clinical need for the treatment of
articular cartilage damage42,43 several biomaterial-based approaches have been explored,
many of which involve the use of hydrogels for the cell-friendly environment they can
provide.216,324–327 Despite promising in vitro results and in small animal models328, these
attempts did thus far not succeed to create a mechanically stable tissue that repeatably
has stood the test of in vivo testing in a large animal model.329–331 Therefore, calls have
been made to take a different approach in this area - from one that is primarily focused on
optimizing the cell environment, towards that of recreating - more closely - the structural
and mechanical features that define cartilage.100
With the goal of restoring a biomechanically competent environment, this study
(Figure 1) presents a function-driven strategy by which an osteochondral implant was
engineered based on the convergence of melt electrowriting (MEW)89,90 with extrusionbased 3D bioprinting within a single-fabrication platform.199,276 The implant was composed
of a 3D-printed calcium phosphate-based (pCaP) bone phase, which was anchored with
the cartilage phase through embedded polycaprolactone (PCL) fibres generated with
MEW to securely connect the cartilage and bone components of the osteochondral
unit.202 In addition, reinforcement of hydrogel structures with highly organized structures
of these (sub)micrometer-scale fibres increases the compressive and shear properties of
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hydrogel-thermoplastic composites to values approaching those of the native cartilage
tissue.84,187,188,274 Moreover, the choice of relatively slowly degrading polycaprolactone
(PCL) as structure-giving material may well guarantee the long-term retention of the
mechanical properties of the implant. Given the fact that the ECM is a major determinant
of the biomechanical functionality and in view of the significant economic and regulatory
challenges associated with the clinical translation of cell-based regenerative techniques,
we chose to compare a cell-seeded with a cell-free implant. For this, the most challenging
large animal model332, the horse, was used.
Current challenge
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formation
3. Tissue quality of the cartilage
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Figure 1. Schematic overview of this study. A) Current regenerative implants for cartilage defects are not
satisfactory, as these implants are not stable upon loading after orthotopic implantation. B) Design details
of the proposed multi-scale, multi-material osteochondral implant with details in the bi-layered cartilage
phase and regenerative pCaP bone phase. ACPCs = Articular Cartilage-resident chondroProgenitor Cells.
PCL = Polycaprolactone. C) Experimental outline of the performed study (t in weeks).

Methods
Cell isolation, expansion, and differentiation
Equine Articular Cartilage-resident Chondroprogenitor Cells (ACPCs) were isolated from
healthy metacarpophalangeal joints of skeletally mature equine donors, as previously
described.34,167 These donors had been donated to science by their owners and
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procedures were followed according to the guidelines of the Ethical and Animal Welfare
body of Utrecht University. ACPCs were cultured in expansion medium until passage 5,
after which they were cultured in chondrogenic differentiation medium (1ml per implant)
for 28 days. Expansion medium consisted of Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (31966,
Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA), 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA),
1% l-ascorbic acid-2-phosphate (0.2 x 103 M, Sigma Aldrich, USA), 1% non-essential amino
acids (100X, Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), and 5 ng/mL bFGF (Prepotech, UK),
and medium was refreshed twice per week. Chondrogenic differentiation medium
consisted of Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (31966, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA)
supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 1% l-ascorbic acid-2-phosphate, 1% ITS
+ Premix Universal culture supplement (Corning, USA), 2.5% HEPES (1M, Gibco, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA), 0.4% dexamethasone (0.1 x 10-6 M, Sigma Aldrich, USA) and 0.1%
recombinant human transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) (10 ng/mL, Prepotech, UK).
Medium was refreshed three times per week. All cultures were performed under sterile
and normoxic culture conditions at a temperature of 37oC and 5% CO2.

Materials
Bioink: Gelatin methacryloyl (gelMA, degree of functionalization = 80%) was synthesized
from low endotoxin gelatin (beMatrix gelatin LS-H, type B, porcine skin, 300 Bloom, Nitta
Gelatin, USA) as previously described.168,258 Dialysis was performed for 4 days at 4oC, after
which gelMA was lyophilized, and stored at -20oC until further use. Upon use, freezedried gelMA was dissolved in PBS at 8% w/v. 2-hydroxy-1-[4-(2-hydroxyethoxy)phenyl]2-methyl-1-propanone (Irgacure 2959, BASF, Germany) was used as a crosslinking agent
at 0.1 % w/v and UV-crosslinked for 15 minutes (UVP CL-1000 Ultraviolet Crosslinker, 120
000 microjoules per cm2). Gels were prepared at 8% w/v to match the same compressive
properties observed in previous studies when using gelatin from different sources
(Supplementary Figure 4).
Printable calcium phosphate (pCaP): The paste was prepared as a mixture of 2.2 g/ml of
alpha-tricalcium phosphate (α-TCP) (average particle size = 3.83 µm, Cambioceramics, The
Netherlands), 0.13 g/ml of nano-hydroxyapatite (nano-HA, particle size < 200 nm, Ca5(OH)
(PO4)3, Sigma-Aldrich, USA) in a 40% w/v poloxamer-solution ( Pluronic® F-127, SigmaAldrich, USA). After scaffold fabrication, pCaP-scaffolds were allowed to set for 4 days at
37°C under saturated humidity.
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Polycaprolactone (PCL): Medical-grade PCL (PURASORB PC 12, Corbion, The Netherlands)
was used as received for the MEW process.

Scaffold design and fabrication
An osteochondral implant (Figure 1B, total height = 7.7 mm, diameter = 6 mm),
consisting of three different layers, was fabricated by combining extrusion-based printing
with MEW and 3D bioprinting (3DDiscovery Evolution, regenHU, Switzerland). The bone
compartment (height = 6.5 mm) of the implant consisted of printable calcium phosphate.
This biomimetic bone compartment was fabricated from pCaP paste, by using pneumatic
extrusion-based 3D printing (3DDiscovery, regenHU, Switzerland). PCaP was printed on
top of 50 layers (total height = 400 μm) of PCL MEW fibres to increase the interfacial
strength between the bone and cartilage layer. PCaP cylindrical structures (diameter =
6 mm) were printed consisting of 2 non-macropored layers where PCaP integrated with
PCL micro-fibres. Subsequently, macro-pored layers were added by depositing PCaP
strands (diameter = 250 µm) with a designed strand-to-strand distance of 700 µm in a
double alternating pattern (orientation = 0°- 0°- 90°- 90°). PCaP scaffold fabrication was
performed at room temperature (20 – 25°C) with an extrusion pressure of 0.2 MPa and a
translational speed of 2 mm/s. The cartilage compartment of the implant was bi-layered
with a distinction between the middle and deep zone and the superficial tangential zone.
The middle and deep zone (height = 1 mm) consisted of box-like (laydown pattern 0°90°- 0°- 90°) MEW PCL fibres (inter-fibre distance = 300 μm), infused with 8% gelMA and
ACPCs (20 * 106 / ml). The superficial tangential zone (height = 200 μm) consisted of MEW
fibres (inter fibre distance = 100 μm) that were deposited in laydown pattern 0°-45°-90°135°, with a slight offset to induce a higher density of tangentially aligned fibres. These
fibre-meshes were infused with 8% gelMA and ACPCs (80 * 106 / ml).

MEW fibre deposition optimization
The driving force behind MEW fibre deposition is the strong electrical field between the
spinneret and the collector plate. By introducing a structure into this field, the electrical
field is altered and therewith the fibre deposition is different. To decrease alteration of the
fibre deposition on the implant due to this effect, a more stable electrical field around
the edges of the implants was established by using an aluminium block to surround the
pCaP bone phase (Supplementary Figure 3). To optimize MEW printing parameters, the
measured distance between the MEW fibres (inter-fibre distance) was compared with the
programmed inter fibre distance, while using voltages ranging from 5-10 kV and relative
collector distances ranging from 5 – 9 mm. Additionally, the inter fibre distance on top of
the pCaP implant was compared with the inter-fibre distance onto the aluminium block.
Pressure and collector velocity remained at 1.25 bar and 15 mm/s, respectively. Light
microscopy (Olympus BX51, Olympus Nederland B.V., The Netherlands) was used to assess
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the fibre deposition quality, images were taken (Olympus DP73, Olympus Nederland
B.V., The Netherlands) and measurements were performed with ImageJ (version 2.0.0-rc54/1.51h).

SEM imaging
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Phenom Pro Desktop SEM, Thermo Fischer Scientific,
USA) was performed with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV to image the MEW fibres on top
of the pCaP implant. Prior to imaging, samples were coated with 2 nm of gold to improve
imaging quality.

Biochemical evaluation of 3D fabricated implants
To quantify the amount of sulphated glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) and correct them for
DNA content, colorimetric dimethylmethylene blue (DMMB, Sigma Aldrich, USA) and
fluorometric Picogreen (Quant-iT-Picogreen-dsDNA-kit, Invitrogen, USA) assays were
performed, respectively. Prior to these assays, implants were enzymatically digested
overnight at 60oC using a papain digestion solution.

(Immuno)histological evaluation
Histological evaluation of the pre-cultured constructs was performed to assess the
distribution of cartilage-like matrix components. The constructs were formalin-fixed
and embedded in paraffin. The in vivo explants were decalcified with EDTA for 6 months,
prior to embedding in paraffin. EDTA was refreshed weekly and decalcification progress
was checked weekly with micro-CT imaging. Tissue sections (thickness = 5 μm) were
deparaffinized with xylene and were rehydrated by gradual ethanol steps (100% - 70%)
prior to staining. Safranin-O staining was used to visualize GAG distribution, combined
with fast green (Sigma Aldrich, USA) to stain fibrous tissue, and haematoxylin (Sigma
Aldrich, USA) to stain cell nuclei. A haematoxylin/eosin (H&E) staining was performed to
provide an overview of matrix formation and implant stability.
Immunohistochemistry was performed to visualize type II collagen deposition. First,
pronase (1 mg/mL, Roche, USA) and hyaluronidase (10 mg/ml, H2126, Sigma Aldrich, USA)
were used for antigen retrieval, and sections were blocked with bovine serum albumin
prior to primary antibody incubation II-II6B3 (DSHB, USA). IgG was used as negative control
staining. Samples were incubated over night at 4°C, washed, incubated with matching
secondary antibody (1:100, IgG HRP, P0447) for 1 hour at room temperature, and washed
again. Subsequently, 3,3-diaminobenzidine-horseradish peroxidase (DAB, Sigma Aldrich,
USA) was used to visualize the staining. After staining the cell nuclei with haematoxylin,
pictures of histologically stained sections were made with a light microscope (Olympus
BX51, The Netherlands).
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Mechanical analysis
The compressive modulus and complex shear modulus of gel only constructs were
compared with constructs that contained boxed reinforcement and with constructs
that contained bi-layered reinforcement. The compressive modulus was evaluated
at t = 0 days, after 14 days, and after 28 days. Compressive tests were performed on a
Dynamical mechanical analysis (DMA, Q800, force range = 0,0001N – 18 N, TA instruments,
USA). Compression modes included unconfined tests for engineered constructs before
implantation and indentation for engineered constructs after explantation. Unconfined
compression was performed by first applying a preload of 0.001N to test samples and then
strained to 30% at 20% strain/min. Indentation was performed on the engineered implant
and adjacent native cartilage tissue by first applying a preload of 0.001 N, to ensure initial
contact between the test samples and the flat indenter, followed by a ramp force of 0.250
N/min up to 2.0 N . During indentation, the cartilage was kept hydrated by continuously
pipetting PBS over the surface of the implant. Engineered stress was calculated based
on the force and specimen’s unloaded cross-sectional area, while engineered strain was
based on ratio between unloaded specimen cartilage thickness (measured with calliper)
and displacement of either unconfined compression platen or the indenter. For the
indentation test, the loaded area was approximated as the transverse cross-sectional area
of a flat ended cylindrical indenter (Ø = 2 mm). The compressive modulus was calculated
from the elastic region of the engineered stress-strain curves (linear regression applied
between 10% and 12% strain).
The complex shear modulus was evaluated after 28 days of culture and measured with
a rheometer (Discovery HR-2, TA instruments, USA). An oscillatory rheometric protocol
with plate-plate (diameter = 25 mm) configuration was employed. After determining
the viscoelastic (LVE) range with an amplitude sweep, a frequency sweep within this LVE
range (0.05 – 500 rad/s, 0.01% strain) was performed under a 5% strain preload to prevent
sliding of the sample. The complex shear modulus was calculated at 10 rad/s by dividing
stress over strain.

In vivo evaluation of implants: the animal model
Equus caballus ferus (Shetland ponies, female, weight = 150 - 200 kg, n = 8, Table 1) was
used as an animal model to evaluate the mechanical stability and regenerative capacity
of the hierarchically structured osteochondral implants. As an internal control, a cell-free
osteochondral scaffold was used with the same architecture as the cell-laden implants.
Implants were inserted in defects in the medial femoral ridge of the equine knee or stifle
joint under randomization of implant placement in the left or right joint.
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The ponies arrived at the animal facility 4 weeks before starting the procedure to get
acclimatized and were housed as a group at pasture. Prior to surgery they were moved to
individual boxes and were fed a limited ration of concentrates with hay for maintenance
and had free access to fresh water.
For surgery, ponies were premedicated with detomidine (intravenous (IV), 10 μg/kg)
and morphine (IV, 0.1 mg/kg) and anesthesia was induced with midazolam (IV, 0.06 mg/
kg) and ketamine (IV, 2.2 mg/kg). Anesthesia was maintained with isoflurane in oxygen
together with continuous rate infusion of detomidine (IV, 10 μg/kg/h) and ketamine (IV, 0.5
mg/kg/h). Meloxicam (IV, 0.6 mg/kg), morphine (Epidural injection, 0.1 – 0.2 mg/kg) and
ampicillin (IV, 10 – 15 mg/kg) were administered pre-operatively as analgesic medication
and antibacterial preventative therapy, respectively.
The medial femoral ridge of the stifle joint was exposed by arthrotomy and an osteochondral
lesion (diameter = 6 mm, depth = 7.2 mm) was surgically created using a power drill. The
surgical area was flushed by saline for cooling and removal of debris. Cell-laden constructs
were implanted press-fit in a randomly chosen hind limb, with the cell-free control being
implanted in the contralateral limb. After closing the arthrotomy wound in 4 layers in
routine fashion, procaine penicillin was administered (Procapen, intramuscular (IM), 20
mg/kg). Post-operatively, nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory medication (meloxicam per os
(PO), SID, 0.6 mg/kg) was administered for 5 days and opioids (tramadol, PO, BID, 5mg/kg)
was administered for 2 days.
Post-operatively, the animals were kept stabled for 6 weeks with daily monitoring of vital
signs, lameness checks at walk and examination of the operated joints for swelling or other
signs of inflammation. In weeks 5 and 6, they were hand-walked for 10 minutes twice daily
and from week 7 they were kept at pasture. Quantitative gait analysis and radiographic
exams were performed at 3 weeks, 3 months, and 6 months post-operatively. After 6
months, the animals were humanely euthanized by intravenous injection of an overdose
of pentobarbital (IV, 1400 mg·kg-1 body weight), following sedation (detomidine IV, 10 μg/
kg) and induction (Midazolam (IV, 0.06mg·kg-1 body weight) and ketamine IV, (2.2 mg·kg-1
body weight)). All procedures had been approved by the ethical and animal welfare body
of Utrecht University (Approval nr. AVD108002015307 WP23).
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Table 1. Age and gender of experimental animals used for this study
Animal

Age (years)

Gender

1

6

female

2

8

female

3

12

female

4

11

female

5

6

female

6

7

female

7

5

female

8

14

female

Gait analysis during in vivo testing period
During the acclimatization period, the ponies were trained on a treadmill (Mustang,
Fahrwangen, Switzerland) using a standard protocol for treadmill habituation. Twentyeight spherical reflective markers (diameter = 24 mm (topline) and 19 mm (elsewhere))
were attached with double-sided tape and second glue to anatomical landmarks
(Supplementary Figure 2B). Kinematic data were collected at trot using six infrared
optical motion capture cameras (ProReflex, Qualisys, Gothenburg, Sweden) recording for
30 seconds (frame rate = 200 Hz) at each session to obtain a sufficient number of strides.
To process the data, the reconstruction of three-dimensional coordinates of each marker
was automatically calculated by Q-Track software (Qtrack, Qualisys, Gothenburg, Sweden).
Each marker was identified and labelled using an automated model (AIM model) and
manual tracking and raw data were exported to Matlab (version 2018a, Niantics, California)
for further analysis. Using custom written scripts, two symmetry parameters were calculated
using the vertical displacement of the head and pelvis (tubera sacrale) markers, for each
stride. Additionally, the differences between the two vertical displacement minima of
the head (MinDiffhead) and pelvis (MinDiffpelvis) were calculated. Using the markers, limbsegments were formed and angles between these limb-segments were calculated. The
difference between the maximal and minimal angle was defined as the range of motion
(ROM) of a joint. For each timepoint, the mean value of all strides for each parameter was
calculated.

Evaluation of in vivo neo bone tissue formation (µ-CT)
Microcomputed tomography (µ-CT) was employed for the quantitative analysis of the
bone compartments from the harvested osteochondral lesions (N=8 for cell-laden
constructs, N=8 for cell-free constructs). Six freshly made osteochondral grafts were
scanned in a µ-CT scanner (Quantum FX-Perkin Elmer) to quantify the initial volume of
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pCaP material, pre-operatively. The post-mortem harvested tissue containing the defect
area and the surrounding native tissue were similarly scanned (voltage = 90 kV, current
= 200 µA, voxel size = 30 µm3 and total scanning time = 3 minutes). Subsequently, the
3D-reconstructed images were processed and analysed using image J.333 and Bone J.334
software. Two-dimensional regions of interest (ROIs) were selected in an axial plane at
the boundary between the defect and the surrounding native tissue and interpolated to
form 3D-volumes of interest (VOI). Thresholding was performed to separately selected
area of ceramics and newly formed bone for further calculation. Thresholding values were
selected based on the image histogram where different intensity of ceramic and newly
formed bone can be identified. After thresholding, processed images were compared
with original images. Then, the percentages of mineralized newly formed bone, of nonmineralized tissue and of remaining ceramics, including the percentage of ceramics
volume loss, were quantified.

Evaluation of in vivo cartilage formation
After explantation, the implants were macroscopically evaluated and pictures were taken
with a stereomicroscope (Olympus stereomicroscope (Olympus Soft Imaging Solutions
GmbH, The Netherlands). Biopsies (diameter = 1 mm) of the newly formed tissue and
adjacent native tissue were taken for biochemistry. The rest of the explant was further
processed for immuno(histological) evaluation.

Statistics
Data is presented as mean ± standard deviation. All in vitro studies were performed in
triplicate, and mechanical analysis was performed with n = 5. To test the differences
between groups, either an unpaired t-test, or a one-way ANOVA with post hoc Bonferroni
test was performed. Difference between groups was considered statistically significant if
p < 0.05. For the in vivo study, randomization was done to decide which construct (cellseeded or not) was implanted in which stifle joint and post-explantation evaluation was
performed blindly by making use of a key.

Results
Multi-scale 3D biofabrication of the osteochondral implant
Hierarchy in fibre orientation and cell density was successfully achieved by converging
extrusion-based bioprinting and MEW processes. Patterning of MEW fibres onto the nonconductive CaP bone phase was obtained by ensuring a constant electrical field strength
and an electrical force perpendicular to the substrate; an aluminium block surrounded
the pCaP plug during fabrication as to prevent fibres piling up at the edges of the pCaP
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plug. Control over fibre deposition on top of the pCaP plug allowed for fabrication of
a bi-layered cartilage phase representing the middle/deep and superficial tangential
zones of the native tissue (Figure 2A). While MEW a uniform box-structure, an increase in
voltage resulted in a decrease in the distance between the deposited MEW fibres (interfibre distance) on top of the pCaP bone phase of the osteochondral implant (Figure 2B).
Furthermore, an increase in relative collector distance (CD) resulted in additional decrease
in the measured inter-fibre distance (Figure 2C). A voltage of 7 kV and a relative CD of
5 mm resulted in more accurate inter-fibre distance (409.1 ± 49.0 μm) as compared to
the programmed value (400 μm). Additionally, this combination of parameters led to the
most homogeneous fibre deposition, as no fibres were piling up at the edges of the pCaP
scaffold since the difference between the inter-fibre distance on top of the pCaP plug and
onto the aluminium block was neglectable (Figure 2D-F).
Using a voltage of 7 kV and a relative CD of 5 mm a bi-layered cartilage phase
(Figure 2A) with a clearly distinct pattern in the layer representing the middle and
deep zones compared to the layer representing the superficial tangential zone was
obtained. The middle and deep zones demonstrated a uniform box structure and
‘z-directional’ stacking (according to local coordinate axis in Figure 2), whereas the
superficial tangential zone featured primarily tangentially oriented fibres with little
z-directional stacking. For this superficial tangential layer, programmed inter-fibre distances
of 100 μm, 200 μm, and 400 μm in a laydown pattern of 0°–45°–135°-180° corresponded
with interconnected pores that showed an average inter-fibre distance of 49.2 ± 6.2 μm,
110.1 ± 17.4 μm and 359.2 ± 29.6μm, respectively (Supplementary Figure 1A, B). Cells
were able to penetrate into all meshes, irrespective of pore size (Supplementary Figure
1C); however, most cells were caught by meshes that were fabricated with an inter-fibre
distance of 100 μm (Supplementary Figure 1D). Therefore, 100 μm inter-fibre distance,
which was the smallest that resulted in the creation of a smooth surface, was selected for
the superficial tangential zone of the osteochondral implants.
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Figure 2. Optimization of process parameters for deposition of reinforcing microfibres on top
of the pCaP implant. A) Illustration of bi-layered cartilage phase, including SEM images that confirm the
directionality of the fibrous component of the superficial tangential zone, and the middle and deep zone.
B,C) Measured inter-fibre distance is affected by both voltage and relative collector distance. D) Schematic
indication of measurements taken E,F) Effect of voltage and relative collector distance on difference of
inter-fibre distance on top of the pCaP bone phase as compared to on top of the aluminium block. Higher
% reflects more piling up of reinforcing fibres at the edges of the pCaP bone phase. Error bars represent
standard deviation, * = Statistically different from all other groups (p < 0.05).
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Mechanical and in vitro evaluation of osteochondral implants
After 28 days of in vitro culture, the compressive modulus of the bi-layered reinforced
constructs was significantly higher (603.2 ± 205.4 kPa) than those of the boxed-reinforced
(294.2 ± 147.5 kPa) and non-reinforced cell-laden hydrogels (19.6 ± 5.8 kPa). For all cellladen groups these values were higher as compared to the compressive modulus prior
to in vitro culture when the compressive modulus of the cell-laden hydrogel was 13.9 ±
0.2 kPa, improved by the uniform boxed-reinforcing fibre structure to 192.3 ± 54.6 kPa and
even further improved with the bi-layered fibre structures to 222.6 ± 30.7 kPa (Figure 3A).
Notably, the inclusion of the bi-layered reinforcing structure resulted in a higher complex
shear modulus (87.8 ± 21.7 kPa) after the in vitro culture compared to the non-reinforced
cell-laden hydrogel (10.3 ± 3.0 kPa) and the boxed-reinforced constructs (30.5 ± 11.8 kPa)
(Figure 3B).
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Figure 3. Mechanical analysis and in vitro cartilage-like tissue formation of the osteochondral implants. A) A
general increase in compressive modulus over time was found and bi-layered reinforcement has increased
the compressive modulus after 0, 14 and 28 days of culture. B) Bi-layered reinforcement has increased the
complex shear modulus after 28 days of culture. C) 28 days of in vitro culture resulted in an increase in
quantitative GAG deposition, normalized per DNA. D) Homogeneous distribution of safranin-O and type II
collagen staining was found in both the superficial tangential, and middle and deep zone after 28 days of in
vitro culture, top view (Fi = MEW fibre). Error bars represent standard deviation, * = p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA,
post hoc Bonferroni (A,B), unpaired t-test (C).
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The in vitro pre-culture period resulted in an overall glycosaminoglycan (GAG) content
of 27.2 ± 9.8 μg GAG/μg DNA (Figure 3C), which was, together with type II collagen,
homogeneously distributed throughout the middle/deep, and the superficial tangential
zones of the cartilage component of the implant (Figure 3D). Further, the reinforcing
MEW fibres, which appeared in the stained histological sections as white, where shown
to preserve the original designed orientation established during the printing process
(Figure 2A).

In vivo evaluation of osteochondral implants:
No complications occurred during surgery or during post-surgery recovery. Radiographic
examination (X-rays) confirmed the correct implant orientation of the implants after 3 and
6 months of implantation (Supplementary Figure 2A).
Gait analysis during the implantation period revealed that symmetry parameters were not
affected by the type of implant, as no difference was found between the cell-laden and
cell-free group at any time point (Supplementary Figure 2B-K). Symmetry parameters
(MinDiff Head and MinDiff Pelvis) show a slight deviation after 3 months of implantation,
yet these values were back to base level after 6 months of implantation (Supplementary
Figure 2C,D). Both pelvis roll range of motion (ROM) and pelvis yaw ROM significantly
increased within 3 months of implantation (Supplementary Figure 2E, F) and pelvis
yaw showed a further increase until 6 months of implantation (Supplementary Figure
2F). Pelvis pitch ROM slightly decreased within the first 3 months of implantation
(Supplementary Figure 2G). No differences in limb parameters (fetlock extension,
limb height, protraction, and retraction) were found between the cell-laden and cell-free
implants.(Supplementary Figure 2H-K).

Post-mortem evaluation
Structural and mechanical evaluation of the implants after 6 months of
implantation:
Pre-cultured osteochondral constructs were implanted in the medial femoral ridge of
stifle joint, slightly below the articulating surface (0.5 ± 0.4 mm). After 6 months, within
the majority of the implants repair tissue was observed macroscopically (Figure 4A-C).
At most of the sites that had received a cell-free implant the defect was partially filled
with repair tissue with a transparent to whitish colour (Figure 4B). The repair tissue in
the defects treated with cell-laden implants had a more whitish and less transparent
character (Figure 4A-C).
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Cross-sections of the implants, stained with Haematoxylin & Eosin (H&E), revealed lateral
bone ingrowth into the osteal anchor of the implant (Figure 4D). Additionally, these
tissue sections confirmed that the cartilage compartments of the implants still remained
intact and provided a good filling of the original defect after 6 months of implantation
(Figure 4D, E). Moreover, the reinforcing MEW fibres (“Fi” in Figure 4E) remained visible
throughout the entire cartilage compartment of the implant.
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Figure 4. Structural and mechanical evaluation of the implants. A-C) Macroscopic evaluation of the
explants showing the best (A), average (B), and worst (C) samples for the cell-free and cell-laden implants.
D, E) H&E staining of a cell-laden implant, highlighting the presence of the reinforcing fibres throughout
the cartilage phase (N = native tissue, I = implant, Fi = MEW fibre). F) Compressive mechanical testing of
the implants and native tissue after explantation. G) After 6 months of implantation, a similar compressive
modulus was found for the implants, as compared to the pre-implantation timepoint. H) Internal
difference per pony between the cell-laden and cell-free implants. I). Compressive modulus of native
tissue measured near the defect site and far from the defect site. Error bars represent standard deviation,
* = p < 0.05, one-way ANOVA, post hoc Bonferroni.
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Mechanical analysis under indentation loading (Figure 4F) showed no significant
difference (p = 0.073) in compressive modulus between the cell-free (0.5 ± 0.2 MPa)
and cell-laden implants (0.6 ± 0.1 MPa) (Figure 4F, G). Comparing the compressive
properties after 6 months of implantation with those prior to implantation revealed that
the compressive properties of the cell-laden implants were conserved and no significant
decrease in compressive modulus was found after 6 months implantation. Importantly,
at the time of explantation, the cell-free implants had gained significant additional
compressive properties and comparison with internal controls revealed that there was no
significant difference with the compressive modulus of the cell-laden implants (Figure
4H). Additionally, composition of the native tissue near (<2 mm) and further away (>10
mm) from the treated defect site was independent of the presence or absence of cells in
the implanted construct (Figure 4I).
Haematoxylin and eosin (H&E) staining of tissue sections showed abundant infiltration
of cells in the cartilage compartment of the cell-free implants (Figure 5A). Cells in the
cartilage compartment of both the initially cell-free and cell-laden implants showed a
mixed morphology of fibrous/spindle-shaped and rounded cells (Figure 5A). Furthermore,
the bone compartment of all implants, based on osteoconductive ceramics335, showed
considerable cell infiltration, and all implants additionally showed neo-bone tissue
formation (Figure 5B).
Micro-CT imaging revealed degradation of the pCaP bone anchor. The pCaP volume
decreased significantly from 129.2 ± 8.5 mm3 to 31.7 ± 14.2 mm3 and 31.6 ± 21.5 mm3 for
the cell-free and cell-laden implants, respectively (Figure 5C). No significant difference in
percentage of pCaP degradation was found between the cell-free (75.5 ± 11.0 %) and cellladen (75.6 ± 16.6 %) groups (Figure 5D). Although all implants showed bone infiltration
into the pCaP part, some bone resorption around the pCaP part was also found. Neobone tissue formation was found in both the cell-free and cell-laden implants (Figure 5E).
Interestingly, this neo-bone tissue formation was irrespective of the cartilage component,
as there was no significant difference in volume of neo-bone tissue formation between
the cell-free (28.3 ± 30.8 mm3) and cell-laden (21.48 ± 19.5 mm3) implants (Figure 5E).
Additionally, no significant difference was found for non-mineralized tissue between the
cell-free (123.4 ± 30.0 mm3) and cell-laden (137.1 ± 35.2 mm3) implants (Figure 5F).
The implants showed an increased GAG/DNA content after 6 months of implantation
compared to the pre-culture (t28) timepoint (Figure 6A). Interestingly, within the initially
GAG-deprived cell-free implants, a significant increase in GAG/DNA was found up to the
level of the pre-cultured cell-laden samples, after 6 months of implantation. Additionally,
no significant difference in GAG/DNA was found (p = 0.1813) between these cell-free (41.5
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± 9.0 μg/μg) and the cell-laden implants (45.4 ± 16.3 μg/μg) (Figure 6A). Nevertheless,
both implants showed significantly less GAG/DNA content in comparison to the
surrounding native tissue (117.5 ± 74.4 μg/μg). A similar trend was observed for the overall
GAG content of the implants normalized per dry weight. A significant increase in GAGs
was shown for the initially GAG deprived cell-free implants, and no significant differences
were found between the cell-free (8.7 ± 4.2 μg/mg) and cell-laden implants (8.8 ± 6.8 μg/
mg) (Figure 6B). Interestingly, also no difference in DNA content, normalized per dry
weight, was found between the cell-free (176.0 ± 104.5 μg/mg) and cell-laden implants
(202.5 ± 127.9 μg/mg) (Figure 6C).
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Figure 5. Interaction of native tissue and implants. Haematoxylin and eosin staining to assess cell infiltration
in the cartilage and bone part and cell morphology in the cartilage part. A) Cell infiltration in cartilage part
of the cell-free implant and cell morphology (mixture of spindle/fibrous and rounded chondrogenic
morphology) in the cartilage part of the cell-laden implant. B) Cell infiltration and bone formation bone part
of cell-free implants. (P = pCaP voids, Ce = cells). C-F) Quantification of micro-CT data after 6 months of
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deviation, * = p < 0.05, NS = no significant difference, unpaired t-test.
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Discussion
The potential of biofabrication technologies for the regeneration of musculoskeletal
tissues has been postulated for over a decade, but long-term functionality and mechanical
stability had not yet been reported within large animal models.79–81,152 This study is the first
to demonstrate the mechanical stability and maintenance of resorbable osteochondral
implants that include microfibre reinforcement for cartilage repair. These were fabricated
via converging two (bio)printing technologies and through the precise control over fibre
architecture, implants were generated that provided long-term mechanical stability.
Our mechanically stable design is inspired by the architecture of the native type II collagen
network of the osteochondral tissue and was realized by reinforcing the hydrogel-cartilage
phase with hierarchically oriented micro-scale fibres274, which were firmly integrated with
a biodegradable bone anchor. The hierarchy in the fibre orientation, i.e. a uniform boxed
structure representing the middle/deep zones and a zone with primarily tangentiallyoriented fibres to represent the superficial tangential zone, resulted in increased
compressive and shear properties, as well as improved load distribution.93,274 In fact, the
inclusion of such a thin layer of tightly packed and tangentially oriented fibres at the
implant surface, has recently been shown to enable the axial loads to be distributed over
a larger volume of the underlying middle and deep reinforcing region, therefore more
effectively transferring axial loads throughout the engineered construct.274
After 6 months of implantation, macroscopically all implants (cell-free and cell-laden)
showed formation of a repair tissue. Biochemical assessment of the post-mortem retrieved
implants showed a further increase in GAG/DNA for the cell-laden implants (45.4 μg/μg
of GAG/DNA) compared to the pre-implantation timepoint (28.0 μg/μg of GAG/DNA),
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providing evidence that additional ECM production occurred after in vivo implantation.
This finding shows superior performance of these osteochondral plugs compared to earlier
equine studies in which GAG content of precultured implants decreased, presumably due
to leaking out of matrix components as a result of the exposure to loading.336,337
An important observation is that the cell-free gel-fibre combination used as the cartilage
phase of the implants attracted chondrogenic ECM producing cells in the in vivo situation
and that GAG/DNA content of the neo-tissue formed in cell-free implants was equal to
that seen in the cell-laden, pre-cultured implants. The osteochondral implants where
inspired by native tissue, and specifically the type II collagen fibre structure. Fibre diameters
obtained with the MEW process are already one to two orders of magnitude smaller than
those produced with conventional extrusion-based techniques.88 Nevertheless, they are
still much thicker than the native collagen fibres, which not only function as the reinforcing
fibrous component of articular cartilage, but also play a role in the entrapment of deposited
GAGs and swelling restriction.338 We recently postulated that better understanding of the
mechanisms of collagen structure development combined with evolving (bio)fabrication
and printing approaches would lead to further functional mimicking of native articular
cartilage tissue.13 The work reported here, is the first to underscore that hypothesis in a
representative large animal model and suggests that the technical solution potentially
lies in the convergence of (bio)printing technologies that enable creation of a mechanical
environment that supports ECM production in vivo.276,339,340 The impact of this finding goes
beyond the translation of (bio)fabricated implants, as it affects the fundamental ideas
about using cells in regenerative therapies.

Conclusion
In conclusion, this study demonstrates that implants with a defined hierarchy in the
cartilage compartment, produced using converged fabrication technologies, are able to
withstand the challenging in vivo situation in a large animal model for a prolonged period
of time. This convergence of biofabrication technologies allowed the manufacture of
implants with multi-scale architectures, in which the bi-layered microfibrous reinforcement
in the chondral compartment and its integration with the bone anchor, substantially
improved the compressive and shear properties. Importantly, this study suggests that the
mechanical characteristics are a more important drive for the regenerative response than
the presence of pre-cultured cells, as implants containing pre-cultured regenerative cells
and abundant cartilage-like matrix at the time of implantation did not outperform cellfree implants with the same biomaterial composition and architecture. This observation
is of great fundamental, as well as translational importance and supports the hypothesis
that functional mimicking of the collagen architecture in the implants may be pivotal for
optimal functionality and tissue restoration in vivo.
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Supplementary Figure 1. Optimization of the superficial tangential MEW reinforcing layer for cell
infiltration. A) Top view images of superficial tangential layers with differently programmed inter-fibre
distances. B) Quantification of actual average pore size as a result of programmed inter-fibre distance. C)
Fluorescently labelled ACPCs entrapped in meshes with different inter-fibre distances. (LIVE/DEAD staining)
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Supplementary Figure 3. Implant manufacturing to prevent piling up of the microfibres at the edges of
the implant. Aluminium block is used around the pCaP bone phase to achieve less piling up of the fibres.
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Abstract
Articular cartilage defects are common and current surgical treatments provide suboptimal tissue repair. Multiple biofabrication approaches have tried to recreate the
chondral architecture in biochemical and structural composition and this has frequently
been combined with an osteal anchor in the form of an osteochondral plug. In this study,
the translation from this relatively small plug to larger clinically-relevant and patientspecific implants is explored. Osteochondral patient-specific large (surface area = 469 mm2)
implants consisted of a porous bone component, close cartilage-to-bone interface, and
a microfibre reinforced cell-laden gelatin methacryloyl (gelMA) cartilage component. The
effect of implant size (bone component only) on stress-strain distribution and cartilagelike tissue formation is studied by means of axial compression and compression under
50° and 60° flexion angles using a robotic arm system. The implant stiffness decreased
with increased implant size. An increase in size of the cartilage component (from 6 mm
diameter discs to 24 mm diameter discs) did not hamper cartilage-like tissue formation
in vitro. As the larger implants include a patient-specific complex shaped geometry, a
software tool has been developed and validated to automatically generate a numerical
control programming language (i.e., g-code) that resurfaces a bone structure with melt
electrowritten (MEW) microfibres based on a 3D-standard tessellation language (.STL) file.
As a proof of principle, a large complex shaped implant was fabricated and cultured in
vitro to assess 3D matrix distribution. This study shows the first steps in translating from
osteochondral plugs to larger patient-specific implants.
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Introduction
Articular cartilage (AC) defects generally result in progressive deterioration of the joint,
causing pain and reducing mobility, significantly affecting the quality of life of patients.17,18
The problem is intensified by the fact that AC has limited regenerative capacity42,43 and
current surgical approaches to repair focal defects show sub-optimal long-term outcomes
due to the formation of fibrous tissue with inferior mechanical properties. Although
allograft transplantation may result in the retainment of qualitatively better tissue, this
application is restricted due to logistical constraints and difficulty in achieving a patientspecific fit.56
Biofabrication240 seems a promising approach to fulfil the need to improve treatment of AC
damage by fabrication of patient-specific implants. This field aims to restore tissue function
by combining the regenerative capacity of the patient’s own cells with biomaterials and/
or bioactive cues using additive manufacturing techniques that allow spatial control over
the deposition of such components. Implants generated with biofabrication strategies
are very versatile as they can be tailored to the individual patient’s specific AC defect(s),
based on the translation of patient data retrieved from medical imaging techniques to
machine-specific instructions. Up to now, evaluated implants for the restoration of AC
defects are shaped as osteochondral plugs, where the osteal component acts as an
anchor for the cartilage part upon implantation.81,336 Integration with the host tissue
of the biodegradable osteal component is generally based on the recruitment and
stimulation of endogenous cells from the bone marrow. PCL-magnesium-based 3D
printable paste is a promising composite material explored for this osteal components
due to its biodegradability and load-bearing properties.341 Further, biofabrication
approaches for the restoration of the chondral part have mainly focused on recreating
the native zonal cartilage tissue architecture38,322 in terms of biochemical and structural
components, including the distinct type II collagen “Benninghoff arcades”40 architecture
that are imperative for AC’s mechanical function.323 To achieve 3D cartilage-like matrix
deposition in vitro, chondrocytes185, mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs)305, or articular
cartilage resident chondroprogenitor Cells (ACPCs)167 are embedded in mechanically
soft hydrogels. However, these soft hydrogels are not able to withstand the challenging
mechanical environment of the joint and thus, fibre reinforcing technologies have been
explored to achieve mechanical competent cell-laden biodegradable constructs.82,86,150,329
Melt electrowriting (MEW)89,90 is considered a promising fibre reinforcing technology for
hydrogel-based cartilage implants as it uses only a small fraction of (sub)micro-fibres,
yet still allows for a significant increase in the mechanical properties of these hydrogelthermoplastic constructs due to the tight control over the network architecture.84,93,187,188
Recently, MEW has been combined with the extrusion-based 3D printing of bioinks in
175
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a single-step fabrication approach273, which allowed for accurate deposition of both
the fibrous and non-fibrous components and also created a mechanically secure
interconnection between the cartilage-to-bone interface.202 Osteochondral plugs that
were fabricated with this converged printing approach showed to be mechanically stable
enough to withstand the challenging in vivo environment in the stifle joint in the equine
model for up to 6 months (Chapter 8). Yet, such plugs do not directly reflect the shape of
the observed defects in patients as they are round, have a specific, relatively small diameter,
and show a flat surface. Upscaling the size of implants results in individual challenges for
the bone component (mechanical), the cartilage component (mechanical and biological),
as well as challenges related to the combined osteochondral unit (fabrication of the
patient-specific convex geometry).
Therefore, the aim of this study (Figure 1) was to scale-up the fabrication of from the
relatively simple osteochondral plug to larger, more complex patient-specific implants,
and subsequently demonstrate their load bearing properties under physiological loading
conditions. We studied the effect of implant size (bone component only) on the mechanical
properties of this bone component, but also the effect of implant size on cartilage-like
tissue deposition. Additionally, to fabricate a patient-specific large osteochondral unit
with a convex geometry, a semi-automatic software tool for resurfacing a complexshaped bone-reflecting part of the joint structure has been achieved.

Materials and methods
Cell harvest, expansion and culture conditions
Goat articular chondroprogenitor cells (ACPCs) were harvested from femur condyles,
obtained from the local slaughterhouse, according to previously published protocols
used for harvesting equine ACPCs.34,167 ACPCs were cultured in expansion medium until
passage 5, after which they were embedded in the hydrogel and cultured in chondrogenic
differentiation medium for 28 days. Expansion medium consisted of Dulbecco’s modified
eagle medium (31966, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) supplemented with 10% fetal bovine
serum (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA), 1% l-ascorbic acid-2-phosphate (0.2 x 103 M, Sigma Aldrich, USA), 1%
non-essential amino acids (100X, Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA), and 5 ng/mL bFGF
(Prepotech, UK), and medium was refreshed twice per week. Chondrogenic differentiation
medium consisted of Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (31966, Thermo Fisher Scientific,
USA) supplemented with 1% penicillin/streptomycin, 1% l-ascorbic acid-2-phosphate, 1%
ITS + Premix Universal culture supplement (Corning, USA), 2.5% HEPES (1M, Gibco, Thermo
Fisher Scientific, USA), 0.4% dexamethasone (0.1 x 10-6 M, Sigma Aldrich, USA) and 0.1%
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recombinant human transforming growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) (10 ng/mL, Prepotech, UK).
Medium was refreshed three times per week. All cultures were performed under sterile
and normoxic culture conditions at a temperature of 37oC and 5% CO2.
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Figure 1. A) Study overview, highlighting the challenges that arise when transitioning from osteochondral
plugs towards (partial) joint resurfacing. B) Personalised implant design highlighting side porosity in the
bone phase and personalised anatomically-shaped reinforcement in the cartilage phase.

Implant fabrication
Bone component: Polycaprolactone (PCL, Purasorb PC12, Corbion, The Netherlands) was
used as received. The PCL implants were printed via fused deposition modelling (FDM, 3D
Discovery Evolution, regenHU, Switzerland). The cartridge temperature was set at 80°C,
while the temperature of the nozzle was set at 90°C. The extrusion of the melted PCL was
controlled by a screw-system at a constant feed rate of 2 revs/min with a collector velocity
of 2mm/min.
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MgP-PCL was prepared as previously described (Golafshan et al. under review). MgPPCL implants were printed with a 3D-bioprinter (3DDiscovery Evolution, regenHU Ltd,
Switzerland) using a conical shaped, 22 G nozzle (Nordson EFD, USA) at a velocity of 5 mm/
min and a pressure ranging from 0.060 to 0.220 MPa, based on the viscosity of the MgPPCL paste. The infill density of each layer was set at 35%, the overlapping perimeter at 15%,
and the layer height at 0.2 mm. After printing, the dimensions of the generated implants
were measured to assess shape fidelity of the printed implants. To eliminate solvents, the
implants were washed in 70% ethanol for 6 hours and subsequently submerged in Milli-Q
water for 24 hours.
Cartilage component: Gelatin methacryloyl (gelMA) was synthesized as previously
described168,258. Briefly, gelatin (type A, derived from porcine skin, 175 Bloom, Sigma
Aldrich, The Netherlands) was dissolved at 10% w/v in phosphate-buffered-saline (PBS)
at 60 °C after which 0.6 g methacrylic anhydride (Sigma Aldrich) was added per g of
gelatin to achieve an 80% degree of functionalisation. Freeze-dried gelMA was diluted
with PBS to obtain a final gelMA concentration of 10% w/v and subsequently placed in a
37°C incubator to ensure a homogeneous solution. To initiate the cross-linking reaction,
a combination of 5mM sodium persulfate (Sigma Aldrich) and 0.5mM Tris(2,2’-bipyridyl)
dichlororuthenium (II) hexahydrate (Sigma Aldrich) was added to the gelMA solution.
Implants were crosslinked for 10 min under led light (20W LED, Jobmate, China)
Fibre reinforcing component: MEW was performed with PCL which was molten in a metallic
cartridge at 80°C. The MEW head was translating in z- and y-direction whereas the high
voltage collector plate was translating in x-direction. An air pressure of 110-125 kPa,
voltage of 7-11 kV, collector velocity of 20 mm/s, and a constant collector to implant
distance of 6 mm were applied to extrude the PCL fibres through a 24G nozzle.

Anatomically shaped implants:
To acquire the precise anatomy of the ovine stifle, micro-CT data were acquired at the
Medical Engineering Research Facility (MERF) of Queensland University of Technology
(QUT). From reconstructed CT models the tibia and the femur were segmented and
subsequently exported into the Standard Tessellation Language (.STL) format. On the
medial femoral condyle, three different sized defects, and subsequent implants, were
generated by forming a 55° inclination with the horizontal plane (Autodesk Netfabb
Premium 2019, San Rafael, USA). The design of the implants was based on the principle of
limiting cellular penetration from the bone compartment to the cartilage compartment
and the knee-joint space, while allowing cell infiltration into the bone compartment.
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Mechanical testing of printed implants under physiological loading:
Two loading conditions were applied based on body weight & gait analysis of ovine342
that will be used for subsequent in vivo testing of the developed implants (average body
weight 60kg, 2 years old). For the first loading condition (axial load), implants were fixed
at a knee flexion angle of 55°, the angle at which maximum axial force is registered342, and
cyclic compressed (6x) up to a maximum force of 2000N at a rate of 400N/s. These tests
were performed on a universal testing machine (Instron 5967, US). For the second loading
condition (flexion and extension), gait was resembled by allowing extension-flexion of
femur and tibia vary between 50° - 60° at 5°/sec. Here, the axial load was kept constant
at 400N (scaled due to the limitations of the unit cell available). For this second loading
condition, a 5 degrees of freedom (DoF) robotic arm system was used (QUT, Australia).
For both loading condition, a pre-load of 100 N was applied to ensure contact between
the test samples and the opposing tibia. Implants composed of PCL and MgP-PCL with
different sizes (small (S): 5 x 17 mm, medium (M): 10 x 17 mm, large (L): 15 x 17 mm) were
studied. As a model joint (i.e., tibia and femur compartments), a digital light processing
(DLP)-fabricated patient-specific ovine joint was used (Non-deformable R05 material,
Envisiontec, Germany) with defects that corresponded with the implant measurements.
For the mechanical analysis, stress-strain curves were calculated from the applied force
and displacement data from the axial loading experiment. Here, stress is defined as
the applied force divided by the implants’ loaded area. Loaded area between implant
and opposing tibia, was determined by stained paper positioned between implant
and tibia. Strain was defined as the ratio between the initial implants thickness and the
displacement of compression head. Implant stiffness was calculated from the slope of
the engineered stress-strain curve near the maximum value of stress for each loading
cycle. The implants that were tested in the flexion and extension experiment only reflect
the maximum force as the contact area could not be determined (work in progress). In
addition, all tested implants were measured before and after loading to quantify implants
permanent deformation.

Automation of MEW printing path based on .STL file
A python program was written to automatically generate numerical control programming
language (i.e., g-code) from .STL files for the resurfacing movement of the MEW head. A
visual presentation of the printing trajectory was made with NC Viewer © 2018 Xander
Luciano. Machine specific codes can be included in this program, or after extracting the
g-code, to make this code more versatile for other machines. User input is only needed
for parameters such as line spacing, collecting implant or printhead velocity, collector to
implant distance and intended scaffold height. The python script runs through a series of
events including importing the mesh and extracting coordinates of the .STL file, adjusting
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z-coordinates based on collecting implant to printhead distance, finding x- and y- values
for the required line spacing, finding and combining the x-, y-, and z-trajectories, including
machine specific input, and exporting the resulting g-code into a .txt file (Supplementary
Figure 1). As a control mechanism, midpoint checks are added to the code to generate
x-y-, y-z-, and x-z-scatterplots and histograms of the x-, y-, z- coordinates. In this code, the
accuracy of the amount of steps made in x-, y-, and z-direction can be altered by changing
the programmed trajectory accuracy (PTA) and a low input value reflects a higher
accuracy. The average steps in x- and y- direction based on a low, medium, and high PTA
was calculated based on all point in all lines for that specific direction. The effect of the
PTA on the fibre diameter was measured with light microscopy (Olympus DP73, Olympus
Nederland B.V., The Netherlands) and Fiji software (version 2.0.0-rc-54/1.51h). To measure
the percentage of resurfacing of the implant, the deviation between the deposited MEW
mesh and the edge of the implant was measured from a topview perspective.

In vitro culture
To analyse the effect of implant size on in vitro cartilage-matrix deposition different
diameter discs (diameter = 6, 12, 24 mm) were cultured in chondrogenic differentiation
medium. Additionally, as osteochondral plugs, depending on the material used, may
hamper the influx of nutrients and efflux of waste components during in vitro culture, the
effect of a flat plate system (reflecting the same number of nutrient and waste exchange
directions as the osteochondral plugs) as compared to a transwell system (reflecting the
highest number of nutrient and waste directions during bulk static culture conditions) has
been evaluated.

Biochemical evaluation of cartilage-like tissue formation
To quantify the amount of sulphated glycosaminoglycans (sGAGs) and correct them for
DNA content, colorimetric dimethylmethylene blue (DMMB, Sigma Aldrich, USA) and
fluorometric Picogreen (Quant-iT-Picogreen-dsDNA-kit, Invitrogen, USA) assays were
performed, respectively. Prior to these assays, implants were enzymatically digested
overnight at 60oC using a papain digestion solution.

Histological evaluation of cartilage-like tissue formation
Histological evaluation of the in vitro cultured constructs was performed to assess the
distribution of cartilage-like matrix components. The constructs were formalin-fixed and
embedded in paraffin. Tissue sections (thickness = 5 μm) were deparaffinized with xylene
and were rehydrated by gradual ethanol steps (100% - 70%) prior to staining. Safranin-O
staining was used to visualize GAG distribution, combined with fast green (Sigma Aldrich,
USA) to stain fibrous tissue, and haematoxylin (Sigma Aldrich, USA) to stain cell nuclei.
Immunohistochemistry was performed to visualize type II collagen deposition. First,
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pronase (1 mg/mL, Roche, USA) and hyaluronidase (10 mg/ml, H2126, Sigma Aldrich, USA)
were used for antigen retrieval, and sections were blocked with bovine serum albumin
prior to primary antibody incubation II-II6B3 (DSHB, USA). IgG was used as negative control
staining. Samples were incubated over night at 4°C, washed, incubated with matching
secondary antibody (1:100, IgG HRP, P0447) for 1 hour at room temperature, and washed
again. Subsequently, 3,3-diaminobenzidine-horseradish peroxidase (DAB, Sigma Aldrich,
USA) was used to visualize the staining. After staining the cell nuclei with haematoxylin,
pictures of histologically stained sections were made with a light microscope (Olympus
BX51, The Netherlands).

SEM imaging
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Phenom Pro Desktop SEM, Thermo Fischer Scientific,
USA) was performed with an accelerating voltage of 10. Prior to imaging, samples were
coated with 2 nm of gold to improve imaging quality.

Statistics
Data is presented as mean ± standard deviation. Fibre diameters, inter-fibre spacings, and
resurfacing percentages were measured on 5 samples per group. All in vitro culture studies
were performed in triplicate, and mechanical analysis was performed with n = 3. To test
the differences between groups, either an unpaired t-test, or an ANOVA with post hoc
Bonferroni test was performed. Difference between groups was considered statistically
significant if p < 0.05.

Results
Fabrication
Based on CT scans of ovine joints, Standard Tessellation (.STL) files were generated.
In these .STL files, defects of 5 mm (S), 10 mm (M), and 15 mm (L) were made in the
medial femoral condyle. Implants that were based on these defects presented a contact
surface area of 302, 459, and 469 mm2 to fit into the 5 mm, 10 mm, and 15 mm defect,
respectively (Figure 2A). The .STL files (Figure 2B) of the implants were used to design
the bone component with a closed layer between the bone and cartilage interface and
an open pore structure at the bottom and at the sides of the implant that will eventually
interact with native tissues (Figure 2C-D). Printed implants showed a good fit in the DLPfabricated model of the defect (Figure 2E).
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Figure 2. Implant design and printing trajectory of bone phase of the implant. A) Design of the defects
with a difference in sagittal length (sagittal length I1 = 5 mm (S), I2 = 10 mm (M) and I3 = 15 mm (L)). B)
Rendering of implant reflecting complex shaped surface. C) Top view of the printing trajectory, with
open pores (orange) on the connecting side and including 4 closing shells (blue) around the implant.
D) Side view of printing trajectory. E) Digital Light Processing (DLP)-printed models that were used for
digitally transferable ex vivo testing of implant, here filled with a PCL implant.

For the bone component, frequently used medical grade PCL was compared with
magnesium phosphate enhanced PCL (MgP-PCL) implants. Both PCL and MgP-PCL showed
a high shape fidelity after printing and successfully resolved the designed pore structure
in the x-, y-, and z-direction (Figure 3A). MgP-PCL did show a higher fibre diameter (PCL:
208 μm ± 14 μm, MgP-PCL: 300 μm ± 20 μm) and a lower inter-fibre spacing (PCL: 593
μm ± 25 μm, MgP-PCL: 424 μm ± 28 μm) as compared to PCL (Figure 3B, C). The inner
pore structure of the first 4.7 mm was successfully achieved (Figure 3D-E). Printing of
MgP-PCL implants showed high dimensional accuracy and reflected the STL file well.
(Figure 3F-G).
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Figure 3. Details of PCL and MgP-PCL printed implants. A), Fibre morphology of PCL and MgP-PCL strands.
B) Fibre diameter of PCL and MgP-PCL printed strands. C) Measured inter-fibre spacing of the PCL and MgPPCL implants. D-E) Top view of the porous inner structure of the first 4.7 mm. F-G) MgP-PCL printed implant,
representing the bone part from different angles. * = p < 0.05, t-test.

Mechanical testing
Uniaxial cyclic compression (Axial loading, Figure 4A) on the implants was performed
with the opposing DLP fabricated tibia and yielded different stress strain curves for the
small versus the large implant (Supplementary Figure 2). The implant stiffness of both
small and large implants was increased per cycle (Figure 4B). The small implants yielded
a significant higher stiffness compared to the large implants (Figure 4B). For the PCL
implants, the implant thickness significantly decreased after compressive testing for the
medium (11 %) and large samples (13 %) (Figure 4C). When varying extension-flexion
rotation at a constant axial compression (Figure 4D) larger PCL implants showed a lower
maximum force compared to smaller implants with 76 N and 187 N after 5 cycles of
compression, respectively (Figure 4E). After compression under flexion and extension,
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the medium (7 %) and large (10 %) implants showed a significant decrease in final implant
thickness as compared to before compressive testing (Figure 4F).
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Figure 4. Mechanical evaluation of MgP-PCL and PCL implants under physiological loading. A)
Axial loading condition. B) Stiffness of small and large PCL implants per cycle. C) Final implant thickness
of different sized implants of PCL before and after 5 cycles of compression as a reflection of permanent
deformation. D) Flexion and extension testing with a robotic arm system. E) Maximum force of small and
large implants (Surface area was not determined, work in progress). F) Final implant thickness of different
sized PCL implants before and after compression as a reflection of permanent deformation. * = p <0.05,
ANOVA post hoc Bonferroni.

In vitro culture
Caprine ACPCs showed slight positive staining for alizarin red, oil red O and safranin O
staining (Figure 5A) after culture in adipogenic, osteogenic, and chondrogenic medium
for 21, 28, and 28 days, respectively. Additionally, an increase in sGAGs per DNA was found
for all donors during 28 days of in vitro culture in 3D cell-laden hydrogel discs, a typically
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used 3D in vitro culture system for cartilage tissue engineering (Figure 5B). This increase
was predominantly shown in the first 14 days of culture.
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Figure 5. Caprine ACPCs. A) Tri-lineage assay shows that goat derived ACPCs are able to differentiate into
the osteogenic, adipogenic, and chondrogenic lineage. B) Quantification of sGAG/DNA per donor over the
course of 28 days of in vitro culture. * = p < 0.05, ANOVA, post hoc Bonferroni.

When assessing the effect of disc size (diameter = 6, 12, 24 mm, Figure 6A) on cartilagelike matrix distribution, all disc diameters showed an increase in sGAG/DNA after 14 and
28 days of culture (Figure 6B). After 28 days, a decrease in sGAG/DNA was observed
with increasing disc diameters, with 81, 59, and 48 μg/μg sGAG/DNA for discs with a
diameter of 6, 12, and 24 mm, respectively. A transition from a flat plate system (to reflect
the same number of nutrient and waste exchange directions as engineered cartilage
on osteochondral implants) to a transwell system (that reflects the highest number of
nutrient and waste exchange directions for bulk static culture) (Figure 6C) did not affect
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sGAG/DNA, total sGAG or DNA content in the 6 or 24 mm diameter discs after 28 days of
culture (Figure 6D).
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Figure 6. In vitro tissue culture. A-B) Effect of disc diameter (diameter = 6, 12, 24 mm, h = 2 mm) on
cartilage like matrix formation in terms of sGAG/DNA. C-D) Effect of in vitro culture on a flat plate system as
compared to on a transwell system with respect to cartilage-like matrix formation for 3D discs of 6 and 24
mm in diameter.* = p < 0.05, ANOVA, post hoc Bonferroni.

Automatic numerical control programming language (i.e., g-code)
generation
G-code generation to resurface the patient-specific .STL file, while keeping the distance
between the collecting implant and the printing head equal by translating in z-direction,
was successfully automated (Figure 7A). The number of steps along the length of a
complete line in x-, or y- direction, depended on the difference in z-coordinates along
this same x-, or y-trajectory and was determined as the Programmed Trajectory Accuracy
(PTA) (Figure 7B). This PTA can be adjusted by the user and an increase in PTA included
more steps in x-, and y- direction. Although a higher PTA involved an increased number of
steps and therefore an increase in MEW jet disturbance by acceleration and deceleration
in the motion pattern, only the high PTA printing condition showed a significant increase
in fibre diameter as compared to the low and medium PTA (Figure 7C). Even though the
lower PTA showed a lower resurfacing trajectory (Figure 7B), the measured resurfacing
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percentage was not affected by the PTA (Figure 7D). Irrespective of the amount of stacked
MEW fibres, the measured resurfacing remained at around 71% (Figure 7E).
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Figure 7. Automated g-code generation for MEW printing trajectory. A) Path from STL file to g-code
to resurfacing trajectory. B) Top view of resurfacing MEW printing trajectory with low, medium, and high
programmed trajectory accuracy (PTA). Green and red arrows indicate the specific points on 1 line where
the printhead navigates to for the x, and y- direction, respectively. C) Effect of PTA on fibre diameter. D) Effect
of PTA on measured % of resurfacing. E) Effect of MEW scaffolds height on measured % of resurfacing. * = p
< 0.05, ANOVA, post hoc Bonferroni.
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Figure 8. Extending the printhead trajectory. A). Automatically generated printhead trajectory stops
resurfacing at the edge of the implants. B) Manually extended printhead trajectory moves beyond the edge
of the implant. C). Simulation of the eventual printhead trajectory. D) Effect of manual extension of the
printhead trajectory on the total measured % of resurfacing. E) Effect of manual extension of the printhead
trajectory on the measured number of resurfacing in x-direction only. F-H) Macroscopic images of the
implants that were resurfaced with the fully automated g-code. I-K) Macroscopic images of the implants
that were resurfaced with the extended printhead trajectory. * = p < 0.05, unpaired t-test.
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By adjusting the automatic printhead trajectory (Figure 8A) that followed the exact
pattern of the .STL of the implant to an extended printhead trajectory (Figure 8B, C),
where the printing trajectory is manually extended in the automatically generated
g-code, the measured percentage of resurfacing was increased from 71% to 96%
(Figure 8D). This increase was mainly found in the x-direction where the collecting
implant showed more deviation in z-direction as compared to the y-direction (Figure
8E). The 71% of measured resurfacing for the automated printhead trajectory was
affected by the geometry of the implant as the part where the geometry included
the concave curvature (xii - xiii) showed a lower percentage of resurfacing as compared
to the part where the geometry only included the convex curvature (xi – xiii) (Figure
8F). Interestingly, incomplete resurfacing (71%) resulted in inaccurate fibre deposition
and subsequent piling up of fibres at the top of the implant (Figure 8F-H). This effect
was not found for the implants that were printed with the extended trajectory, where
accurate fibre patterning was observed (Figure 8I-K, Supplementary Figure 3). Fibre
deposition around the concave curvature (yellow arrow in Figure 8K) was less accurate
as compared to fibre deposition at the convex curvatures.

In vitro culture of completely resurfaced implants
As a proof-of-principle, the completely resurfaced implants (Figure 9) were cultured for
28 days. Directly after fabrication, macroscopic evaluation demonstrated that the implant
showed a smooth surface and maintained integrity.
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Figure 9. Completely resurfaced, large patient-specific, biofabricated implant.
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Discussion
Current developments in (bio)fabrication technologies allow for multi-material and multiscale fabrication resulting in tissue structures that more closely mimic native tissues.80,276,340
These developments have progressively improved the resolution of osteochondral plugs
that are fabricated to treat AC and osteochondral defects.81,202,273 Although promising in
vitro results have been shown, and mechanical stability of structurally strong plugs has
been shown in vivo, these plugs are still relatively small and do not directly translate
to patient-specific treatments. In this study, the first steps in the transition from the
osteochondral plug towards larger, patient-specific and mechanical competent implants
have been made.
Despite the fabrication challenges, engineering large tissue structures generally pose the
challenge of nutrient and waste exchange to provide a biological environment in which
the cells can produce matrix components and mature the engineered tissue.150,343 Multiple
strategies to overcome this challenge have been tried such as incorporation of (micro-)
channels within printed constructs247, controlled delivery mechanisms344, and modular
scaffold designs345 to mature the tissue prior to eventual assembly. The in vitro culture of
this study shows that for the 2 mm thick cartilage layer, nutrient and waste exchange did
not prevent matrix distribution in larger implants. Although there was less sGAG/DNA
production for the 12 mm and 24 mm diameter constructs as compared to the 6 mm
diameter construct, an increase in sGAGs was still found for all these constructs over the
course of 28 days. Moreover, placing both the 6- and 24-mm constructs on a transwell
culture system to allow nutrient and waste exchange from more directions, did not affect
matrix deposition in these constructs as compared to the flat plate culture system that
reflects the same amount of nutrient and waste exchange as engineered cartilage of an
osteochondral implant has. This suggests that the 2 mm thickness is not a limiting factor
for cartilage-like matrix formation. Multiple in vitro studies that use 2 mm thick discs as
a culture system for articular cartilage-like tissue formation support this result.84,167,274
Additionally, in a study that used aggregates to resurface the large tibia plateau, ample
matrix distribution and tissue maturation in terms of type II collagen alignment were
shown.319 Although that study did not use a gel as a cell carrier, it does show that a 2 mm
thick tissue does not have to be a limiting factor for articular cartilage-like tissue formation
and maturation.
Another challenge of fabricating larger implants is the cell source and cell availability
as cell-laden hydrogels generally use high cell densities to achieve matrix production
throughout the entire construct. Achieving high cell numbers can be challenging with
commonly used chondrocytes and MSCs as these loose chondrogenic potential after
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multiple proliferation cycles. Equine derived ACPCs do not show this limited proliferative
capacity and can therefore be expanded to high cell quantities.34,167 An additional benefit
of ACPCs as opposed to MSCs is that the former do not tend to go into hypertrophic
growth and subsequent osteogenic lineage. The cells used in this study are caprinederived cells from articular cartilage tissue that show the potential to differentiate into the
adipogenic, osteogenic, and chondrogenic lineage. Although no specific ACPC markers
are known, it is important to test the chondrogenic capacity of these cells after multiple
proliferation cycles to more thoroughly understand if the behaviour of these cells is similar
to that of equine-derived ACPCs. Other approaches to deal with the challenge of cell
availability are by co-culture of different cell types296, use of extracellular vesicles that act
as stimulating communication units between the cells346, or increasing cell-cell contact
by aggregating97,319 and preculturing chondrocytes and use these as building blocks for
tissue maturation.
In vivo implantation of osteochondral plugs at orthotopic locations that include high
loading regimes commonly results in unexpected outcomes, even when using materials
that have shown promise in in vitro studies as well as in ectopic in vivo studies (Diloksumpan
et al. Under review). The combination of loading and degradation of the material potentially
induces micro-movements of the implant which subsequently results in bone resorption
around it.347 Furthermore, if the implant loosens, this allows for infiltration of the synovial
fluid to the bone tissue, which subsequently results in further bone degradation and thus
intensifies the problem.348 To prevent micromovement and to further understand the role
of mechanical loading on our implants, this study showed the effect of implant size on
the mechanical properties of these implants under physiological loading conditions by
using a DLP fabricated replica of the knee joint. Here, we show that an increase in implant
size results in a decrease in implant stiffness during axial compression. Additionally, the
maximum force of the implants decreased for larger implants as compared to smaller
implants. Permanent deformation of the implants was both shown after axial compression
and after flexion and extension. The 2-fold difference in stiffness between small and
large implants during axial compression, and the 3-fold difference in maximum force
during flexion-extension, highlight the importance of implant size as well as different
testing regimes. In future research, this data can be incorporated in a finite element (FE)
model that can be used to predict the mechanical loads on the implant and helps to
improve the design of the bone component. This important step towards patient-specific
implant stability, should also include the structural elements of the engineered cartilage
component on top of the bone component as well.
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To achieve larger patient-specific implants that include MEW fibres as the structural
elements of the cartilage-component, it is important to maintain a constant electrical
field strength by applying a constant collector to spinneret distance.349 Therefore, the
curvature of the joint has to be followed with a constant distance between the collecting
joint and the MEW printhead. As part of this study, a software tool has been developed to
automatically generate a machine-specific g-code that accurately deposits MEW boxes on
top of the complex MgP-PCL joint structure. The percentage of resurfacing was shown to
be only 71% when exactly following the contours of the STL. file, which can be explained
by a deviation between the position of the printhead and the position where the actual
fibre is deposited, caused by the viscoelastic behaviour of melt electrowritten PCL (also
referred to as the “jetlag”). The piling up of fibres with this low percentage of resurfacing
can be explained by the charge accumulation at the higher parts of the implant and the
electrostatic autofocussing effect that favours vertical layer stacking.290 Manual extension
of the printhead trajectory after automatic generation of g-code was performed to achieve
96% of resurfacing. This manual extension could potentially be avoided by direct feedback
based on in-line monitoring of the jetlag and direct automatic extension of this printhead
trajectory based on this jetlag. Additionally, although MEW onto the convex geometries
was shown to be accurate, the accuracy decreased for the concave geometries. As this
study only included a correction in z-direction and used a 3-axis platform, this might be
improved by including an extra rotational axis to achieve a jet that is always normal-tosurface. With a normal-to-surface jet, even more control over fibre positioning could be
achieved and other MEW designs on non-planar surfaces could be explored. For example,
by applying an offset in the printhead trajectory, out-of-plane, arched structures have
been established.350 This approach can be explored to mimic the structurally important
“Benninghoff arcades”40 and subsequently aid in further approximating the mechanical
properties of AC tissue, which is a key requirement for regenerating AC tissue.100

Conclusion
This study provides a roadmap for the successful scale-up from an osteochondral
plug towards larger patient-specific implants for the treatment of joint damage. The
mechanical characterization under physiological conditions shows that the implant
size affects the stiffness of the implant (under axial loading) and maximum force (under
flexion-extension). Large implants show lower stiffness, lower maximum force, and more
permanent deformation as compared to small implants. Increased implant size did not limit
cartilage-like tissue formation and additionally submerging the bottom of the construct
in culture medium did not result in an increase in matrix production in neither the small or
larger implants. This study provides an effective tool to automatically generate g-code to
achieve a constant collecting implant to printhead distance. This allows for accurate MEW
reinforcing fibre deposition on implants with patient-specific geometry. Manual extension
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of the printing trajectory in the direction that included most deflection in z-direction was
needed to completely cover the bone-component with reinforcing MEW fibres. This study
showed successful fabrication of a multi-scale, patient-specific, large, mechanically stable,
osteochondral implant with a complex geometry and an ability to form cartilage like
matrix close to currently used smaller sized implants. These first steps are imperative for
moving towards mechanically stable, multi-scale patient-specific osteochondral implants
for the treatment of clinically relevant (osteo)chondral defects.
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Supplementary figures

Supplementary Figure 1. Flowchart of automative g-code generation for MEW printhead trajectory.
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Addressing the structural and mechanical challenges
of the biofabricated osteochondral implant and how
to further mimic native tissue architecture
The knee joint is a mechanically challenging environment for implantation due to the
combination of compressive (up to 6 MPa31) and shear (up to 0,085 MPa31) loads that act
on the articulating cartilage surface. A successful implant for (osteo)chondral tissue repair
treatment requires similar mechanical properties as native tissue in order to survive and
efficiently transfer loads. To address the structural and mechanical challenges of these
implants, improving such mechanical properties of the load-transferring engineered
chondral component, as well as the strength of the cartilage-to-bone interface, is vital.
In this thesis, melt electrowriting (MEW) was used to expand the application of hydrogelbased materials to engineer (osteo)chondral implants by providing structural support
to the cartilage component in both compression and shear, while also facilitating the
strong interconnection between the cartilage and bone components. As hydrogels are
intrinsically soft because of their low polymer volume, implantation of these hydrogels
hitherto led to implant failure. Previously, MEW was used to mechanically reinforce soft
cell-laden hydrogel constructs, which led to a significantly higher compressive modulus
as compared to non-reinforced hydrogel constructs.84,92 Computational modelling
showed that this effective reinforcing strategy is attributed to the load carrying-ability of
the interconnections of the MEW fibres combined with the Poisson effect (i.e. the MEW
fibres supress lateral hydrogel expansion when the implant is submitted to compressive
loads).93 Other mechanical reinforcing strategies have been employed to improve the
mechanical properties of cartilage implants, such as use of weaving technologies292,
interpenetrating networks (IPN)114, nano-particle reinforcement115, fused deposition
modelling (FDM) fibre reinforcement82,86,253,336, hydrogel-based reinforcement163, and
solution electrospinning83. Reinforcement using fibre structures fabricated with FDM is
most widely explored.82,150,184 This approach fabricates fibres with an average diameter of
around 100 – 200 μm. Depending on the chosen design, the reinforcing material, and the
method (print or cast) of including the (cell-laden) hydrogel, the compressive properties
of FDM-reinforced hydrogel constructs can achieve values up to 6 MPa.82,86 Converged
layer-by-layer printing of polycaprolactone (PCL) FDM reinforcement and a methacrylated
hyaluronic acid (HAMA)-based bioink hampered optimal fusion of the thermoplastic PCL
fibres and resulted in lower compressive properties (around 4 MPa) of the composite
structure.305 Even lower compressive modulus values can be achieved for FDM-reinforced
constructs. A compressive equilibrium modulus between 0.2 and 0.9 MPa resulted from
the use of a double-offset printing design while co-printing FDM PCL fibres with an IPN
hydrogel.86 Although the values of FDM reinforced constructs covers such a wide range
in compressive moduli, the thick fibre diameter of FDM scaffolds hampers efficient
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interconnection of the non-fibrous components of the construct, which consequently
limits homogeneous cartilage-like tissue deposition. Additionally, the stiff nature of the
thick, high volume fraction of PCL fibres can result in stress-shielding and compromise
matrix deposition, as chondrocytes are stimulated to produce neocartilage tissue by
environmental mechanical cues.351–356 Furthermore, in vivo tissue remodelling should
balance the degradation of the structural elements of the implant.357,358 Establishing
this balance is even more challenging with use of thick, high volume fraction, structural
elements. Although thick (diameter ~200 μm) hydrogel reinforcement allows for highly
controllable degradation of the reinforcing component, the achieved compressive
modulus of 138 to 263 kPa is more applicable for softer tissues.163
The mechanical properties of native articular cartilage (AC) tissue are dependent on both
the fibrous and non-fibrous components of the extracellular matrix (ECM). Yet, although
glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) also contribute to the shear and compressive properties of
AC tissue, their main function is to retain pretension in the collagen structure by attracting
water.359–361 As GAG production has already been shown upon chondrogenic stimulation
of mesenchymal stromal cells (MSCs), chondrocytes, and articular cartilage resident
progenitor cells (ACPCs) in gelatin methacryloyl (gelMA)-based three-dimensional (3D)
tissue cultures167, the focus of this thesis was recreating the structure of the fibrous
part (type II collagen) of the ECM. Collagen fibres are strong in tension and, therefore,
able to counterbalance the swelling pressure and subsequently withstand compressive
loading.362 The zone-dependent directionality of the collagen fibres in AC leads to
effective load transfer throughout the tissue. In fact, a strong correlation between the
amount and directionality of collagen fibres and the AC shear modulus exists, as the shear
loads are converted to stretching of the collagen fibres.41,361 The chosen fibre design in this
thesis was inspired by the structural orientation of the collagen fibres in native AC tissue. A
complex shear modulus up to 90 kPa, as well as compressive properties up to 600 kPa, were
achieved and it was shown that these properties are dependent on the specific design
and volume fraction of the MEW reinforcing fibres, as well as on the amount of in vitrocultured cartilage-like matrix. Although MEW facilitated the reinforcement of hydrogel
constructs in both shear and compression, and the implants survived the challenging in
vivo conditions, the compressive properties of native AC tissue are still not matched.
To increase the compressive properties of regenerative implants, further mimicking the
structural composition of native AC tissue is key. This will enable increased retainment
of (swelling-inducing) GAGs and improve the intrinsic strength of the reinforcing fibres
and the interconnection between the fibrous and non-fibrous components of the
implant. In native AC tissue, type II collagen fibres comprise a complex hierarchy that
includes attachment of type III and type IX collagen, the latter able to electrostatically
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bind to aggrecan.363–365 This distinct architecture and composition of type II collagen fibres
contributes to the entrapment of proteoglycans and may well be mimicked by through
the use of (bio)fabrication technologies.
Recreation of the structurally important “Benninghoff” architecture with MEW potentially
allows for further tissue mimicry and better load transfer. MEW has mainly been performed
in an in-plane fashion, limiting the fabrication of arched structures. This thesis showed the
first out-of-plane fabrication of MEW fibres (Chapter 2). Recently, it has been shown that
by applying an offset in the printing trajectory using highly accurate MEW machines, more
distinctive designs are possible which could potentially lead to the fabrication of arched
structures with MEW.350 Alternatively, the arched architecture may well be fabricated with
the use of hydrogel collector plates that guide the MEW fibre direction (Chapter 5).
The reinforcing material used in this thesis, PCL, is inert and does not interact with the
hydrogels used, nor does it stimulate specific cell behaviour. The interaction between
the reinforcing fibres and the cell-laden hydrogel could be improved by MEW of a
methacrylate-functionalized blend of poly(hydroxymethylglycolide-co-e-caprolactone)/
poly(e-caprolactone)(pHMGCL/PCL) that allows for a covalent grafting to the hydrogels
used.181 To guide cell-growth and alignment, pHMGCL has been processed with MEW for
cardiac tissue engineering.169 The feasibility of processing such cell-interactive material
with MEW is high, as MEW is a relatively new technique and the library of materials that
could be processed with this system keeps expanding.90,366,367
Retainment of chondral implants in AC defects remains challenging and using an ostealanchor has been proven effective in a press-fit method for implantation of a cartilage
tissue construct.336 To firmly connect the engineered cartilage part to the osteal anchor,
the design of the interface between cartilage and bone should be carefully considered.
Combining MEW and extrusion-based printable calcium phosphate (pCaP) printing
results in a strong connection between the cartilage-to-bone interface (Chapter 3). Apart
from enabling effective integration of the cartilage and bone compartments within an
engineered osteochondral plug, this approach may also be applicable to other engineered
tissue interfaces, such as the tendon-to-bone interface. The design of the interconnection
between mechanically dissimilar materials can be established more easily now that MEW
technology is converged with the bioprinting process in a single biofabrication system.
Taken together, by using native tissue as an inspiration for the design of the structural
elements of the chondral unit and the interface between cartilage and bone, mechanically
reinforced implants that withstand the challenging in vivo environment could be achieved.
A secure connection between the cartilage-to-bone interface was combined with a
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reinforced cartilage compartment that showed a compressive modulus of 600 kPa and a
complex shear modulus of 90 kPa. However, the compressive properties are not equal to
native tissue and further mimicking of the structural type II collagen architecture may aid
to provide even further improvement of the mechanical stability.

Role of converging (bio)fabrication technologies to further mimic
osteochondral tissue architecture
Articular cartilage is a highly organised tissue with over 200 different proteins36, and the
multi-scale organization of these components facilitates its load-bearing function. The
relation between the form and function of native tissue is well accepted.80 Thus, to generate
functional osteochondral implants, it is vital to mimic its native tissue architecture. To
aid in generating grafts that show mature tissue mimicry, high resolution, multi-scale
and multi-material fabrication is required. Although current singular (bio)fabrication
technologies are not yet able to generate the high-resolution, multi-scale architecture of
native (osteo)chondral tissue, these technologies are maturing towards creating clinically
relevant tissue grafts.80
Here, fabrication of multi-scale osteochondral implants was achieved by convergence of
(bio)fabrication technologies. This thesis shows the first-time convergence of MEW and
extrusion-based bioprinting within a single bioprinting platform (Chapter 5). By doing
so, control over fibre reinforcing design, as well as zonal distribution of multiple celltypes, densities, and matrix components has been achieved. Although other studies have
converged FDM printing with hydrogel printing82, or electrohydrodynamic printing with
FDM printing200, the exhibited level of hierarchy in the fibrous and non-fibrous component
has not been shown before. One of the limitations of this converged approach is, however,
the long manufacturing time that can negatively affect cell behaviour. This challenge
might be overcome by decreasing fabrication time by use of multiple printing heads368,
different needle head designs that enable simultaneous multi-fibre deposition108,369–371, or
by implementing systems that locally stimulate a higher humidity to ensure a water-rich
environment for the cells.
To fully mimic native AC tissue, a higher spatial resolution of the non-fibrous components
is needed. While extrusion-based bioprinting with cell-laden hydrogels generally results
in fibre diameters of around 200-300 μm, extrusion-based 3D-printing with shrinkable
hydrogels can eventually yield in channels of 180 μm in diameter after shrinking twice
in size.372 Although promising, this system is not yet tested with cells and can only be
used along with a cell-seeding strategy. Alternatively, volumetric bioprinting shows high
potential, as the resolution achieved outperforms the resolution and design freedom of
regular extrusion-based hydrogel depositing technologies.373 Yet, multi-material printing
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and convergence of volumetric printing and reinforcing strategies have not yet been
employed. As a high-resolution fibre deposition technology, MEW has also been used
to process hydrogel scaffolds. However, besides being a time consuming process to
eventually deposit cells, stacking of these hydrogel fibres and thereby building higher
3D structures, remains a challenge.374 Other ways to achieve higher spatial resolution in
tissue mimicry is by smart needle design, e.g. micro-fluidic-inspired needle designs to mix
hydrogels and deposit a gradient of cells or matrix components within the same hydrogel
strand.375 Examples of advanced use of smart cartridge150 or needle design include multimaterial extrusion260, and using a multi-material multi-nozzle 3D printing system, which
resulted in printing of voxels with a diameter that resembles the diameter of the nozzle
thus eliminating the Barus-effect that is in part responsible for the increased diameter of
hydrogel fibres.376 Alternative approaches to achieve hierarchy in 3D scaffolds that do not
involve increasing the actual resolution of the deposited hydrogel filaments exist such as
the use of pre-functionalized materials that stimulate specific cell behaviour307,377,378 or the
use of combined external stimuli, e.g. the magnetic field, temperature and light, which
resulted in cell alignment in an initially anisotropic cell-laden hydrogel.379 Based on the
potential of all these individual technologies, it is even more evident that convergence of
technologies holds promise for the future of tissue mimicry.
As demonstrated in Chapter 4, convergence of technologies is challenging as the optimal
printing environment might differ between technologies. It is envisioned that artificial
intelligence (AI) will be of particular value for further integration of different fabrication
technologies for tissue mimicry. For example, by facilitating decision-making and optimal
design both the efficient use of machine and (cell-laden) bioinks will be improved and
progress in tissue mimicry will be accelerated. Furthermore, upon development of
sensors (e.g. optical237, pH, temperature, humidity) as well as in software tools that make
predictions based on analysis of large data sets, AI might aid in real-time monitoring
and subsequent controlling of high-throughput biofabrication processes.238,239 Real-time
monitoring and controlling of high-resolution fabrication can lead to less print-failure
and make the overall process more efficient. This advanced approach requires expensive
multi-disciplinary knowledge which can be stimulated by overarching grants and the
increased commercialisation of biofabrication technologies. Commercialisation increases
the availability of affordable bioprinting solutions that in turn stimulates development
in bioprinting and biomaterial research. This increase in development and lower costs
of biofabrication technologies will also accelerate clinical translation of 3D bioprinting
technologies in the upcoming years. This consequently aids in achieving the envisioned
solution of using biofabrication technologies to generate an osteochondral implant
with an architecture that is inspired by native tissue as a therapeutic treatment for
cartilage defects.
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Translation of diarthrodial joint resurfacing
In view of the ultimate translation of the biofabricated osteochondral plug towards a
potential patient-specific therapeutic solution for AC defects, translational challenges
and long-term in vivo implant evaluation were addressed in this thesis, and implants that
display the anatomical features of the joint were generated. First, the effects of frequently
used (bio)materials and anatomically relevant geometries on the accuracy of MEW
fibre deposition were evaluated (Chapter 6). The main finding was that it is feasible to
accurately deposit MEW fibres on electrically conductive materials (e.g. hydrogels) and on
less conductive materials (e.g. bioceramics and thermoplasts) if a constant electrical field
strength was considered and the electrical force was directed perpendicular, normal, to
the collecting material. Having explored and optimized the MEW process over a range of
anatomically relevant collector materials, another existing challenge lies in the generation
of a printhead trajectory to resurface non-planar collecting geometries. As MEW is typically
used to fabricate 3D fibre meshes on uniform flat or rotating380 collector plates there is
a lack of software tools to generate more complex MEW printhead trajectories. None
exists that actually allows a continuous printhead trajectory that follows a predetermined
curvature that is based on an .STL file. To facilitate user-friendly g-code generation for the
resurfacing of anatomically relevant geometries based on a computed tomography (CT)
scan, a program that semi-automatically generates g-code to resurface the geometry of
an standard tessellation language (.STL) file was developed (Chapter 9). The impact of
such a program for research involving MEW onto non-planar structures lies in the quicker,
automatized way in which patient-specific resurfacing trajectories can be determined.
The studies in this thesis focussed on effective resurfacing of convex geometries and
further research regarding the resurfacing of concave shapes is still required. Following
the findings regarding the resurfacing of convex geometries described in this thesis,
it seems reasonable to also assume that maintaining a constant distance between the
spinneret and the surface of the implant, i.e. by following the implant-specific curvature
while assuring a perpendicular (normal) direction of the printhead to the surface of
the implant, will also result in control over fibre deposition of concave geometries. It is
envisioned that a combination of automatic g-code generation and the addition of an
extra rotational axis in either the spinneret or the collector plate123, will aid in achieving
accurate MEW fibre deposition on concave and convex geometries.
To translate biofabricated osteochondral implants towards a therapeutic solution for
the treatment osteochondral (OC) defects, orthotopic long-term in vivo evaluation in a
relevant animal model is crucial. Chapter 8 describes the results of the in vivo evaluation
of biofabricated osteochondral plugs that were orthotopically implanted for 6 months
in an equine OC defect model. The equine model has been shown to be a relevant, yet
challenging, model for orthotopic in vivo studies27,177,178 and equine (pony) joints are
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roughly similar in size and have similar cartilage thickness and biochemical composition
compared to the human knee joint.27 Furthermore, (degenerative) joint disease is as
prevalent in horses as it is in humans, thus signifying a comparable unmet clinical need.332
Although a number in vivo studies with biofabricated implants have been performed for
cartilage repair, these were mainly focussed on the biocompatibility of the materials used
by subcutaneous or ectopic implantation.324–327,375 Orthotopically implanted hydrogels
generally failed in the mechanical challenging joint environment.336,381 The study presented
in this thesis (Chapter 8) was the first to show that a fully biofabricated osteochondral
implant can survive the mechanically challenging environment in the joint. The structural
integrity of the implants, achieved by introducing hierarchy in fibre-orientation, was of
pivotal importance for survival of these implants and the use of pre-cultured cells seemed
less important. This is in line with recent research that calls for the use of biofabrication
technologies to include the structural components and achieve mechanically stable
osteochondral grafts.100 A further, more fundamental understanding in the formation
and maturation of the structural fibrous components (e.g. the type II collagen network)
is needed. Advanced biofabrication technologies potentially aids in stimulating the
development of the eventual mechanical tissue structure, while providing a degradable
framework that provides this structure during such development.
Whether or not to use cells and if so, which type (e.g. chondrocytes, chondrons, MSCs,
ACPCs), which origin (e.g. allogeneic or autologous) and whether or not to preculture
them, remains topic of debate. A good example of efficient cell-therapy for the treatment
of chondral defects is the coculture of chondrons and MSCs.296 By combining autologous
MSCs with chondrons, less chondrons are needed to still achieve cell-cell communication.
This cell combination is implanted with fast degrading fibrin glue and without a precultured matrix to begin with. Alternatively, ACPCs also seemed a promising alternative
cell source as they have an unlimited proliferative capacity and are not prone to go into
a hypertrophic phenotype and the subsequent osteogenic lineage as seen in MSCs.34,167
In this thesis, allogenic ACPCs were used, and although literature suggests that use of
allogenic ACPCs should be reconsidered as adverse effects were shown after 12 months of
implantation in the equine model382, the studies presented here did not elicit any adverse
immune reaction to these allogenic ACPCs.
One of the most interesting findings from the in vivo study in this thesis is that the cellfree plugs eventually performed similar in neocartilage tissue formation and mechanical
properties as compared to the pre-cultured cell-laden plugs. Thus, osteochondral defects
may well be treated with mechanically stable, cell-free implants that exhibit a patientspecific shape. Cell-free approaches to repair osteochondral defects have been used
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before by implantation of synthetic scaffolds.48,75383 Furthermore, bottom up approaches
for the repair of chondral defects that use cells combined with fast degrading fibrin glue
suggest that the initial cell organization might not be needed to achieve repair tissue that
eliminates clinical symptoms.384,385 As it is shown that the structural stability is imperative,
biofabrication technology may well aid in the fabrication of patient-specific mechanical
stable implants that allow for ample neo-cartilage formation. The patient-specific fit is
important to prevent infiltration of synovial fluid to the bone, where this potentially leads
to osteolysis and subsequent implant failure.347348 Previously, successful cartilage tissue
regeneration in the rabbit shoulder has been established by use of a cell-free, human
transforming growth factor-β3 (TGF-β3)-laden, patient-specific implant.386 Although
promising, the difference in the regenerative capacity of articular cartilage between
rabbits and human has to be considered.387,388
The ability to treat osteochondral defects with patient-specific implants eliminates the
use of expensive pre-culture systems and complicated translation of cell-based strategies
for the regeneration of smaller, yet critical-sized osteochondral defects. Even though
the defects (diameter = 6 mm) that were used in the equine model were considered
critical size defects389, for smaller osteochondral defects the presence of a mechanically
stable structure that limits leakage of cells and matrix-components, might be sufficient
to regenerate such defects. Still, whether these mechanically stable structures actually
limit matrix component leakage or not, is yet to be studied. The origin of the infiltrated
cells, as well as the long-term effect of cartilage matrix formed by these infiltrated cells is
unknown. However, if long-term effects are promising, and the nature of these infiltrating
cells is known, it would be valuable to study to which extent, e.g. defect size, this cell-free
approach would work. The clinical impact of such an off-the-shelf therapeutic strategy
would be tremendous, even if it would only hold true for smaller sized defects. Due to
the high volume of large implants, it is still envisioned that including cells will aid in the
production and maturation of large quantities of neo-cartilage matrix for larger defect
treatment.
Irrespective of cell-source and nature, the question remains whether newly produced
cartilage-like matrix can eventually be organized in such way that it takes over the structural
function of the biodegradable reinforcing framework, which is even more important for
large implants. The implants of the in vivo study performed in this thesis did not show the
distinct collagen alignment after 6 months of implantation. It might be that remodelling
of an already precultured matrix is actually limiting tissue maturation as compared
to non-precultured implants where matrix can directly be deposited at the required
location. Next to the aforementioned envisioned strategies to increase the resolution of
biofabrication technologies, dynamic culture systems319,355,390 that induce biomechanical
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stimulation might aid to increase the level of maturation of larger pre-cultured implants.
Upon combining this level of maturation with the mechanically stable implants, in vivo
remodelling of the already pre-cultured matrix might be reduced or eliminated. To
better understand the role of maturation and in vivo remodelling of deposited matrix
components, a mechanically stable, statically precultured implant should be compared to
a dynamically precultured implant that already shows the matured cartilage structure, as
well as to a cell-free control.
The bone component of the osteochondral implants functioned as an anchor for the
chondral region of the implant.336 Where the initially used pCaP allowed for a secure
interconnection between the cartilage-to-bone interface via incorporation of MEW
fibres in both the bone and cartilage phase, and the osteoinductive properties of this
material were demonstrated in vivo335, the brittleness of pCaP posed a challenge during
implantation. Partial failure of the brittle pCaP material upon implantation potentially
leads to an imperfect fit and (micro-) movement along bone tissue, which subsequently
results in osteolysis.347 Therefore, a more resilient bone-like material was used for later
studies in this thesis. Medical grade PCL was combined with magnesium phosphate and
strontium ions (MgPSr-PCL30), which resulted in an extrusion-based 3D printable bone
material that posed less of a challenge during implantation, yielded an elastic modulus
of around 40 MPa, and promoted in vivo bone regeneration in the non-load bearing
tuber coxae model.341 Although Chapter 9 suggest that there is a good interconnection
between extrusion based 3D printed MgP-PCL and MEW PCL fibres, the strength of the
cartilage-to-bone interface needs to be quantified, using similar approaches as described
for the evaluation of the pCaP material (Chapter 4).
Implantation of a biodegradable material that has a structural function at a load bearing
location is challenging and the relation between degradation and stress distribution
needs to be thoroughly studied. Chapter 9 elucidates the difference in stress distribution
for differently sized bone implants. Data from this chapter could be used in future research
to develop a computational model that has significant potential to provide further insight
into the optimal internal design of implants to achieve sufficient strength and neo-bone
tissue ingrowth. Additionally, upon including the effect of the cartilage part on the stress
distribution for large, patient-specific implants, optimization of the integration strategies
between the cartilage-to-bone interface (Chapter 4) can be achieved.
Taken together, there is potential to use highly organized osteochondral plugs for the
treatment of AC defects. Clinical translation of biofabricated implants for osteochondral
defects still faces challenges, including compliance to Good Manufacturing Practice
protocols and the use of clinically approved materials.391 Nonetheless, the mechanical
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stability of a biofabricated osteochondral plug with hierarchy in cell-deposition and fibreorientation does show promise for clinical translation.
This thesis focussed on fabricating osteochondral implants for (osteo)chondral defects
in the knee joint. Although the biomechanical properties of AC are joint-dependent and
related to loading patterns, e.g. human articular hip cartilage is stiffer, less thick, and less
permeable as compared to human knee cartilage, the methods used in this thesis are
possibly translatable to other diarthrodial joint structures as well.392

Impact of highly organized osteochondral structures beyond
diarthrodial joint resurfacing
The potential use of biofabrication technologies to generate highly organized
osteochondral structures does extend beyond the use as an implant to treat OC defects
and may also be of benefit for the fabrication of preclinical models. Promising results
from in vitro studies do not always directly translate to positive results in in vivo studies.
In turn, positive in vivo results are not directly translatable to human therapeutic strategies,
in part because of species-to-species differences.393 Advanced in vitro models and organon-chip technologies might provide a way to bridge the gap between in vitro studies
and clinical translation.394 Organ-on-chip platforms are microfluidics-based multichannel
devices used to mimic the native microenvironment of a specific tissue. As the platforms
are relatively small in size, they offer great potential for high-throughput and patientspecific testing. By integrating multisensory systems to such platforms, continuous
monitoring of biomarkers and cellular response can be achieved.395 Once the tissue
specific microenvironment is established in an organ-on-chip model, different chips can
be combined to mimic the complete system that is involved in specific pathologies. For
example, a joint-on-a-chip model would combine an osteochondral unit-on-chip with
a synovial membrane-on-chip, Hoffa’s fat pad-on-chip, ligament-on-chip, meniscus-onchip, and a tendon-on-chip to recapitulate the complex joint environment where the
healthy situation could be studied and compared with pathological situations such as
osteoarthritis (OA).394 A few examples of osteochondral unit-on-chip-systems have been
shown, yet these systems lack mechanical stimulation, are not connected to other relevant
tissues in the joint and may therefore not be feasible as a model to bridge between in vitro
and in vivo studies.396–398
Especially to recapitulate the mechanical stress distribution, multi-scale biofabrication of
anatomically relevant geometries might aid to improve the joint-on-chip development
and therewith allow for high-throughput and patient-specific testing. Additionally,
fundamental research questions related to healthy AC tissue maturation, ideal cell source,
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or patient-specific biomaterial degradation may, albeit in part, be answered by these
sophisticated organ-on-chip platforms.

Conclusion
The main aim of this thesis was to fabricate a functional osteochondral implant
(Figure 1), inspired by native tissue architecture, through the combination of 3D (bio)
fabrication technologies. By improving the mechanical properties of hydrogel constructs
with smart fibre design fabricated with melt electrowriting (MEW), and converging MEW
into the extrusion-based bioprinting process, mechanically stable osteochondral implants
with hierarchy in fibre orientation and cell distribution were successfully developed.
The in vivo evaluation of these implants in a relevant animal model supported the idea
that the structural elements are critical for the success of these implants and additionally
suggest that cells might not be required for the regeneration of smaller osteochondral
defects. Together with the translation from a relatively small osteochondral cylindrical
implant to a completely resurfaced, patient-specific, clinically relevant-sized implant, the
potential to use advanced biofabrication technologies for implant fabrication for surgical
treatment of osteochondral defects was shown.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of the steps taken from mechanically soft hydrogels to larger resurfacing of a patientspecific implant, and future directions to take. MEW = melt electrowriting. Ch = chapter.
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Introduction
The human meniscus is a fibrocartilaginous tissue in the knee joint that can be divided
in an inner zone composed of cartilage-like tissue, and an outer zone with a more
fibrous phenotype399,400. It plays a crucial role in load transmission in the knee due to an
organized network of radial and circumferential collagen fibres399,401,402. Meniscus injury
affects young and active patients, as well as the elderly and is highly disabling. Successful
surgical repair of meniscal tears is limited to the outer, vascularized region in young
patients, as compared to the minimally regenerative inner zone and to older patients403,404.
Treatment, therefore, often involves meniscectomy, removal of the damaged part of
the meniscus. Meniscectomy relieves symptoms in the short term, but is related to a
high risk of osteoarthritis in the long term due to the loss of contact area and altered
load bearing405–407. Current strategies for replacement of the meniscus have important
drawbacks. Transplantation of meniscus allografts is costly and conclusive evidence on
long-term effectiveness is lacking408,409. The Collagen Meniscus Implant (CMI®; Stryker,
Kalamazoo, MI), a clinically available implant composed of bovine type 1 collagen, offers
short term clinical improvement, but tissue deposition is limited in the long-term410.
Moreover, it does not account for the zonal organization and direction of collagen fibres
in the meniscus. The clinical need for a durable meniscus implant is, therefore, unmet.
Ideally, such an implant should allow for sufficient dampening and load transfer in order
to withstand the challenging in vivo conditions. To improve durability and reactiveness to
the joint environment, it should be biocompatible and exhibit optimal pore size and pore
interconnectivity to achieve cell infiltration and tissue ingrowth411. It should not lead to
kissing lesions of opposing cartilage surfaces as these might eventually lead to articular
cartilage defects and related pathological conditions.
A potential solution to the limited mechanical properties of current implants could lie
in mimicking the fibre architecture of meniscus tissue. Recent developments in fibre
deposition technologies seem promising for mimicking such complexity at native tissue
resolution. For meniscus tissue engineering, materials like alginate, gelatin blends, and silk
fibroin have been tested as cell carriers.412 Some of these materials were bioprinted, and
even combined with other additive manufacturing technologies, such as the combination
of extrusion-based printing of alginate and exposure to acoustic waves to induce cellalignment while crosslinking the alginate biomaterial.413 However, these biomaterials
degrade too quickly in vivo, or are not able to fulfil the load transferring function of
the meniscus as they collapse under the intense loading conditions in the joint. (Bio)
fabrication technologies, such as fused deposition modelling (FDM), can fabricate a
polymeric framework that can be combined with biomaterials to mechanically reinforce
them.414,415 FDM has also been combined with nano-fibre producing technologies, such
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as solution electrospinning, however, additional FDM support is still needed to achieve
aligned solution electrospun nano-fibres.416 Limitations of using FDM to generate this
framework include limited pore-interconnectivity and mechanical properties that are not
sufficient for load transfer and mechanotransduction. Additionally, the polymeric fibres
resulting from FDM potentially lead to kissing lesions on the femoral and tibial articulating
cartilage surfaces. Nano- to microfibre deposition technologies, such as random fibre
deposition with solution electrospinning and controlled and aligned fibre deposition
with melt electrowriting (MEW), have been used to reinforce hydrogels in biofabrication
of other joint-related tissue equivalents.84,199 Controlled deposited microfibres made
with MEW allow for sufficient pore interconnectivity, have a less rough/stiff surface as
compared to FDM polymeric fibres, and are able to achieve tissue equivalents that more
closely resemble the fibrous architecture of native tissue.
Pre-seeding a construct with cells can stimulate tissue formation and reactiveness to
the joint environment, and thereby enhance the long-term performance of a meniscus
scaffold. In order to facilitate clinical translation of a pre-seeded construct, the number
of autologous cells should not exceed the number that can be harvested during a
single surgical procedure. A sufficient number of cells/stimuli for tissue formation can be
achieved by combining recycled autologous meniscus cells obtained from the damaged
and meniscectomized area with allogeneic MSCs. Increased cartilage formation using
these cell combinations was already shown in a human clinical trial for cartilage defects417,
and in vitro for meniscus418.
In this study, we show proof-of-concept of a meniscus construct made from medicalgrade materials with MEW pre-seeded with a clinically feasible cell-source and number
for one-stage treatment of meniscal injury. Our construct is inspired by nature where
the radial and circumferential fibres establish the base for the mechanical properties.
We hypothesize that these biofabricated constructs are mechanically superior, and
biologically non-inferior to the clinically used CMI®. This study highlights the potential of
translating biofabrication to the clinic.

Materials and Methods
Scaffold design and printability
Scaffold design was based on native meniscus fibre architecture. MEW was used to
deposit micro-meter scale fibres in a circumferential (Figure 1A) and radial (Figure 1B)
manner. These two layer types were deposited with a programmed inter fibre spacing
of 225 μm or 160 μm (Figure 1C). The ratio of circumferential : radial fibres was 14:2 or
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12:4 (Figure 1C,D). To allow for high throughput testing, the meniscus scaffolds were
scaled down a factor 4 to fit into 24 well culture plates. Melt electrowriting was performed
with polycaprolactone (PCL, PURASORB, Corbion, The Netherlands) at 90 °C, a collector
distance of 5 mm, collector velocity of 10 mm/s, voltage of 10 kV, at a pressure of 0.118
MPa (3D Discovery, regenHU, Switzerland). Printability was assessed by measuring the
fibre diameter and inter fibre spacing along the circumferential and radial lengths of the
prints. These measurements were performed on images taken with scanning electron
microscope (SEM, Phenom Pro Desktop SEM, Thermo Fischer Scientific, USA) by using
Fiji software (ImageJ, version 2.0.0-rc-54/1.51h). SEM was performed with an accelerating
voltage of 10 kV to image the MEW fibres. Prior to imaging, samples were coated with 2
nm of gold to improve imaging quality. Homogeneity of the fibre diameter was assessed
by the standard deviation and the measured inter fibre spacing was compared to the
programmed inter fibre spacing. To assess printability of the ratio of circumferential : radial
fibres, SEM imaging was used with the same parameters as for the fibre measurements. Prior
to in vitro culture, scaffolds were treated with 1M NaOH in H2O to increase hydrophilicity
and improve immersion of the scaffolds with fibrin glue.
A.

Circumferential
fibre deposition

B.

Radial
fibre deposition

C.

D.
Variables:
Inter fibre spacing
225 µm
160 µm

Ratio circumferential : radial fibres
14:2 (LR)
12:4 (HR)

Figure 1. Scaffold design inspired by native fibre architecture. A) Printhead trajectory of MEW circumferential
fibres. B) Printhead trajectory of MEW radial fibres. C) Variables in design include variety in inter fibre spacing
and in the ratio between the circumferential and radial fibres. D) Illustration of variety in design of the ratio
of circumferential and radial fibres.
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Cell isolation and culture
Primary human meniscus cells were isolated from osteoarthritic menisci obtained after
total knee arthroplasty from 3 donors. The tissue was handled anonymously according
to the guidelines of the Federation of Dutch Medical Scientific Societies419 and as
approved by the ethical review board of the University Medical Center Utrecht. Briefly,
menisci were cut into 1-2 mm cubical pieces and digested in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s
medium (DMEM; Gibco, The Netherlands) with 0.2% pronase (Roche Diagnostics GmbH,
Mannheim, Germany), 100 U/ml penicillin (Gibco) and 100 µg/ml streptomycin (Gibco)
(1% p/s) at 37°C for 2 hours followed by an overnight digestion in DMEM with 0.075%
collagenase type 2 (Wortington Biochemical Corporation, Lakewood, NJ, USA), 1% p/s,
and 10% heat-inactivated Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS; Biowest, The Netherlands) at 37°C.
The digested tissue was run over a 70µm strainer (Greiner Bio-One International GmbH,
Austria) to remove debris, after which meniscus cells were cultured up to passage 2 in
DMEM with 1% p/s and 10% FBS. The use of human MSCs was approved by the institutional
ethical review board (TCBio 08-001 and 18/739). MSCs were obtained from bone marrow
aspirates obtained from 3 donors after written informed consent was obtained. Briefly,
bone marrow aspirate was Ficoll separated, and MSCs were expanded up to passage 4-5
in αMEM (minimal essential medium, Gibco) with 10% FBS, 1% 20 mM l-ascorbic acid-2phospate (1 % ASAP; Sigma-Aldrich), and 1% p/s.

CMI preparation
Eight CMIs® were cut using a negative mold and scalpel in order to obtain 4 times smaller
scale model. Prior to seeding the downscaled CMIs® with cells, the implants were treated
with 1% p/s and 50µg/ml gentamicin in PBS for 7 days and dried overnight.

Cell seeding
Cell seeding efficiency was determined by measuring DNA content on the scaffold and
in the medium. DNA was measured with a Picogreen assay (Invitrogen, USA) according
to the manufacturer’s protocol, with excitation at 485 nm and emission at 535 using a
Fluoroskan Ascent device (Thermo Fischer Scientific, USA). In order to seed the implants
and scaffolds with cells, MSCs and meniscus cells were mixed in a 20:80 ratio in a 1:15
dilution of fibrinogen (Tisseel, Baxter BV, The Netherlands) in PBS. For seeding, the implants
and scaffolds were placed in a seeding mold, after which 30 µl fibrinogen solution
containing a total of 1.5x105 cells was added. The 30 µl of 1:50 diluted thrombin in PBS
was added and the fibrin glue was allowed to gelate for 20 minutes at 37°C. The seeded
scaffolds and implants were cultured at 37°C/5% CO2 for 4 weeks in suspension plates
(Greiner Bio-One International GmbH, Austria) in DMEM with 1% p/s, 2% human serum
albumin (HSA; Sanquin Blood Supply Foundation, the Netherlands), 2% insulin-transferrin-
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selenium-ethanolamine (ITS-X; Gibco, USA), and 1% L-ascorbic acid 2-phosphate (ASAP,
Sigma Aldrich), with medium changes twice a week.

Mechanical testing
Compressive properties were assessed on a Q800 Dynamical Mechanical Analyser (DMA,
T.A. Instruments, USA) using confined compression of the implants and scaffolds with
an aluminium custom-made loading head in the negative shape of the constructs
(Figure 3). A preload of 0.001N was applied after which the constructs were compressed
until 30% of the original height at a 20% strain per minute rate. The compressive modulus
was calculated from the slope of the linear part of the stress-strain curves at 10% - 15% strain.

Biochemical assays
After 4 weeks of culture, implants and scaffolds were digested at 60°C overnight in papain
solution (50 μg/mL papain; Sigma-Aldrich, 0.2 M NaH2PO4, 0.1M EDTA, 0.01M cysteine,
pH 6). Proteoglycan content was assessed using a Dimethylmethylene Blue (DMMB; pH 3)
assay to quantify sulfated glycosaminoglycans. Absorbance was measured at 525 and 596
nm and chondroitin-6-sulfate (Sigma-Aldrich) was used as a standard. DNA content was
quantified using the Quant-iT PicoGreen kit (Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer’s
protocol, with excitation at 485 nm and emission at 535 using a Fluoroskan Ascent device
(Thermo Fischer Scientific).

Statistics
Data were analysed using IBM SPSS (version 15.0.0.2, Chicago, Illinois)/ Prism GraphPad
(version 8.3, San Diego, California). Fibre diameter and inter fibre spacing were measured
for 5 different samples. Differences were considered significant if p < 0.05, unpaired t-test
(fibre diameter and inter fibre spacing), or ANOVA, post hoc Bonferroni (compressive
modulus cell-free scaffolds (n = 3) and cell seeding efficiency (n = 3)). Data from the cellladen compressive modulus and biochemical assays after 28 days of culture has not been
tested on significant differences due to a lack of samples at this point (n = 2 instead of
n = 3, work in progress).

Results and Discussion
Melt electrowriting (MEW) of radial and circumferential fibres (Figure 1), inspired by
native fibre architecture, was successfully achieved. A clear distinction between the
radial and circumferential fibres could be observed upon alternating these layers for both
225 μm and 160 μm fibre spacings (Figure 2A). Translating the MEW printing head in
radial or circumferential trajectory resulted in an average fibre diameter of 15.91 μm ±
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160 µm
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500 µm
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5
0
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Programmed
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250

*

200
150
100
50
0

225

160

Programmed
inter fibre spacing (µm)

E.
225 µm HR

D.

Measured inter fiber spacing (µm)

500 µm

Fiber diameter (µm)

20

500 µm

300 µm

500 µm

500 µm

300 µm

500 µm

160 µm HR

1 mm

160 µm LR

A

1 mm

500 µm

300 µm

500 µm

Figure 2. Printability of radial and circumferential MEW fibres to achieve a wedge-shaped meniscus. A)
Top view of a single layer of radial and circumferential fibres. B) Fibre diameter of fibres for both inter fibre
spacings. C) Measured inter fibre spacing for both programmed inter fibre spacings. D) Macroscopic image
of a printed scaffold. E) SEM images of scaffolds with both inter fibre spacings and the different ratios of
circumferential and radial fibres. * = p < 0.05, t-test.

1.55 μm and 15.75 μm ± 1.58 μm, for the 225 μm and 160 μm programmed inter fibre
spacing, respectively (Figure 2B). Additionally, the measured inter fibre spacing was
close to the programmed line spacing (Figure 2C). The achieved fibre diameter is in line
with previously reported MEW PCL fibre diameters and could potentially be changed
by adapting the pressure that is applied to the polymer melt.155 Previous studies that
fabricated meniscus constructs were performed with FDM printing of PCL and resulted
in fibre diameters at least 10 times bigger (100 μm – 400 μm), which underscores the
potential of MEW as a (bio)fabrication technology to develop meniscus scaffolds. One
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of the limitations of the scaffolds produced in this study is that they are scaled down
resulting in significantly smaller scaffolds compared to the native meniscus. While this
was done to decrease the fabrication-related challenges, as well as to facilitate biological
evaluation, previous studies have already shown that scaffolds up to 8 mm in height can
be fabricated with MEW.290 However, it has to be tested whether this still allows for a high
resolution and accurate deposition of both the circumferential and radial fibres.
The native meniscus wedge-like shape was observed (Figure 2D,E). Moreover, fibre
stacking was sufficiently accurate to provide porosity in x-, y-, and z-direction (Figure 2E).
The custom-made holder for compressive analysis of the wedge-shaped meniscus
scaffold (Figure 3A-C) allowed mechanical testing of the melt electrowritten meniscus
scaffolds and the CMI implants. The compressive modulus of the cell-free MEW-reinforced
fibrin scaffolds is higher compared to the cell-free CMI scaffold (Figure 3D). No statistical
differences were found between the different fibre designs. Although no statistical
analysis can be performed at this stage as of a lack of samples, after 28 days of culture, the
HR design seems to show a higher compressive modulus as compared to the CMI and LR
designs (Figure 3E). However, no clear differences seem to be shown between the cellladen and cell-free constructs.
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Figure 3. Mechanical characterization of meniscus implants and scaffolds. A) Compressive testing system.
B) Custom made scaffold holder for compression of the wedge surface (top) C) Custom made scaffold
holder for compression (bottom). D) Compressive modulus of the different implant designs and CMI at
day 1, no cells. E) Compressive modulus of the different implant designs and CMI after 28 days of culture.
IFS = Inter fibre spacing. * = p< 0.05, ANOVA, post hoc Bonferroni.

Cell seeding efficiency was similar for all scaffolds and comparable to cell seeding in
typically used fibrin glue without a MEW scaffold (Figure 4A). DNA predominantly
remained on the scaffolds and the DNA loss in the medium only occurred in the first 4
days (Supplementary Figure 1). Although no statistical analysis has been performed
because of a lack of samples, this data suggests an increase in GAGs/DNA for all cell-laden
scaffolds after 28 days of in vitro culture (Figure 4B).
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Figure 4. Cell behaviour on MEW scaffolds as compared to CMI and fibrin glue. A) Cell seeding efficiency of
co-culture of meniscus cells and MSCs (20 : 80 ratio) on different scaffolds. B) Quantification of GAGs/DNA in
different constructs after 28 days of culture. IFS = inter fibre spacing.

Conclusion
Melt electrowriting can be used to fabricate 3D meniscus scaffolds with a combination
of circumferential and radial fibre orientation, similar to what is seen in native tissue.
Scaffolds made with MEW, combined with fibrin glue as a cell-carrier, provided a good
culture system for a co-culture of meniscus cells and MSCs, with a high cell seeding
efficiency. Including MEW fibres seems to reinforce cell-laden fibrin glue constructs and
seems to result in a higher compressive modulus as compared to the golden standard
CMI implants.
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Supplementary data
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Supplementary figure 1. Cell seeding efficiency of co-culture of meniscus cells and MSCs (20 : 80 ratio) on
different scaffolds. A) DNA in scaffolds B) DNA in medium. IFS = inter fibre spacing
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Background
In this thesis, the role of multi-scale biofabrication for osteochondral tissue in the knee
joint has been shown. However, the potential of this technology extends beyond
osteochondral tissue. Other diarthrodial joint tissue structures can potentially be mimicked
by use of multi-scale biofabrication as well. Here, the potential of the use of multi-scale
3D biofabrication for the enthesis (tendon-to-bone interface), as well as towards humanscale perfusable meniscus implant is shown.

Materials and methods
Fabrication enthesis
Polycaprolactone (PCL, PURAC, Corbion, The Netherlands) was combined with Magnesium
phosphate (MgP) as previously described (Chapter 9 and Golafshan et al, under review).
The combination of PCL and MgP (MgP-PCL) was extruded through a conical 22G nozzle
(Nordson EFD, USA) with an air pressure of 0.06 to 0.22 MPa and translation velocity of 5
mm/s at room temperature in a porous grid structure with 3 extra closed layers at the
edge (3D Discovery evolution, regenHU, Switzerland). These closed layers were used
to interconnect PCL microfibres that were deposited with melt electrowriting (MEW,
voltage = 8 kV, collector distance = 6 mm, collector velocity = 15 mm/s, air pressure =
0,12 MPa, temperature = 90°C (3D Discovery evolution, regenHU, Switzerland)). The PCL
microfibres were deposited in a pattern that started with a straight line and ended in
eight diverging fibres that were partly deposited onto the closed MgP-PCL layers at the
edge. Starting with a layer of MgP-PCL, ten layers of MEW fibres were alternated with one
layer of MgP-PCL until a total of 10 layers of MgP-PCL was achieved. Additionally, MEW of
PCL microfibres was also performed on a rotating mandrel (diameter = 1 mm) to achieve
tubular structures that were eventually meant to combine multiple straight ends of the
microfibres that were interconnected into the MgP-PCL layers.

Tenocyte harvest and culture
Equine derived tenocytes were isolated from the patellar tendon of three skeletally
mature equine donors. These donors had been donated to science by their owners and
procedures were followed according to the guidelines of the Ethical and Animal Welfare
body of Utrecht University. Briefly, vessel-free areas from the patellar tendon were sliced
into 3 – 4 mm patches and placed into a 6-well plate. Without media, these plates are
incubated at 37°C for 1 hour to ensure attachment of the tendon-patches to the plate.
Culture medium consisting of Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium (31966, Thermo Fisher
Scientific, USA), supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum (Gibco, Thermo Fisher
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Scientific, USA), 1% non-essential amino acids (100X, Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA),
and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) was gently added
until the tendon samples were fully submerged. After 5-10 days, cells were migrated out
of the tendon biopsies, and transferred to T75 culture flasks for further expansion with the
above mentioned medium. Medium was refreshed twice per week.
To assess metabolic activity of tenocytes cultures with different medium types (adipogenic
(same as in Chapter 9), osteogenic (same as in Chapter 9), and chondrogenic medium
(same as in Chapter 9) with and without 0.1% recombinant human transforming
growth factor-β1 (TGF-β1) (10 ng/mL, Prepotech, UK) simulation), and different hydrogel
concentrations, tenocytes ( 2 * 106 cells/ml) were embedded in 5%, 10%, and 15% (w/v)
gelatin methacryloyl (gelMA) (80% DoF, synthesized as previously described258) and
crosslinked with Irgacure 2959 (0.1% (w/v) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), BASF,
Ludwigshafen, Germany) in UV light (UVP CL-1000 Ultraviolet Crosslinker) for 15 minutes.
In vitro culture was done up to 28 days and medium was refreshed three times per week.
Metabolic activity was measured with an Alamar Blue staining (Resazurin sodium salt,
Alfa Aesar), according to manufacturer’s protocol with an incubation time of 4 hours.
Additionally, tenocytes were characterized using immunohistochemistry with antitenomodulin antibody (1: 500 dilution, AB81328, Abcam). First, in vitro cultured constructs
were formalin-fixed. Pronase (1 mg/mL, Roche, USA) was used for antigen retrieval, and
sections were blocked with bovine serum albumin prior to antibody incubation (antitenomodulin antibody (1: 500 dilution, AB81328, Abcam)). Samples were washed and
confocal microscopy (Leica SP8X, Germany) was used to characterize tenocytes by means
of positive staining for tenomodulin and assess tenocyte morphology.

SEM imaging
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) (Phenom Pro Desktop SEM, Thermo Fischer
Scientific, USA) was performed with an accelerating voltage of 10 kV to image the melt
electrowritten PCL microfibres in between the MgP-PCL layers. Prior to imaging, samples
were coated with 2 nm of gold to improve imaging quality.

Fabrication of perfusable tubes combined with melt electrowritten
microfibre meshes.
To show the first steps in combining PCL melt electrowritten meshes and co-axial printed
perfusable channels, a two-step approach was used. First, microfibre PCL meshes with a
inter fibre spacing of 400 µm with a height of 0.5 mm were fabricated with MEW (voltage
= 8 kV, collector distance = 6 mm, collector velocity = 15 mm/s, air pressure = 0,12 MPa,
temperature = 90°C (3D Discovery evolution, regenHU, Switzerland)). Co-axial printing
was performed with the equipment and materials as described by Qingmeng et al.420
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Briefly, a 7% gelMA- 2% alginate-hydrogel along with 0.25% (w/v) photoinitiator420 as a
shell material with a calcium chloride (CaCl2) core was done on top of these MEW meshes
in different patterns using a custom made co-axial system.420 After fabrication, the co-axial
tubes were crosslinked with 3% CaCl2 and 1 minute of UV-crosslinking (wavelength: 360–
480 nm, power: 6.9 mW/cm2). The hollow tubes were perfused with fluorescent microbeads diluted in PBS.

Statistics
Data is presented as mean ± standard deviation. The in vitro culture experiments are
performed in triplicate. Differences between groups were considered significant if p <
0.05, ANOVA, post hoc Bonferroni.

Results and discussion
Enthesis
The enthesis is the tendon-to-bone interface and has a load transferring function and is
integrated with the smaller collagen fibres into the bone. The tendon is a densely packed
fibrous tissue that consists of multiple collagen fibres (1-20 µm) that are surrounded by
primary fibre bundles (15 - 400 µm) which are subsequently surrounded by secondary
fibre bundles. These bundles are in turn surrounded by the endotendon, which also
contains tenocytes, together forming the tendon (Figure 1A, B).421,422 Convergence of
multi-scale biofabrication technology allows for the fabrication of the architecture of
the enthesis. The bone protruding collagen fibres can be fabricated by means of melt
electrowriting (MEW) (Figure 1C). These fibres can subsequently be intertwined with a
3D printable bone component, such as MgP-PCL used in this thesis (Figure 1D). The MEW
fibres are well stacked and connect into the bone-reflecting material. By using a rotating
mandrel, the primary fibre bundle can be replicated (Figure 1E).
The enthesis shows a mineralized gradient between the bone and tendon and tenocytes
were extracted and 3D cultured in gelMA hydrogel under different culture conditions
(Figure 2). Where the tenocytes show a flattened, fibroblastic morphology on cover glass,
they became round-shaped once put in 5%, 10%, or 15% gelatin methacryloyl (gelMA)
hydrogel, irrespective of the culture medium used (Figure 2A). All conditions did show
tenomodulin - positive stained cells.
Over the course of 28 days of in vitro culture, the tenocytes were metabolic active under all
conditions. Tenocytes cultured in the osteogenic medium showed an increased metabolic
activity in the 5% 10% and 15% gelMA as compared to the 2D plate culture, as well as to
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the tenocytes cultured in chondrogenic medium, with or without TGF-β1 (Figure 2B).
Tenocytes cultured in adipogenic medium also showed a higher metabolic activity upon
culture in 10% or 15% gelMA as compared to the 2D cultured group and the chondrogenic
stimulated tenocytes (Figure 2B). What this increase in metabolic activity means for the
matrix distribution of the tenocytes is yet to be determined. Additionally, as the enthesis
shows a gradient in mineralization, a coculture of tenocytes and mesenchymal stromal
cells (MSCs) that are both stimulated by osteogenic medium might help in establishing
this gradient.
A.

B.

C.

D.

E.
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350 µm
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500 µm

500 µm

Figure 1. Convergence of (bio)fabrication technologies to fabricate the multi-scale enthesis. A-B)
Schematics of the architecture of the tendon-to-bone interface (enthesis) adapted from Beldjilali-Labro M et
al. and Rossetti et al. 421,422 C) MEW PCL microfibres to represent the collagen fibres. D) Interconnection between
the MEW PCL microfibres and the MgP-PCL printed bone representative. E) MEW PCL microfibres, deposited
on a rotational mandrel to surround the collagen representing fibres and together represent the primary
fibre bundles.
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Figure 2. Tenocytes embedded in different % of gelMA and cultured with different media. A) Cell
morphology after 14 days of culture. Green indicates positive staining for tenomodulin. B) Metabolic activity
over the course of 28 days of culture. “5”, “10”, and “15” reflect the percentage of 3D gelMA, “plate” reflects 2D
cover glass culture.* = Statistically different from 2D culture (p< 0.05), ANOVA post hoc Bonferroni.
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Human-sized meniscus – perfusion
The human meniscus is a large, partly vascularized, tissue. To tissue engineer a human
sized meniscus, perfusion is needed to mimic the architecture and to maintain cell
viability throughout the entire tissue. One of the biofabrication techniques that allows
the creation of large perfusion is co-axial extrusion-based bioprinting. Co-axial extrusion
based bioprinting can combined with MEW to create large tissue sheets. The typical
woodpile-structure (Figure 3A) could be used to create subunits that can subsequently
be perfused around subunits. The MEW mesh could be used to generate large neo-tissue,
such as was explored for articular cartilage in Chapter 7, or for adipose tissue tissue.308
The perfusable channels maintain shape upon the MEW meshes (Figure 3B), even when
they intersect (Figure 3B2). The complex vasculature of the red-red zone of the meniscus
(Figure 3C) was used as inspiration for the simplified printing path that was used for
perfusion through engineered meniscus construct (Figure 3D). This printing path can be
alternated with MEW meshes (Figure 3E) to allow perfusion through the different layers
of the construct. Further studies with cell-laden MEW meshes would show if this perfusion
helps in the in vitro culture and engineering of human sized meniscus tissue.
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Figure 3. Combining co-axial extrusion based printing with MEW to achieve larger scale tissue
fabrication. A) Woodpile-structure on top of a MEW mesh to allow perfusion of smaller tissue units. B)
Macroscopic image of shape of co-axial fibres and MEW meshes. C) Schematic of native meniscus tissue.
D) Co-axial printhead trajectory. E) Proof of principle in establishing a large perfusable network on a human
sized meniscus shape.
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Conclusion
Here two approaches are presented where convergence of advanced biofabrication
technologies can aid in the generation of multi-scale, multi-material tissue equivalents.
For example, the form of the enthesis can possibly be mimicked by convergence of
melt electrowriting and extrusion-based printing of MgP-PCL. This allows multi-scale
fabrication and could, therefore, enable 3D culture systems that better reflect the native
tissue environment. The optimal gel and culture conditions of the tenocytes, and matrix
distribution of such, has yet to be determined.
A human-sized meniscus could potentially be perfused by converging co-axial extrusion
based printing with MEW. The design of large perfusable channels can be inspired by
the vasculature in the native red-red zone. By alternating MEW with perfusable channels,
engineering a human-sized meniscus might be feasible.
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Two-dimensional
Three-dimensional
Articular cartilage
Autologous chondrocyte implantation
Articular cartilage-resident progenitor cell
Additive manufacturing
l-ascorbic acid-2-phospate
Bone morphogenic protein 9
Computer aided design
Computer aided manufacturing
Collector distance
Computed tomography
Critical translation speed
Digital light processing
Dynamic mechanical analysis
Dulbecco’s modified eagle medium
Dimethylsulphoxide
Deoxyribonucleic acid
Extrusion based bioprinting
Extra cellular matrix
Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid
Fetal bovine serum
Fused deposition modelling
Fibroblast growth factor
Glycosaminoglycan
gelatin methacryloyl
Good manufacturing practice
Hyaluronic acid
Methacrylated hyaluronic acid
International cartilage regeneration & joint preservation society
Inter fibre distance
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Insulin-transferrin-selenium-ethanolamine
Methacrylate
Matrix-induced autologous chondrocyte implantation

MEW
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MSC
NaOH
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OAT
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RNA
SEM
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STL
TE
TEMED
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USA
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Melt electrowriting
Polymethylmethacrylate
Mesenchymal stromal cell
Sodium hydroxide
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Osteoarthritis
Osteochondral allografting
Osteochondral autologous transplantation
Osteochondral
Poly acrylamide
Phosphate-buffered saline
Polycaprolactone
poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)
Proportional integral derivative
Programmed translation accuracy
Ribonucleic acid
Scanning electron microscopy
Solution electrospinning
Standard tessellation language
Tissue engineering
Tetramethylethylenediamide
Transforming growth factor beta
Total knee replacement
United States of America
Ultra violet
Western Ontario and McMaster universities osteoarthritis index
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Summary
In the quest to find new treatments for (osteo)chondral defects and to eliminate or
postpone total knee replacement surgery, the potential of 3D bioprinting for the
fabrication of biodegradable, patient-specific (osteo)chondral implants has been explored.
The overarching aim of this thesis was to fabricate a functional (osteo)chondral implant,
inspired by native tissue architecture and use of biodegradable materials, by combining
advanced 3D (bio)fabrication technologies.
Part I demonstrated how melt electrowriting (MEW) was used to improve the mechanical
properties of (osteo)chondral implants. It was previously shown that incorporation of
organised microfibre meshes in hydrogel-based cartilage constructs results in increased
compressive properties. Here, it was shown that microfibres, deposited in an out-of-plane
fashion, improve the shear properties of hydrogel scaffolds while using only a limited
volume fraction of biodegradable polymer fibres (Chapter 2). Additionally, microfibre
meshes were used to improve the interconnection between the cartilage-to-bone
interface by interlocking them within a printed calcium phosphate-based (pCaP) bone
cement structure (Chapter 3).
To further address the zonal structure and composition of the native cartilage tissue
through the layered deposition of cells and matrix components, the incorporation of the
MEW-based production of microfibres within the bioprinting process was explored in
Part II. First, the state-of-the-art concept of combining different manufacturing processes
into a single biofabrication platform was reviewed and future perspectives of such
approaches were discussed (Chapter 4). Further, it demonstrated, for the first time, the
successful convergence of MEW and extrusion-based bioprinting into a single printing
platform enabling control over the fibrous and non-fibrous components of chondral
grafts (Chapter 5). Moreover, the potential of this converged approach for resurfacing
anatomically relevant structures and clinically relevant materials was demonstrated. The
importance of ensuring a constant electrical field strength and directing the electrical
force normal to the collecting structure for accurate microfibre patterning on non-planar
surfaces was shown (Chapter 6).
Part III subsequently addressed the pre-clinical application of the developed multiscale (bio)fabrication approaches. First, it was shown that bone morphogenic protein
9 (BMP-9) can be used to stimulate articular cartilage resident chondroprogenitor cells
(ACPCs) to produce large quantities of reinforced cartilage-like matrix in a time-efficient
manner which holds promise for the clinical translation of large biofabricated implants
(Chapter 7). Next, long-term in vivo evaluation showed that pre-cultured osteochondral
264

plugs with hierarchy in both cell density and microfibre organization were stable enough
to withstand the mechanically challenging environment of the stifle joint in an equine
model. This study highlights the importance of structural reinforcement and suggests
that the use of transplanted cells is, in fact, secondary to the presence of a mechanically
stable structure (Chapter 8). Upscaling from relatively small osteochondral plugs to larger
patient-specific implants demonstrated that the size of the implants significantly affected
the stiffness of the implants and that the design of the implant should take into account
the position of implantation to effectively restore mechanical functioning of the joint.
Additionally, this study introduced a new computer aided design (CAD) to computer
aided manufacturing (CAM) software tool to more easily generate the MEW printing
trajectory for the resurfacing of patient-specific geometries (Chapter 9). Taken together,
this thesis shows accurate fabrication of an osteochondral implant, inspired by native
tissue architecture, and demonstrates the potential of using converged biofabrication
strategies for the treatment of joint defects.
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In de zoektocht naar nieuwe behandelingen ten behoeve van (osteo)chondrale defecten
waardoor metalen totale knie prothesen uit te stellen of te elimineren zijn, is de potentie
van 3D bioprinten voor de fabricatie van biodegradeerbare, patiënt-specifieke (osteo)
chondrale implantaten onderzocht. Het overkoepelende doel van dit proefschrift was
het fabriceren van een functioneel (osteo)chondraal implantaat, geïnspireerd door de
natuurlijke weefsel architectuur en gemaakt van biodegradeerbare materialen, door het
combineren van vergevorderde 3D(bio)fabricatie technologieën.
Deel I demonstreerde hoe melt electrowriting (MEW) gebruikt is om de mechanische
eigenschappen van (osteo)chondrale implantaten te verbeteren. Voorheen is laten zien dat
het incorporeren van georganiseerde micro-vezel matjes in hydrogel scaffolds resulteerde
in verhoogde compressieve eigenschappen. In dit proefschrift is gedemonstreerd dat deze
techniek tevens gebruikt kan worden om vezels te printen die een “out-of-plane” ontwerp
hebben en hierdoor een verhoogde resistentie tegen afschuifkrachten geven wanneer
deze micro-vezels gecombineerd worden met hydrogelen (Hoofdstuk 2). Micro-vezel
matjes zijn tevens gecombineerd met een printbaar calcium-fosfaat-gebaseerd bot-achtig
cement (pCaP) om de interconnectie tussen gefabriceerd kraakbeen-achtig weefsel en
gefabriceerd bot-achtig weefsel te verstevigen (Hoofdstuk 3).
Om de hiërarchische architectuur van natuurlijk articulair kraakbeen weefsel verder na
te kunnen bootsen door middel van gelaagde depositie van cellen en kraakbeenachtige
matrix componenten, is de fabricatie van micro-vezels (door middel van MEW)
geïncorporeerd in het hydrogel bioprint proces in deel II van dit proefschrift. Eerst is
het vernieuwende concept van het combineren van verschillende fabricatie technieken
om tot een enkel-staps biofabricatie platform te komen belicht, waarbij tevens het
toekomstperspectief van een dusdanig platform wordt aangestipt (Hoofdstuk 4). In
Hoofdstuk 5 is voor het eerst de combinatie van 3D bioprinten en micro-vezel depositie
(door middel van MEW) in een enkel-staps platform aangetoond. Dit platform resulteerde
in gelijktijdige controle over zowel de fibreuze als niet-fibreuze componenten van
de kraakbeenachtige matrix. De potentie om dit enkel-staps biofabricatie platform te
gebruiken voor anatomisch relevante structuren (zoals het femurcondyl) is onderzocht
door accurate micro-vezel depositie te bewerkstelligen op convexe geometrieën van
verschillende klinisch-relevante materialen (Hoofdstuk 6). In deze studie is het belang
van een constant elektrisch veld sterkte alsmede de richting van de elektrische kracht ten
opzichte van het oppervlak aangetoond.
Deel III van dit proefschrift beschrijft de preklinische applicatie van de ontwikkelde multischaal (bio)fabricatie technologieën. Eerst is aangetoond dat stimulatie van kraakbeenprogenitor cellen met de groeifactor bone morphogenic protein 9 (BMP-9) kan resulteren
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in efficiënte productie van grote hoeveelheden kraakbeen-achtig weefsel (Hoofdstuk 7).
Deze BMP-9 stimulatie heeft potentie voor het fabriceren van grotere bio-gefabriceerde
implantaten. Daarna heeft lange-termijn in vivo evaluatie in een groot en relevant
diermodel (paard) aangetoond dat pre-geconditioneerde osteochondrale pluggen met
een hiërarchie in vezel-oriëntatie en cel-distributie mechanisch stabiel genoeg zijn om de
mechanisch uitdagende omgeving van de knie te overleven (Hoofdstuk 8). Deze studie
toont het belang van structurele elementen en impliceert dat deze structurele elementen
mogelijk belangrijker zijn voor de regeneratie van osteochondrale defecten dan het
gebruik van getransplanteerde cellen.
Het opschalen van relatief kleine osteochondrale pluggen naar grotere patiënt-specifieke
implantaten demonstreert dat de grootte van het implantaat significant invloed heeft op
de mechanische stijfheid van het implantaat wanneer dit onder mechanisch fysiologische
condities wordt belast. Het ontwerp van het implantaat dient overwogen te worden om
de mechanische functionaliteit effectief te kunnen herstellen. Daarnaast heeft deze studie
een nieuwe software tool geïntroduceerd om de generatie van het micro-vezel depositie
print pad aan te kunnen passen aan de patiënt-specifieke geometrieën (Hoofdstuk 9).
Dit proefschrift laat accurate fabricatie zien van een osteochondraal implantaat waarvan
het ontwerp is geïnspireerd door de natuurlijke articulair kraakbeen weefsel architectuur.
Het potentieel van gebruik van gecombineerde biofabricatie technieken voor de
fabricatie van implantaten, ten behoeven van de behandeling van gewrichts-defecten is
aangetoond en bediscussieerd in Hoofdstuk 10.
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Micro-scale, macro-scale, en multi-scale zijn termen die veelvuldig aan bod gekomen zijn
in dit proefschrift. Als onderzoeker realiseer ik mij dat de kennis die verworven is tijdens
de onderzoeken die beschreven staan in dit proefschrift slechts micro-scale kan zijn ten
opzichte van de totale wetenschap alsmede ten opzichte van de reeds verworven kennis
binnen de weefsel-wereld. Echter, ik geloof ook dat de uiteindelijke toepassing van de, in
dit proefschrift, verworven kennis intens waardevol kan zijn voor diegene die baat hebben
bij therapieën die mogelijk op delen van dit onderzoek gebaseerd kunnen zijn. De totale
potentiele impact van dit proefschrift beschrijf ik dan ook graag als multi-scale. Echter,
de steun en bijdrage van hierna beschreven personen met betrekking tot het ontstaan
en volbrengen van dit proefschrift is beter te omschrijven is als yotta-scale. Jullie zijn mij
dierbaar en mijn dank voor jullie steun en input is oneindig.

Promotor en co-promotor
Geachte Professor dr. ir. Malda, beste Jos,
Van friet op station Duisburg, naar lunch op de Chinese Muur, sushi in Kyoto, en gember in
Hong Kong: wat hebben we veel meegemaakt in de afgelopen 4 jaar. Allereerst bedankt
voor het vertrouwen dat jij vanaf het begin van mijn promotie (of eigenlijk daarvoor?) in
mij hebt gehad. Al op dag 1 grapten wij over het aantal papers dat deel uit kon maken van
dit proefschrift. Hoewel dat aantal (bijna) is gehaald, maakte dit aantal ook al vrij snel niet
meer uit. Onder jouw begeleiding ontstond er een mooi proefschrift met een duidelijke
lijn en interessante onderzoeken. Hierdoor kwam er al snel ruimte om meer risicovolle
projecten te proberen, om side-projecten op te zetten, en samenwerkingen aan te gaan.
Hoewel natuurlijk niet al deze projecten gebracht konden worden naar het niveau dat
ik uiteindelijk wilde zien, ben ik evengoed enorm trots op wat we wel bereikt hebben in
dit proefschrift, en op wat ik heb mogen leren in de weg hiernaartoe. Ja, echt! Dit alles
was niet gelukt zonder zo een fijne promotor als jij, daarvoor dank. Jouw enthousiasme,
kennis, snelheid van denken en verbanden leggen, en het vertrouwen dat jij uitstraalt,
werkt onnoemelijk inspirerend. Bedankt voor de ruimte die jij geeft, de kansen die jij
creëert, en de tijd die je neemt als dit nodig is, hierdoor heb ik een rijke en leuke 4 jaar
mogen genieten. Bedankt voor alles dat ik van je heb mogen leren. Ik zal altijd terugkijken
op een mooie promotietijd, kan vertrouwen op de basis die hier is gelegd, en hoop zeker
dat we elkaar nog lang tegen zullen blijven komen in deze mooie 3D weefsel-wereld. Ik
wens je al het goeds voor de toekomst, samen met Annelie en de kids. Benieuwd naar
de lijnen die jij uit gaat zetten en de resultaten die uit het “Malda-Team” mogen komen. Ik
kan trots eindigen met: Bedankt voor alles, ik had mij geen betere PhD-tijd voor kunnen
stellen. Het ga je goed!
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Dear dr. ir. Castilho, dear Miguel,
“Almost there”, the engineer and the hybrid. Even though I was your first PhD student to
supervise, and started without a full engineering background (hybrid), I do believe we
have come pretty far. I am happy with the road we’ve taken and think we both learned
a lot along the way. I am very grateful for your guidance and the opportunities that you
have provided during my PhD. From helping designing a new MEW device together with
the MTKF to including me in the meetings with RegenHU about the Bioarchitect project,
where I could learn more about valorisation and business. Your talent and expertise is
widely spread and appreciated among the different departments. Yet, you always found
a way to help out when needed, to call and tell me it would all work out when I was
overanalysing a micro-scale detail, or to remind me about the opportunities that lie
ahead in terms of projects, collaborations, and conferences. Our meetings were one of
the constant highlights where we had more time to discuss current projects and future
research ideas. I am utterly impressed by the amount of ideas and enthusiasm you have
for science, thank you so much for sharing that. Over these years I have learned a lot
from you, and can only describe you as an extremely talented and smart but also very
kind and polite person that enjoys science, Portugal and surfing, yet dislikes eating cowskin (Biofabrication 2017), and does not sleep well if the bed is right above a loud bar
(Biofabrication 2019, Sorry!). Dear Miguel, thank you for everything, it was a pleasure to
have you as a co-promotor, you are the best, and I am proud that we “are there”.

Review committee
Beste Prof. dr. Marianne Verhaar, Prof. dr. Roos Masereeuw, Dear Prof. dr. Lorenzo Moroni,
Dr. David Hoey, Prof. dr. Liam Grover, thank you for your enthusiasm and taking the time
to read and evaluate this thesis. I am honoured to have the opportunity to discuss the
findings in my thesis with such well-appreciated scientists.

Paranimfen
Dear Paulina, from student to paranimph, I am super glad to have met you. Your easy-going
character, combined with your Mexican passion, hardworking attitude and kind personality,
makes it hard to not be friends with you. No wonder Sam felt right at home from the first
minute you got him. I am super proud of how you managed and matured your initial student
project and maybe even more so on how well you are doing within your PhD. You definitely
bring more colour to the lab. Thank you for everything you’ve done, from 8 am meetings to
proof reading the final sections of this thesis. You are the best!
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Beste Inge, wat heb ik een geluk gehad dat jij aangenomen was op het 3D joint project.
Niet alleen was het zonder jou een heel veel dunner proefschrift geworden, had ik veel
langere dagen mogen draaien, en hadden we lang niet zoveel kennis kunnen verwerven
uit side-projecten, ook was het een stuk minder gezellig geweest. Wat was het fijn om
met jou samen te werken, lekker no-nonsense en aanpakken. Voornamelijk tijdens de
converged printing studies waren wij een goed geoliede machine waarbij jij de cellen
regelde en ik volledig kon focussen op de fabricatie. Onze trip naar team Dublin was ook
erg leerzaam en gezellig, ik ben blij dat we dat hebben kunnen doen. Ik wens jou al het
geluk in de toekomst, bedankt voor alles!

Collegas van het UMC, de UU, en daarbuiten
My PhD time would not have be the same without the colleagues that I have worked
with. I really enjoyed my time at the orthopaedics department and look back at fruitful
discussions, retraites, Orthoski-trips, conference visits, borrels and many more fun and
valuable activities. Anita, Imke, Maaike, Huub, Mechteld, Nienke, Nada, Leonardo,
Michiel, Bruce, Koen W, Koen D, Floris, Jelle, Justin, Sebastiaan, Rob, Willem
Paul, Jasper, Kelly, Saber, Razmara, Jonneke, Isabel, Erin, Maarten, Vivian, Pedro,
Alexandre, Kim van D thanks for everything and I wish you all the best. Harrie Weinans,
Keita Ito, Jacqueline Alblas, Laura Creemers, bijzonder bedankt voor alle waardevolle
feedback tijdens de researchmeetings. Roel, bedankt voor de altijd waardevolle klinische
input, alsmede voor de feedback op de introductie van dit proefschrift. Michelle,
bedankt voor die aller- aller eerste stage, dit is het moment geweest dat ik wist dat ik
het onderzoek in wilde. Ik heb enorm veel van je geleerd, bedankt voor alles. Ik wens
je al het geluk samen met Kevin en de kids. Debby, bedankt voor het vertrouwen dat
jij tijdens de master al liet zien. Altijd een voorbeeld voor de RMT studenten, veel geluk
in de toekomst. Lizette, het is erg leuk om met jou samen te werken, bedankt voor
jouw waardevolle advies. Alessia, impressed by your passion for research and climbing
(yes, climbing), sorry for the times I scared you in the early mornings in the lab. Iris P,
bescheiden, maar wat een mooi proefschrift heb jij afgeleverd. Chella, New Orleans (ORS)
room-mate, bedankt voor alles. Het bedenken en opstarten van het MEWnicusproject
was leuk, succes met de opleiding. Jasmijn, het MEWniscusproject verder uitwerken en
uitvoeren was fijn om samen te doen, zeker met jouw vrolijke daadkrachtige instelling.
Lucienne, onnoemelijk veel kennis op zoveel verschillende vlakken en daarbij zo aardig
en geduldig. Bedankt voor al jouw input en advies, ik heb dit altijd als zeer waardevol
ervaren. Ik wens jou en jouw gezin al het beste, en hopelijk tot ziens in Berlijn. Joao,
most valuable player of team “We don’t fall”. I don’t remember when we actually started
climbing together, yet I would not like to miss our sessions for the world. Although the
result of “you pick” is always interesting, I do enjoy how we push each other with our
different climbing styles and look forward to future outdoor adventures. We have only
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worked together on a few projects, yet your interest and passion for science have always
been very clear, I honestly believe you will do great things in the future. Thanks for being
a good friend, keep your harness tight and please don’t fall (this is not sarcastic). Mattie,
Anneloes, Inge D, without you, the lab would not be running as smoothly. Thank you for
all the help and advice along the way. Mattie, koning van de histologie. Niet alleen het
waardevolle lab-advies, maar ook de goede restaurant-tips zijn altijd erg gewaardeerd.
Anneloes, koningin van de PCR, inspirerend om te zien hoe graag jij nieuwe dingen
leert, ook erg leuk dat je nu ook ontspanning kan vinden in het klimmen. Inge D, zie
boven. Riccardo, impressed but certainly not surprised that you received the ERC grant.
You were always there for advice and help when needed, I have learned a lot from you,
thank you. It is inspiring to see you work in the lab. Wish you all the best and please keep
“making the exception the rule”. Susanna, your chemical knowledge is beyond what I
can even imagine, thanks for all the nice chats in the lab, your presence always brightens
the room. Yang, the most kind, knowledgeable and fun flow-specialist I know. Paweena,
bench-neighbour, 3D-joint mate, ICRS Macau room-mate. I have really enjoyed spending
time with you and I will stand by my previous statement that you are one of the most
brilliant people I’ve ever met. It was very special to be paranimph at your defense. Thanks
for everything. Irina, thank you for all your valuable input and “gezelligheid”, it was fun
sharing the Biofabrication 2017 experience with you. Your baking- and art-skills are always
amazing, still waiting for you to open that bakery. Wish you all the best, you will do great!
Sammy, we met in Würzburg and I’m glad you have joined the team! Looking forward
to your next discoveries (and camping adventures). Joost, Quentin, Andrei, Madison,
Martina, thank you for being the core of the MEW lab and help in keeping things running
as we want them to run. Joost, jouw enthousiasme is geweldig, het maakte niet uit of dat
nu over machines, wetenschap, of campers ging. Bedankt ook dat je altijd bereidt was om
mee te denken en in te springen wanneer de machines faalde. Quentin, it was a pleasure
to work together on the curved-surfaces paper, thank you for your down-to-earth vibes,
and dead-lift motivations. Andrei, from supervisor in Würzburg to colleague in Utrecht.
You are such a kind and knowledgeable person that keeps inspiring me to do cool science
until it is as perfect as it can get. I am really glad that you are happy in Utrecht and value
your friendship a lot. Madison, I don’t think I have ever met such an organized person
as yourself. Thank you for all the joy you bring in the lab (e.g. googly eyes), your energy
is contagious. Nasim, thank you for working together on the PCL-MgP materials, I still
think it is impressive how you approached this. Looking forward to our future projects,
they will be great. Brenda, bedankt voor het altijd oplossen van de meestal bizarre (of
onhandige) uitdagingen. Niets is te gek, jij regelt het wel. Het was daarbij altijd gezellig
om even bij je binnen te lopen. Veel geluk in het nieuwe huis, wordt vast prachtig! Inge
van H(eld), bedankt voor alles! Zo krachtig en altijd bereidt om te helpen. Ik wens jou heel
veel succes en plezier in de toekomst. Margot, LR-buurvrouw, room-mate in Berlijn, en nu
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samenwerken op RegMedXB. Het is altijd leuk om met jou samen te werken. Jouw kritische
blik op de bio is altijd zeer waardevol, bedankt! Florencia, “How are you doing?” “You look
fancy today!”, it is always fun to have you around in the lab. You are such a friendly person
and great teacher to everyone around you, absolutely amazing. Thank you so much for
everything, also for all the work of the BMP-9 chapter, it was fun to work with you. Wish you
all the best with Stijn and Thomas. Iris, vanaf dag 1 klikte het goed tussen ons en ontstond
er een goede vriendschap. Hoewel totaal andere projecten (3D Joint, 3D Ear), hebben we
toch nog samen kunnen werken op jouw printpaper, wat ben ik daar trots op! Ik vind het
erg mooi om te zien hoe jij (o.a. met Gezond Kompas) anderen wilt inspireren met jouw
visie om gezondheidszorg weer over gezondheid te laten gaan. Blijf doen wat goed voelt
en ga waar je voor wilt gaan, als krachtig en oprecht mens red jij het écht wel! Het was
een eer om paranimf te mogen zijn op jouw dag, dat blijft een extra mooie herinnering.
Ook zal ik vaak met plezier terugdenken aan onze koffiemomenten op het strand, de
orthoski, wijn in Würzburg, en onze ontbijtmeetings in Utrecht. Bedankt voor alle mooie
en leerzame momenten. Margo, wat ben jij een vriendelijk, tof, en oprecht mens met vele
talenten! Het is inspirerend hoe jij nieuwe dingen die totaal buiten je comfortzone liggen
op pakt. Van neurowetenschappen naar 3D printen van gedecellularizeerde kraakbeen
matrix. Van kitesurfen naar boulderen, topropen, voorklimmen en buiten multi-pitchen. Ik
hoop dat we nog vaak met tuigjes, poeder, walkietalkies (“noem je me nou dik?”“Ik wil niet
stoken, maar zoiets hoorde ik ook”), en klipjes de hoogte in mogen. Bedankt voor jouw
hulp tijdens de laatste loodjes en de perspectieven die jij als geen ander kan geven. Blijf je
eigen pad volgen, geen berg is te hoog voor jou ( English (us)).
Beste Ferry, bedankt voor de tweede stage en daarmee de springplank richting deze
PhD positie. Jouw kennis en kijk op de wetenschap alsmede de rust die jij hierbij uitstraalt
zijn altijd inspirerend geweest. Op goed advies probeer ik nog vaak “vrijdagmiddag
experimenten” in te plannen. Ik leer nog altijd veel van je, zal dat altijd blijven doen, en
ben blij dat we nog contact hebben. Ik wens jou heel veel geluk toe met Willeke, Amy,
Zoë, Zara, en Dash, wat hebben jullie het mooi in Edinburg.
De collega’s van de diergeneeskunde, gezondheidszorg paard waren gelukkig nooit
ver weg. Beste Lotte, Ineke, Maria, Nikae, Saskia, Filipe, en Harold, het was enorm
fijn om met jullie samen te werken, bedankt voor alle inzichten en kennis die jullie mij
hebben gegeven. Natuurlijk ook bedankt voor al jullie hulp tijdens de in vivo studies, jullie
expertise is enorm waardevol en zal dat ook nog heel lang zijn. Geachte Prof. van Weeren,
beste René, bedankt voor alle hulp. Jouw zicht op het gehele plaatje, de bredere zin van
wetenschap, en de grotere concepten binnen en buiten ons veld is uniek. Ik zal nooit
vergeten hoe snel jij een gestructureerde discussie wist te maken van mijn “whirlpool”.
Ook bedankt voor de gastvrijheid tijdens de Normandië retraites, naast dat deze effectief
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waren voor de groepsconnectie, en voor het besef dat onze bredere (historische) kennis
aan verbetering toe was, heb ik hier hele goede herinneringen aan en was het beide keren
iets om naar uit te kijken, dank je wel!

Students
Although I asked a lot of each of you, you have all done an amazing job during your
internships and I hope you look back at it with as much fun as I do. Spending time with
you in the lab was one of the most exciting things to do as you are all so very talented,
motivated, and smart which resulted in interesting discussions, new creative experimental
plans, and quite some geeky jokes. Max, bedankt voor het werk met zwellende
hydrogelen. Kylee, I hope you will never lose your sense of humor, you will do absolutely
great! Christina, thank you for your work during the EuroStars Program. Paulina, “It just
crosslinks all the time, so annoying!”. Anastasia, thank you for your help in the work about
guiding MEW fibers over hydrogel structures. Bastiaan, bedankt voor jouw inzet op het
MEWniscus samenwerkingsproject met Jasmijn, jij gaat sowieso mooie dingen doen!
Shaiv, thank you for your work on the computational modelling of the shear modulus of
MEW-gelMA composites and the subsequent development of a testing system. Ioanna,
thank you for working on the final chapter of this thesis, where everything came together.
Trust your talents, they will get you where you want to go! Kim, Leah, Josse, thank you for
your trust in letting me guide you through your writing assignments, your fresh thoughts
were always inspiring.

Collaborations
During these 4 years of my PhD, I had the opportunity to collaborate with a lot of extremely
smart and talented scientists from all over the world. I would like to thank some of these
in particular:
Team Würzburg,
Dear Prof. Groll, Jürgen, dear Prof. Dalton, Paul, thank you for the great time I’ve had
during my research stay in Würzburg. You have introduced me to the wonders of melt
electrowriting and my chemical knowledge has definitely benefitted from working in
your lab as well. I will always look back at a great experience and sincerely enjoyed doing
research in your lab, thank you! Moataz, Jodie, Andrei, Tomasz, Gernot, thank you
including me in the MEW-team, without each of you, it would never have been so much
fun and the project could never have been evolved into its final stage. Tomasz, always
good to see you. I enjoyed our interesting conversations, our shared airbnb in Ohio and
I’m curious about your next achievements in science and photography. Thank you. Jodie,
Daimon, although we have met in Würzburg, I’m extremely happy that we still see each
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other in Mannheim and Utrecht, spending time with you two is always a good idea. Thank
you for being our friends.
Team Dublin,
Dear Prof. Kelly, Daniel, dear Prof. Brama, Pieter, dear Ross, Pierluca, Fiona, Rosanna,
Dave, Ines, Xavi, thank you for the interesting overarching discussions during our visits
to Dublin and your visit to Utrecht. Your enthusiasm is noticeable and it was always good
to discuss the challenges that we all face. I have learned a lot from each of you, and had
great fun getting to know you. Thank you!
Team Boston,
Dear Prof. Zhang, Yu Shrike, Sushila Maharjan, Li Lv, thank you for showing me around in
the Boston lab and teaching me the tips and tricks of coaxial printing.
Team QUT,
Dear Prof. Pivonka, Peter, dear Paige Little, and Roderick Verberne, thank you for the
collaboration and work on the ex vivo model of Chapter 9.
Team RegenHU,
Dear Dominic, Denis, Mauro, thank you for the interesting discussions in the Bioarchitect
project meetings. I have learned a lot from your side and it was a pleasure to work with
you. Thank you!

Vrienden
Kim A, Lisa, Nicole, Britt, Annelot, Saskia, Fleur en Yvette, wat fijn dat onze
middelbare school groep nog altijd bij elkaar is. Ontspanning is belangrijk en jullie zijn
er altijd om mij daaraan te helpen herinneren. Van dansen (?) met uitsmijters op de
Heemskerkse feestweek en kampioen worden op badminton invitatietoernooien, tot wijn
in Würzburg, Lundt, de katjeskelder, of Manchester, gezellig is het altijd. Remco, Bart,
Jasper, Renee, Tom, Simon, Alex, en de kids Luuk en Jonna, jullie maken deze groep
nog meer compleet! Bedankt voor al jullie steun en vriendschap, zonder jullie was het niet
op deze manier gelukt.
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Kim V en Frank, ook jullie maken alles een stuk leuker en gezelliger. Of we nou handballen
(oké, vroeger dan), koffie drinken, hardlopen, of lekker aan het strand eten, het is altijd
goed! Lieve Kim, bedankt dat je er bent, onze vriendschap betekent veel en ik kijk uit naar
onze IJsland trip. Ik wens jullie samen veel geluk in jullie nieuwe paleis (ballonnen voor de
housewarming zijn besteld).

Familie
Al een geruime tijd kan ik mij gelukkig prijzen dat ik mij bij twee families thuis mag voelen,
niet enkel in mijn gezin van herkomst, de Ruijter, maar ook bij de van Duijn-en (Rik).

van Duijn
Lieve Pieter, Wilma, Renee, Martin, Jaxx en Maci, bedankt dat het altijd zo gezellig is
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